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Executive Summary
Our overall vision for Mobile Life has been to create a society where happiness, playfulness and
creativity are factors in peoples’ everyday lives. Through the ten years of research, the centre has
become a strong voice advocating a human centred focus on digitalisation – focusing on what makes a
good life for all. More importantly, we have provided a path to how this can be done – in our design
processes, in our tools, in new business models, and in how we approach studies of life styles in
change. The Mobile Life Way that is, our way of engaging in design-led exploration of novel
technology, based on social science, art, design thinking, aesthetics and value-based concerns, is a
unique approach that has rendered results that will continue to inspire. Our design work has often
been many years ahead of the commercial front and today we see many of the design concepts from
the earlier years of Mobile Life being provided as commercial products. This includes, for example,
our work on wearable biosensors for wellbeing and health and tools for amateur video production.
To address the vision of a good life, the centre has initiated and developed unusual and evocative
research topics such as: integrating digitalisation with the fashion industry; connecting back to nature
and engaging animals in interaction; designing with felt life and bodily engagement; pervasive games;
or studying the life style changes that follow from the sharing economy. These research topics have
changed the academic frontiers of our field.
Taken together these explorations paint a broad picture of a whole society in change. A consumeroriented Internet of Things society is no longer a prospect, but a reality. This enables a future where
disruption could potentially create conflict, inequality, decrease inclusion and directly harm the
success of Swedish companies and way of life. As a reaction to this negative view we have instead
envisioned a positive world where digital technologies causes disruption that enhances engagement,
creativity and enjoyment. In doing so, we have not shunned from the political and ethical implications
of our work, dealing with topics such as the importance of empowerment of all to be makers and
participants in a highly technologically-infused society. These results continue to be important – to
our partners, to academic research in our field, as well as to the whole society.
Ultimately, both the history of Mobile Life and the way forward can be captured in our credo:
Always Explore! Always Create! Always Enjoy!
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1. Long-term Vision, Mission and Strategy
Our overall vision for Mobile Life has been to create a society where happiness, playfulness and
creativity are factors in peoples’ everyday lives. The first Mobile Life vision was created when mobile
Internet technology was in its infancy. We argued that the industry should start to design new services
for a sustainable web of work, leisure and ubiquitous technology that we called the mobile life. Today
the mobile Internet is mature and a natural part of everyday life. In response to this changing reality,
the Centre’s vision was modified for Phase 3. The vision concentrated on the hedonic aspects of life
and painted the picture of an enjoyment society, where values such as happiness, pleasure and
playfulness are key factors. Furthermore, mobile technology had gone far beyond mobile Internet
terminals such as smartphones. When literally all-everyday products become connected and start
sharing data in the network, we anticipated the emergence of a consumer-oriented Internet of Things
(IoT). This vision required us to take seriously the role of pleasure and happiness in peoples’ lives,
from a variety of standpoints such as the sociological, cognitive and physiological. It also required the
creation of a new set of tools, infrastructures and frameworks to create and evaluate IoT services, and
new methods to design and study these services.
Also this vision of a consumer-oriented Internet of Things is no longer a prospect, but a reality,
starting to alter society in interesting ways. Again the vision was modified and for the last two years
we instead worried about a future where disruption could create conflict, decrease inclusion and
directly harm the success of Swedish companies and way of life. As a reaction to this negative view
we instead envisioned a positive world where technology causes disruption that enhances
engagement, creativity and enjoyment. That is a world where technology has increased engagement
by creating experiences that are captivating but also are embedded in our everyday interactions.
Engagement also covers inclusion – systems that bring increasing numbers of people in as
participants, workers or inventors. By inclusion we are thinking also of political and civic activity,
and how we can include citizens not only in decision making. By creativity we emphasise our focus
on services where creativity and original activity are part of their use, devices that under-determine
their usage. Lastly, we continue our longstanding focus on enjoyment in the centre – but as always we
mean the broader sense of activities that holistically contribute to our wellbeing and happiness.
Mobile Life’s mission has been to work in close collaboration with our partners to understand the
development of mobile services, ubiquitous technology, map out the impact of consumer-oriented IoT
and investigate how technology disrupts society and our everyday lives. Through our joint venture we
have worked together to understand how these technology changes contributes to an enjoyment
society. Even though many of our partners do not work directly with consumer services or see their
products as being in the enjoyment sector, we strongly believe that an increased focus on these
aspects will help improve their product offerings in the long run. Our strategy to achieve this entails
collaborating closely with partners in advanced research projects. Each project was set up to produce
strategic innovations in a three- to five-year perspective through the implementation and evaluation of
one or more specific enjoyment services that helped illustrate and ultimately realise the vision of an
enjoyment society.
In addition to producing the concrete services, the projects have also performed user studies, created
technical toolkits, and generated high-level concepts and methods. The outcomes are documented in
academic papers and have been shared with partners in a variety of ways, including quarterly status
updates, an annual report, project steering group meetings, an electronic newsletter, meetings and
workshops with individual partners, public demonstrations and our yearly Mobile Life VIP Event.
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2. Research Area, Competence Profile and Critical Size
The centre’s research involved the design, implementation and study of novel, futuristic enjoyment
services in real usage. The main field of the centre was in human-computer interaction (HCI), with
the flagship publication venue being the ACM SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing
Systems (CHI) alongside the journal Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction (ToCHI). Other
major HCI journals included the International Journal of Human-Computer Studies, Interacting with
Computers and the International Journal of Human-Computer Interaction. Additionally, the centre’s
work has also been relevant for computer-supported collaborative work (CSCW), mobile humancomputer interaction (Mobile HCI), game studies (DIGRA), ubiquitous and pervasive computing
(UBICOMP, Personal and Ubiquitous Computing), design of interactive systems (DIS), tangible,
embodied and embedded interaction (TEI), and interaction design (International Journal of Design,
DRS).
The centre’s work has been based on design-led exploration of novel technology. At the core lied
design thinking, a human-focused, prototype- and design-driven process for innovation that is
fundamentally multi-disciplinary. It draws on a number of competencies to arrive at, not only better
products, but also better processes, services, strategies and business models. It typically entailed
opening up new design spaces through the creation of many different example designs, while at the
same time, the problem space itself was continuously explored and refined. This can be contrasted
with more traditional engineering research that starts from a problem and then solves it. This unique
take on design thinking relies heavily on sociological points of view.
The following competence areas have been represented in the centre:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interaction design (IxD)
Social sciences
User studies – both traditional HCI studies and ethnographically inspired methods
Product design
Hardware engineering
Software engineering
Critical analysis
Critical design
Media art

Taken together, this made the centre well equipped to explore and design for the future of enjoyment
in a society infused with IoT technologies.
The centre’s main facilities were located in Kista, the ICT-cluster just outside Stockholm. The
facilities were designed to meet the centre’s particular needs for an open workplace and to provide for
creative interaction between different disciplines in the research team. Since 2007 the centre has
expanded and could at its peak host in total 46 permanent staff and guests. The centre was physically
co-located with RISE SICS (Swedish Institute of Computer Science) and in close vicinity of the main
campus of Stockholm University’s Department of Computer and System Sciences (DSV).
Furthermore, Ericsson Research, Kista Science City and STING are all located nearby, which has
been essential for facilitating close collaboration with our partners.
The technical resources of the centre have included a workshop with facilities for electronic
construction, 3D printing and physical prototyping. We have developed our own toolkit for embedded
wireless communication to facilitate the production of IoT services. We also had on-site study
facilities, dedicated project rooms for short- to medium-term projects, and spaces for design
workshops. Finally, our partners provided access to advanced infrastructure and services such as
wireless platforms and data analysis tools, as well as consumable resources such as mobile data plans.
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The centre became recognised as an international research hub. The research team was highly
engaged in organising academic conferences, in particular the annual CHI conference, as well as
smaller conferences such as Mobile HCI, TEI and NordiCHI, all considered as premier venues of the
field. We were also active on the board of the ToCHI journal and will continue to be so.
Among our peers and competitors around the world are various HCI-focused research labs at big
companies, such as the Human Experience & Design group at Microsoft Research in Cambridge, UK
and the Strategic Design Group at Ericsson Research (both partners in the centre). In the university
world, the research groups that have engaged in similar design-oriented research as we did, include
the Horizon centre at Nottingham University; the Culture Lab at Newcastle University; the
Northumbria design school; the Games Studies lab at NYU; the Exertion Lab at RMIT in Australia;
the d.school at Stanford; UCLIC at University College London; the Interaction Design centre at
Goldsmiths in London; CMU Design in Pittsburgh; TU Delft; the DQI group at Eindhoven
University; Centre for Participatory IT at Aarhus University; and the Cultural Embedded Computing
Group at Cornell University. There are also networks and centres spanning both industry and
universities, such as the Intel Science & Technology Center for Social Computing at UC Irvine. We
have had close ties and collaborations with most of these groups in one form or the other. Out of
these, Mobile Life was the second largest with respect to size; only Horizon employs more faculty.
Few of the others have a strong, joint research programme of the same kind as Mobile Life had. This
large scale in both size and ambition was made possible by the extensive resources and long-term
commitment of the VINN Excellence Center funding model.
For the most part, the centre’s collaboration with private and public sector actors happened by
bringing them in as full consortium partners. However, because of many requests for a less
demanding type of collaboration, we also established a loser form of collaboration with SMEs, the
Friends of Mobile Life. This allowed us to accept collaborators that were interested in the Mobile Life
vision but that were not yet prepared to commit as full partners. Members included were three design
agencies establishing themselves in the IoT field, Ziggy Creative Colonies AB, ayond AB and Boris
Design. It also includes the consumer product company Axfood AB. Together; these formed
interesting building blocks in the new IoT ecosystem, bringing understanding and a sense of how
quickly the maps of different business sectors are being redrawn. We also formalised our contact with
former associates within the Mobile Life Alumni network, through activities such as a Homecoming
day and meet-ups during CHI and other conferences.
Over the ten years of the centre life-time approximately 150 people have been working permanently
in the centre (including master’s students and those financed by related grants). This has been
complemented with an ever-changing stream of guests from industry and academia. Having the
critical mass of a centre of excellence was crucial in establishing and keeping core competence, as
well as diversifying the capabilities of the research in a way that would not have been possible in a
smaller research group. Through the scale we could act as a centre of gravity that attracted and could
retain crucial competence in diverse areas. The fact that we were able to combine diverse skills
including engineering, design, sociology and art in a single location is a direct result of this, and was
crucial in generating the adventurous and high quality research that the centre is known for.
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3. Research Programs and Results
The first two research programs in Mobile Life focused on consumer-oriented mobile services
spanning areas such as entertainment, socialising and work. As the mobile Internet matured and
became a natural part of everyday life Mobile Life’s research program was modified and focused on
our overall vision of an enjoyment society thriving off Internet of Things materials. It did this through
focused design-led exploration of the future of enjoyment. We have focused on the enjoyable
domains of our lives where technology will be radically different in the future – such as homes,
games, fashion or body. In these domains we developed new services, studied those services in use
and theorised about future forms of enjoyment. Rather than taking an engineering-led approach, such
as by identifying and solving problems, our aim was rather to inventively generate deeper
understandings, mapping a more diverse design space. We started with the research question: What is
enjoyment? Then we moved on to ask what will enjoyable technologies be in the future? And lastly
how can we design for the new forms that leisure and pleasure will take?
This design-led approach draws on a range of different competencies to arrive at, not only better
products, but also better processes, services, strategies and business models. It entailed opening new
design spaces through the creation of many different example designs. Within each individual Mobile
Life project you can see rich examples of new applications of technology, studies of leisure practices,
and conceptual work, all aimed at trying to understand changes in society, as well as showing how the
work of a research centre can influence those changes.
The research programs directed our projects in particular domains – places in our lives where
enjoyment was ripe for innovation – and in more conceptual contributions. For the domains we chose
activities where we saw technology emerging, changing those activities but also where the eventual
forms technology will take are undecided. These domain projects try and design for unusual settings –
leveraging more diverse approaches to technology. The LiveNature project, for example, explored the
importance of cherished places, seeking ways of linking nature and the home together with networks
of sensors and mobile cameras. In contrast, the Internet of Sports project focused on how to
understand our physical activities and how bio-data can be used in new ways to support more
enjoyable sport experiences. Each of these domain projects mapped out some of the diverse forms that
enjoyment takes, and where the technological possibilities could lie.
Yet addressing these issues also invoked more conceptual contributions – explorations of the
materials that we need to use, how technology fits everyday activities and what new methods we can
use to study technology in use. Our goals in these projects were to produce tools that could be applied
within the domain projects, but also to address and contribute to broader trends in the academic
communities we work in. Here the centre has contributed with several methods, user-driven
innovation, the sensual evaluation instrument, the material explorations that uncovered new ways of
experimenting with digital materials, and inVivo a video recording mobile device for remote use.
The centre has produced a number of breakthroughs in terms of both specific systems, as well as by
addressing difficult conceptual questions in the field. Three major contributions can be outlined. First,
as technology itself has changed, Mobile Life started to delve into questions about why we use
technology. Our contribution has been to make enjoyment and pleasure an active part of how
researchers think about technology use. Research now addresses a much wider range of different
domains – fitness, fashion, games and so on, but also uses a wider range of concepts such as delight,
surprise and enjoyment. This has also had a strong influence on how the IT industry now brings in the
notion of enjoyment into their business strategy. A second part of this has been in Mobile Life’s
impact on how we have studied and understood technology in use. This can be broadly conceived of
as the move to studying technology “in the wild” in the sites where it is actually predominantly used.
Third, we have been part of making design a much more central part of HCI research, igniting an
explosion in design focused research – research that works not just on how technology looks, but
attempts to change how technology is conceived of and designed.
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Taking enjoyment seriously

How can we understand why we enjoy using technology so much?
To establish the importance of enjoyment has been a broad goal of the Centre’s research. This work
was firstly displayed in the vast range of topics which Mobile Life has engaged with and studied –
television production, hunting with dogs, mobile game playing, location based check-ins, bodily
experiences and so on. The driving force here was to break the mould of research, which ignored
many uses to which technology were put. We have done this by questioning and furthering where
technology researchers go. Yet more centrally Mobile Life has put enjoyment conceptually at the
heart of HCI research. One example paper from this work is Engström et al’s Amateur vision and
recreational orientation (winner of best paper at CSCW 2012), which explores how emotions are
manipulated and produced by amateur camera operators using an experimental mobile TV production
system.
From the lab, to in the wild, to in vivo

How can we study and evaluate technology use in the mobile age?
A core part of HCI research has always been evaluating and studying technology in use. For the most
part this has involved experimental studies in controlled laboratory settings. These methods have
proved inadequate both for understanding mobile use, but also for the diversity of settings in which
technology is used. Mobile Life has been a part of the move to the so called “in the wild” studies – in
a range of mobile “in vivo” contexts. One example of this is Brown’s paper The Normal, Natural
Troubles of Driving with GPS at CHI 2012. Using cameras placed in cars by their drivers, we
examined how GPS navigation units can cause “troubles” when drivers follow the navigation
instructions given. Alongside winning a best paper award this article was featured in a half page
spread in the New York Times. This work has been continued in the Clouds and Surfaces project,
using wearable cameras and screen recording software to study mobile phone use. The work was
conducted in collaboration with Microsoft Research, who drew on our data to understand better how
phones are used for mobile emotional communication – important for their work on designing Skype.
From engineering to design

How can we conceptually innovate in design?
Design- and technology-led companies, from IDEO to Apple, have long grappled with moving
beyond individual “hit” concepts, alongside trying to think about and understand broader concepts
(such as usability) that academics generate. Mobile Life’s research has been a core part of attempts to
make design a central part of HCI, to move research from taking only engineering perspectives to a
more reflective design-led position. One paper that is an example of this is Höök and Löwgren’s
ToCHI journal paper Strong Concepts: Intermediate-Level Knowledge in Interaction Design
Research, which develops a method for generating and developing strong concepts – concepts that
can work to generate new design ideas. This work describes “horizontal grounding”, where a concept
can be connected to previous concepts; whereas “vertical grounding” works on generalising the
concept both as a way of developing strong concepts and their influence. This paper was selected as
one of the ACM Computing Review’s Notable Computing Books and Articles of 2012. That this paper
was recognised not only by the HCI community, but also by the general ACM computer science
community, is a sign of how design challenges are increasingly central to academics and practitioners.

Project list
The Mobile Life centre has acted as a home for researchers funded from different sources beyond the
centre’s base funding, allowing it to “punch above its weight”. This has enabled considerable
diversity in projects and findings. There have been 29 research projects in the 10 years of Mobile
Life, in which some of the projects were overarching and where we worked jointly, researchers
partners alike while the other projects were dedicated to the research groups.
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Mobile Ecosystems

Project leader: Annika Waern
The aim of this project was to set up an experimental scene for the mobile services marketplace of the
future. It served as a visionary and experimental “alternative universe” for experimenting with future
business models, infrastructure, user groups and content creation models. The project focused on
identifying general mechanisms that influence the ways in which value chains in the mobile service
market change and evolve, how players drive variations and selections on the market, and how
players compete, and at the same time, depend on each other.
Generalised interaction

Project leader: Kristina Höök
This project aimed to develop generalised models for how users can interact efficiently and intuitively
with a wide range of mobile services, without having to learn a new interface or metaphor for each
one. It looked at the problems involving design stepping from the desktop metaphor to truly mobile
devices and the challenges this would have on design. It took two perspectives, one looking at the
mobile services developed in the centre, what had worked and what had not worked, and the second
how physical, embodied interaction could be formulated for a mobile setting.
Generalised interaction models

Project leader: Jakob Tholander
Much interaction with mobile phones and mobile devices on the legacy of “the desktop metaphor”,
inherited from PC-based interaction. This can be problematic since mobile interaction differs
fundamentally from desktop interaction. Mobile interaction is essentially social in character, with
communicative action rather than information handling is at the core.
Social properties of mobile leisure

Project leader: Annika Waern
Pervasive games are games that are played in the real world, on the streets, in deep forests or
abandoned underground places. The goal of this project was to set up and study a range of pervasive
games that are socially expanded; they are played in a situation where players meet and interact with
people who are not themselves playing. This led to the creation of a novel evaluation tools for
Pervasive Games. Secondly the project looked at user-created pervasive games and how to design
tools. This part of the project resulted in a prototype called TheCreator and that also later was
commercialised in a spin-off from the centre.
Method and development and transfer

Project leader: Kristina Höök
Researchers and industry work under different conditions. In research there is often plenty of time to
perform and analyse studies, with few set deadlines and little regard for external factors, such as
changes in the marketplace. Industry, on the other hand, needs to ship products, are limited by time
constraints and resources to what they can spend on development and studies, and ultimately have to
adapt to what the market wants. At the same time, there is benefit from learning from both sides. This
theme project worked as an interface between the methods used by researchers in Mobile Life and our
partners.
(Em)bodied emotional interactions

Project leader: Kristina Höök
With a “third wave of HCI” this project looked at how the scene of emotional experiences, bodily
interaction, persuasive processes, aesthetic experiences and other qualities would influence interaction
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design. Desired qualities included designing for aesthetic experiences, affect, emotions, fun and
embodiment. In face-to-face communication it is not only what is being verbalized that carries
valuable information. By looking at people’s body language, listening to their voice or catching up on
their vibes, we communicate and influence each other. Based on the understanding of how people
create and do emotional, embodied interaction two prototypes were created, the FriendSense and
Affective Health.
Mobile 2.0

Project leader: Lars Erik Holmquist
The project played with the popularity of the next generation web services, Web 2.0, and called the
project Mobile 2.0 with the aim to investigate the next generation mobile services. The project made
use of advanced capabilities of the terminals and servers, such as absolute location, near-field
communication, and proximity of other users or services. It worked in two parallel tracks where one
track proposed that is should be as easy to develop advanced mobile services, as it already was to
create advanced web services. The second track worked practically to create and evaluate specific
Mobile 2.0 services. The Portrait catalogue was inspired by how school children trade photos, this
service allows users to send a picture using Bluetooth. Geo chat provided a map that makes it possible
to create geographically anchored “chat rooms” for different locations.
MoreVideo

Project leader: Oskar Juhlin
This project focused on collaborative mobile video production and the generation of new and
innovative services supported in the local and collaborative production, distribution and consumption
of mobile media, and especially video. The aim was to explore the future of mobile video,
investigating the challenges for research as well as industry. The exploration and ethnographic studies
in the project resulted in the prototype, SwarmCam that was later developed into The Instant
Broadcasting System and the Mobile Vision mixer. These prototypes have generated two patents and a
spin-off, the company Liveling. The MoreVideo continued its exploration of new hybrid technology
in the LiveNature project.
Pervasive Games

Project leader: Annika Waern
Pervasive games are games that are played in the world around us, rather than on a computer, mobile
phone or on a prepared playground. The main attraction of pervasive games is that they are realitybased, drawing upon a real world that is richer, more varied, and emotionally and historically more
interesting than any made-up game world can be. The project developed The Creator, a system for
rapid design and development of Pervasive Games. The Creator was established as a company and
spun-off from the centre in 2010.
Supple

Project leader: Jarmo Laaksolahti
A supple system is a device that combines custom-build hardware, sensor technology, and wireless
communication, to interact with end-users and create a physical, emotional, and highly involving
interaction. The experience of interacting with a supple system is best characterised as a dance that is
as fluent, malleable, playful, simple and painless. In this project The Lega prototype was developed to
explore the use of sensor technology and design of an emotional communication system. It was a
system created for tactile, bodily sharing of experiences within a group of friends. The prototype was
tested during the art exhibiton, Vårsalongen at Liljevachs in 2009.
Playful Experiences

Project leader: Ylva Ferneaus
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This project explored playfulness – what constitutes enjoyment of using a product, what kinds of
experiences the product can elicit, and how to design something that evokes certain kind of
experience. This theme has been a central topic since the beginning of Mobile Life, and has been
integrated in several of the projects in the centre. This project served to further integrate the research
in the centre around a shared discourse on playful experiences. All partners were part of the project
and the work resulted in the book Plei-Plei.
Bodily Experiences

Project leader: Petra Sundström
The overall goal of this project was to design for free-movement interaction in different applications
in mobile settings. The project consisted of two parts: (1) general design methods and tools for design,
and (2) a few applications developed using those tools and methods. The project held two strands of
work; one strand worked with ABB and looked at how we could apply some of our methods on
designing for playfulness and working closely with materials onto the more constrained and
demanding context of control rooms. In the other strand we worked with Movinto Fun in exploring
how to design for shared physical experiences where technology was the core experience.
Material Explorations

Project leader: Jarmo Laaksolahti
This project explored how to work with digital materials and their properties in a similar way to how
designers work with natural materials such as wood or clay. Learning how properties of digital
materials affect a user experience allows them to be moulded and shaped to create better and
sometimes unexpected designs. Through a designerly and crafts-oriented approach it explored
properties of digital materials and methods for working with them, applied findings in design cases
together with industry, and expanded our theoretical understanding of digital materiality.
Re-mobiling

Project leader: Elsa Kosmack Vaara
The mobile phones are monolithic devices where all functions are stuffed into a single package. The
Re-Mobiling project aimed at investigating what happens to the form (design gestalt) and function of
the mobile phone when allowing discourses of temporality, body and technology to take part in the
design process. The work in this project resulted in a re-design of the text message function, the
battery icon and proposed alternative shapes of the mobile.
Clouds and Surfaces

Project leader: Barry Brown
The adoption of tablets, iPads and surface computing, alongside the greater dependence on “cloud
services”, represent twin radical changes in the format that computing takes. But how has this
changed our use of computation? How should we design systems that interface with the cloud? In this
project we developed an innovative ‘in vivo’ method for understanding device use through video
recordings of screen interaction. This was combined with design explorations of tangible interfaces to
the cloud, generating lessons about the future of cloud computing.
The Other Big Data

Project leader: Lucian Leahu
This project explored the topic of big data from social and design perspectives, thus complemented
the industrial efforts in this area, which are predominantly technical. Our aim was to map new
possibilities for interactive technologies by focusing on the human, personal, and local aspects of big
data. The following questions guided our investigations: Can big data change the way we interact with
technologies and with each other? How do ordinary (non-technical experts) people make sense of big
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data? How do we make the data actionable in ways different than those currently pursued? What new
services and user experiences can this line of thinking engender?
Ecosystems for Enjoyment Services

Project leader: Barry Brown
This project explored the effects of ecosystem properties for services in an IoT era. In theory, IoT
concepts can be quickly implemented; can take advantage of existing infrastructure, and potentially
reach critical mass very quickly. The project mapped out the players and influencers that affect the
design space, as well as the actual spread of services to consumers. It did so via an exploration of
“alternative universes” of IoT visions, and their demands on infrastructure, business models and new
industry roles. The project developed a market analysis of different IoT developments, spanning
commercial and research efforts, focusing on the research question of how research and industry are
impact the design of IoT technology. For our industrial partners this project worked as a mapping
exercise, helping them put their own efforts into the broader industrial context.
PlaySpaces

Project leader: Annika Waern
This project developed design solutions, tools and technology assemblies that can support a wide
range of play activities. Whereas the former Pervasive Games project centred on fully designed and
staged pervasive games, we now turn our focus to brief encounters with play, play artefacts, and
playful engagement related to hybrid (physical and virtual) spaces, body, and movement. A wider
take on play (outside of games) requires that players can themselves establish the rules and conditions
of play. Designing for fun in play is not so much a quest for an optimally designed and balanced
game: design solutions need a level of openness for appropriation that traditional computer games
seldom offer. Instead, it becomes critical that the designs are able to establish a context in which
people feel inspired to play, and safe to engage, supporting a movement in and out of game that at the
same time supports intense engagement and detached reflection.
The Future of Money

Project leader: Barry Brown
The theme of this project was built on our previous work done in the Ecosystems project to focus on
“the future of money” – understanding how payment systems are changing, and the impact this will
have on mobile devices and server systems. Payment is more than simply financial exchange but an
important consumer interaction. Using video analysis of payment situations, and design workshops
around potential future services we explored different ways of thinking about payment and exchange
at the point of sale. This project had a high external visibility, with a #chimoney workshop at CHI,
and a Future of Money symposium held at Mobile Life.
LiveNature

Project leader: Oskar Juhlin
The project investigated new hybrid media that combined emergent mobile technologies for live
video streaming with the advances in the Internet of Things. Video traffic quickly became the bulk of
data communication on the Internet. This medium moved beyond consumption of TV, becoming
integrated with interactive services and social media. A new type of social media, displaying live
broadcasts from mobile devices, is slowly becoming popular and we investigated demands on new
forms of literacy and formats in order to understand and meet the demands of potential future
customers.
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mFashion - Fashion

Project leader: Oskar Juhlin
The increasing importance on experiences within mobile interaction design has put the selection of
colours, materials and form to the fore. The discussion of such aspects in design research has not yet
accounted for how users themselves, and industry, pay attention to those aspects as forms of fashion.
We were inspired by the fashion theory that sees fashion as existing in a social system that creates
desire, influences our taste and legitimises products through its mechanisms. Understanding
consumption of mobile experiences as an enjoyable fashion-oriented experience is important for
design-oriented research in the mobile area, and will also generate new products.
Internet of Sports

Project leader: Stina Nylander & Jakob Tholander
Internet of Sports explored how the new IoT infrastructure can augment the experience of sports and
physical activities through interaction around movement, bio-data, sociality, and sharing of bodily and
performance-related data. Through prototyping we studied how to use new types of data for design
and how to support users in making meaning of their data, thus allow them to benefit from the big
data society. We also looked at cross-country skiing, running, and orienteering. Apart from the
partners in the centre we collaborated with companies such as Silva AB and Simway AB, and sports
organisations such as the Swedish Federation of Orienteering and the Swedish Ski Association.
Citizen Dialogue

Project leader: Annika Waern
All over the world, urban areas are expanding rapidly. The rapid urbanisation faces challenges both
from a sustainability perspective, but also from the perspective of democracy. Established models for
plan processes do not ensure that all citizens are given a voice; in particular, young people and
marginalized groups are seldom heard. This is not only a democratic problem. It also leads to the risk
of overlooking important social and cultural values for an area, as well as failure to recognise local,
concrete and useful suggestions for its development.
Homes & Cities

Project leader: Kristina Höök
We challenged the utilitarian and problem-solving aims of the typical Smart Homes & Smart Cities
visions in a workshop with all partners. Instead, we devised a vision for future homes & cities,
thriving on the potential of IoT-materials and at the same time addressing the enjoyment society and
the richness of what it means to be human: being messy, creative, fun, lazy, interested in home
decoration, partying, thrill-seeking, social, emotional, lonely or bored. It was followed by a design
exploration in IKEA’s test apartment where we put the “senses” and “designing from your heart” at
the core.
Nature

Project leader: Oskar Juhlin
Nature, in terms of animals and plants, are increasingly involved in digital technology and interaction
design. The growing inclusion of other species besides the human in digital technology and usercomputer research opens up new possibilities and forms of interactions. It contests the traditional
notions of what a user is and can be. Consequently it also challenges our previous theoretical
foundations for understanding interaction. Drawing on ethnographic fieldwork this project explores
different theoretical approaches for understanding the sprouting dynamics of these new forms of
multispecies-computer interactions, and also how these insights can excite the imagination and be
generative for design.
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Data Politics

Project leader: Airi Lampinen
The Data Politics project examined the increasing role of data in everyday life, and the political and
social implications of this development. In particular, the Data Politics project focused on platform
economies and markets to approach issues of ownership and control, along with the distribution of
power, risks, and rewards, in a data-rich world.
Soma

Project leader: Anna Ståhl
Somaesthetics is the study and understanding of how to improve our bodily, or somatic, agency. It
focuses on how to become more aware of, train and find a sensory-aesthetic appreciation, similar to
how we must study any other subject at which we want to excel. Certain movements, brought about
through critically aware somatic training, extends our repertory of movements, adds novel
experiences, trains our somatic awareness and mastery – in short, they are good for us. This concept,
relatively new to Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), looks at our bodies as the centre of our
experiential existence and looks at design, from the perspective of providing for better bodily
experiences, ones which do not harm our bodies, but rather allow for fuller and more pleasurable
experiences and interactions.
Reality mining

Project leader: Donald McMillan
The Reality Mining project examined the increasing impact that the data we produce in everyday life
can have on our interactions with technology. The goal of deploying new systems that take advantage
of both diverse data and the inferences that can be drawn from it is aimed at exploring the design
space, understanding the privacy, surveillance, and interaction issues it presents, and understanding
the political and social implications of such systems.
Disruption arena

Project leader: Maria Holm
Technology is disrupting society, communication, companies and even the form that leisure and
pleasure take. This project took on the task of being an overarching activity in the centre that picks up
on challenges to society and technology design that come from the disruptive role of technology.
Together with our partners and experts in particular areas we aimed to identify new challenges
drawing on existing Mobile Life research. The challenges were to be brought forward to be jointly
discussed and for all partners to contribute and participate. All projects in the centre have explored
different challenges in the area of Internet of Things – and this and digitalisation formed a good
starting point for this project.

Research productivity
In 10 years, Mobile Life has published 52 journal papers, including four in ACM Transactions on
Computer-Human Interaction and seven in Personal and Ubiquitous Computing. There were 184 full
peer-reviewed conference papers in total, with more than half in top-tier conferences in our field,
including CHI and CSCW. There were an additional 113 short papers, posters, workshop papers and
other conference contributions. The Centre has published 6 books, one more forthcoming. 5
contributions were selected as Best Papers at the CHI conference. Of particular note is that Höök and
Löwgren’s ToCHI paper was included in ACM Computing Review’s selection of Notable Computing
Books and Articles of 2012, taken from across all ACM computer science publications in that year.
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4. The Centre partners
The centre has during the 10 years collaborated with in total 17 partners from industry and the public
sector.
Ericsson AB, Kista, Sweden. 109 000 employees. Ericsson is a provider of telecommunications
equipment and related services to mobile and fixed network operators globally. Ericsson has extensive
knowledge about present and future telecommunication systems, including content and
communication oriented services for mobile devices and the connected home. Ericsson is advancing
its vision of the Networked Society through innovation, technology, and sustainable business
solutions. With this vision Ericsson has been very well aligned with the Centre’s human centred focus
on technology design. Partner since 2007.
Microsoft research Ltd, Cambridge, UK. 1 100 employees. Microsoft Research is dedicated to
conducting both basic and applied research in computer science and software engineering.
Microsoft Research has identified three key domains in which support from Microsoft will enable
university researchers to achieve the greatest progress: the emerging computing environment, the
transformation of science through computing, and advancement of the computer science curriculum.
Partner since 2007.
IKEA of Sweden AB, Älmhult, Sweden. 139 000. Develops and makes the IKEA range of products.
For IKEA, creating home furnishings is about understanding people’s needs and dreams at home and
to be able to create a better everyday life for the many people. IKEA is especially interested in the
Centre’s focus on the “good life” – that which makes people feel good and have fun. Partner since
2012.
ABB Corporate research, Västerås, Sweden. 8 000 employees. Power and automation technologies.
ABB has collaborated with Mobile Life researchers to gain knowledge about designing experiences,
especially for mobile use, and has contributed to the centre by sharing its knowledge about user
experience and situational awareness in the context of industrial systems. Partner since 2012.
Telia Company AB, Stockholm, Sweden. 28 000 employees. Telecommunications, telephone
company and mobile network operator in Sweden and Finland with services in Northern Eastern
Europe, Central Asia, South Asia. The centre’s forward-looking research into mobile users,
applications, and ecosystems fitted well with the company’s objectives and has provided
understanding for future strategies. This was made evident through the foresight report co-published
in the Ecosystems project and in the Future of Money project. Partner since 2007.
Sony Ericsson AB, Lund, Sweden, was a global industry player with sales of around 97 million
phones in 2008. Diversity was one of the core strengths of the company, with operations in over 80
countries. Sony and Ericsson established Sony Ericsson as a 50:50 joint venture in October 2001, with
global corporate functions located in London. The company identified the Mobile Life Centre as a key
initiative to foster innovation within the research community focusing on future mobile services, and
was committed to contribute with associated technology and know-how. Partner 2007-2010.
Nokia Corporation, Espoo, Finland, was a pioneer in mobile telecommunications and for a long time
the world’s leading maker of mobile devices. Nokia Research Center (NRC) was chartered with
exploring new frontiers for mobility, solving scientific challenges to transform the converging
Internet and communications industries. Nokia Research Center contributed to the Mobile Life
Research Centre particularly in the areas of user experience research, novel applications of mobile
multimedia, and future interaction models and metaphors for mobile devices and services. Partner
2009-2015.
Rebel & Bird, Stockholm, Sweden. 15 employees. Rebel and Bird is a leading agency for growth
hacking. They work with product development and communication to fuel business growth for some
of the most recognised brands in the world. Sectors they work in include digital technology,
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insurance, media, health and culture. Rebel and Bird create a positive impact by using technology,
and work with clients and partners around the globe providing both B2B and B2C services. Partner
since 2015.
Ziggy Creative Colony, Stockholm, Sweden. 25 employees. Ziggy was a leading strategic
innovation agency in Sweden, helping clients transform their offers to the market based on
opportunities where digital objects meet physical objects. Ziggy contributed to the centre by sharing
experiences in finding new business models and new customer ecosystems. Ziggy collaborated on
projects where their experience and insights could contribute to advance Sweden’s competitive
advantage in innovation. Through the Mobile Life collaboration, Ziggy has gained knowledge about
cutting edge research and collaborations between research, international businesses and new
businesses. Partner since 2015.
SparbankenRekarne, Eskilstuna, Sweden. 111 employees. SparbankenRekarne provide the skills,
products and services that are needed for private and commercial banking and insurance.
SparbankenRekarne has certified and licensed financial advisors for both individuals and businesses.
With offices in Eskilstuna, Strängnäs and Mariefred, the bank, along with Sparbanksstiftelsen
Rekarne, is a contributor to the development of the region of Mälardalen, Sweden. Together with its
partners, particularly Swedbank, Sparbanken stays at the forefront of developments in bank services
and technology. In this endeavour the collaboration with Mobile Life has provided valuable insights
to the challenges posed by the digitalisation of the banking industry. Partner since 2015.
Slagkryssaren, Stockholm, Sweden. 19 employees. Slagkryssaren is a high competence software
developer with special strengths in mobile platforms, back-end, cloud computing, machine learning
and software architecture. The company provides its customers with high quality work, sound advice
and rapid product delivery. Slagkryssaren contributed to Mobile Life its knowledge of existing
platforms for software development and took an active role as developer of Mobile Life prototypes.
Partner since 2015.
Bambuser, Stockholm, Sweden. Bambuser is a leading provider in the live video segment. Bambuser
was founded in 2007 as the first company in the world with a platform for interactive mobile live
video broadcasting, enabling the user to stream live video directly from a mobile phone or webcam to
the Internet. Bambuser was well aligned with the work conducted in the MoreVideo! project. Partner
2010-2012.
The Company P, Norsborg, Sweden. 1 employee. Creator of participatory drama, live events,
broadcast, mobile and online media. Mobile Life contributed to Company P through studying and
evaluating productions, which has resulted in deepened understanding of the production. Partner
2010-2014.
Movinto Fun, Åre, Sweden. 3 employees. Movinto Fun created innovative interactive entertainment
products that make people move and have fun. Mobile Life has contributed with user studies that have
brought insights in user experience. Partner 2012-2015.
City of Stockholm Municipality. 40 000 employees. The City of Stockholm plays a natural central
role in the Mobile Life Centre, through providing multiple channels for local collaboration,
dissemination, and take-up with both small and large companies. The City contributes to the centre by
being prepared to serve as a test-user representing the public sector in several project domains.
Furthermore the city strives to promote coordination and cooperation regarding the various mobile
initiatives in the city. Partner since 2007.
Kista Science City. 7 employees. Kista is a science city, a creative melting pot where companies,
researchers and students collaborate in order to develop and grow. The foremost sector in Kista is
ICT. Kista Science City has brought to Mobile Life its network of researchers, entrepreneurs and
industry, in a cosmopolitan milieu with a strong focus on business. The centre has been an important
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component of an ecosystem where government, academia and industry work together to promote
growth. Partner since 2007.
STING, Stockholm Innovation and Growth, Kista, Sweden. 15 employees. STING is a world-class
ecosystem for innovative start-ups based in Stockholm The ecosystem encompasses comprehensive
business development support own financing sources, and access to STING’s broad network – all
interacting with each other to more rapidly build Sweden’s new international growth companies.
STING has provided its competence as an incubator with advise on formulation of business plans,
contacts with business angels and business coaches. Partner since 2007.
SU Holding, Stockholm, Sweden. 1 employee. SU Holding is a wholly owned subsidiary of
Stockholm University and operates as business manager and co-owner of commercialised research
results brought forward by researchers at Stockholm University. SU Holding work actively to ensure
that research results can be commercialised. Two patents from the Centre have been filed. Partner
since 2007.

Strategy to create a tightly knit centre
The overall strategy to create a tightly knit centre has been to offer a pre-competitive arena where all
the partners contribute to and debate possible futures. Together, we have articulated an Operational
Plan (a multi-stage process of workshops and discussions), visions for particular domains, engaged in
foresight work within the centre as well as outside, and then, based on all of these activities, brought
out specific joint research projects. This resulted both in needs-driven, strategic innovation projects in
the centre, and in interaction between partners from different markets and public sectors – creating for
a broader eco-system of consumer-oriented Internet of Things.
Each project has then been conducted jointly, with a steering group composed of researchers and
partner representatives, identifying results, signalling those when needed to the centre board for
further discussions on IPR and sharing of results. Identified results have subsequently been shifted
either into spin-ins or spin-offs. Moreover, to achieve strong links between and within partners, we
have had the following mechanisms and activities: internships, joint learning trips abroad, demo days,
regular meetings with the academic advisory board, annual VIP open house, open seminars, copublications, use of methods and toolkits, and partner meetings at their locations.
The director and co-director have also discussed regularly (every three months) the progress with each
partner on the overall centre level.
We also attracted some digital design agencies that were latching on to this development, including
Rebel & Bird as full partners, and ayond and Ziggy Creative Colony as Friends of Mobile Life. We
pulled in additional funding for a project on Consumer-Oriented Internet of Things where yet another
15 partners signed up.
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5. Impact on partners
It is important to understand that the Centre’s contribution goes beyond any number of “things” that
are packaged and delivered to the world. By consciously taking a radical stance on research – taking
the “unserious” seriously, focusing on enjoyment – Mobile Life has opened a path to understanding
some of the main drivers of the technological and societal change that we now see emerging. This
quote from Alex Taylor at Microsoft Research puts it clearly:
“Over the eight years we have sponsored Mobile Life and worked, often intimately, with its
researchers we have developed a remarkably productive relationship. The success of the
relationship could easily be measured in terms of the things we have built together and the
papers we have co-written. The list of these achievements is considerable and in moments like
this, where we review the outputs, we cannot help but be surprised by them. As an organisation
that prioritises deep thinking alongside technical innovations, however, it is important to
recognise Microsoft Research has gained far more than a substantial number of ‘things’
collectively made or written. Arguably, such things are in no short supply. What distinguishes
the contribution from Mobile Life is the way in which the Centre succeeds in embedding its
ideas in what it does and how it works. These are ideas about how good research should be
conducted, how the role of technology might be imagined in everyday life, and how we might
imagine a better life through what we do. Crucially, there is no good way to tangibly measure the
impact of such ideas, but we at Microsoft Research want to make it clear that this is very much
where we see a good deal of the value of the Centre. It has become a place where such ideas are
given the space to take shape and then be disseminated in both academic and industry forums.”
Mobile Life has worked with its partners on many different levels, delivering a wide range of results.
One important function of the centre was to act as a neutral pre-competitive arena where our partners
could discuss the future. There are simply no other comparable forums where companies that are
either competitors or come from different industries can meet on equal ground and discuss future
visions and challenges. Mikael Anneroth at Ericsson emphasised this: “Ericsson can use the centre as
a non-competitive arena for us, not only to meet with the researchers, but also with the partners –
Nokia, Microsoft, TeliaSonera – people or companies that are sometimes seen as competitors or
customers. In the context of Mobile Life, we can discuss issues in a non-competitive environment, and
of interest to all of us to move forward.” For instance, IKEA organised a workshop with Microsoft
Research about research on the home environment, and in a workshop with all partners Movinto Fun
received advice on their market strategy.
The main tangible outputs from the centre are prototypes, concepts, studies and methods. Most
visibly, working prototypes of enjoyment services were often implemented to demonstrate future
ideas and act as probes to explore potential use cases. But it is sometimes enough to present potential
services as concepts that pinpoint possibilities. Concepts are often impossible to build with current
technology but invite innovation and promote explorations of ideas. To ground its work, the Centre
often performed empirical studies of real users in the wild. These studies could then form the basis for
design ideas or be aimed at evaluating prototypes. The most important output of studies is often
discovering unexpected uses of technology in everyday life, or identifying whole domains that are
ripe of technological innovation. At a higher level of abstraction, the Centre produced design
methods, which have broader applications than any single service or study. These may take the form
of practical guidelines for how to do successful design processes, or documented design knowledge
that can help guide future product development.
Taken together, the value of these tangible outputs was much higher than the sum of the parts. For the
Centre’s partners, they formed the basis of strategic innovation – identifying new usage domains, user
groups, and technological opportunities. Time and again we have saw how these high-level results
directly influenced our partners future strategy and product offerings. To quote Jyri Huopaniemi at
Nokia: “Our target was to really understand the user better, not that we would get a certain set of
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technologies or algorithms we could integrate into a product, but more of an understanding of the
future – what would be the user need in 5 years’ time? Particularly with regard to mobility, wearable
devices for healthcare or wellness, and other seemingly futuristic ideas.”

Results
While the results have many components, we can roughly organise their impact on partners in
different themes. In the following, we will first outline three such high-level results: Putting
enjoyment on the map for IT & Telecom partners; Putting IoT on the map for consumer-product
partners and Designing with IoT-materials: things, data and methods. However, to get a proper
understanding for how the Centre’s work affects our partners on a day-to-day basis, it is essential to
get into the nitty-gritty of how we conduct projects together. Therefore, after the high-level results, we
will provide three detailed case studies of how we worked directly with partners to jointly produce
research results.
Result 1: Putting enjoyment on the map for IT and telecom partners

When the centre started in 2007, it was considered bold and almost frivolous in its focus on
enjoyment, playfulness, leisure, aesthetics and fashion. But as we persisted, opening one design space
after another – sports, nature, wellbeing, games – it became clearer and clearer that design for
enjoyment services in these domains would render entirely new products and markets. These products
in turn put new, different requirements on everything from business models to basic infrastructure and
supporting technologies. Today it is clear that the IT and telecom industry has to deliver premier user
experiences in every aspect of their products: everything from bandwidth and processing speed to
interaction, form factors, and functionality. Enjoyment services are at the core of what the business
makes money from.
While we obviously cannot take credit for this development, it is clear that the Centre partners
together probed and explored this unknown territory way before others in Sweden. Today, we can see
how this new landscape is affecting our partners, for instance when Ericsson articulates their vision in
terms of a Networked Society, or when Stockholm City brings out strategies for managing Open Data,
Internet of Things and Big Data, combining it with their vision of Stockholm becoming the smartest
city in the world. As Mikael Anneroth at Ericsson Research puts it: “We have grown and evolved
together into the future of the mobile world, so to say. We do see Mobile Life as a partner when it
comes to getting to know the inside of the future of mobility – they are very into the fun aspects, not
just recreational, but to create something that is not only efficient, but more interesting to the user.”
Key innovations that are mentioned by our partners as influencing their strategies in this respect
include our applications for wellbeing, sports and fashion. For example, the Affective Health system
(now being commercialised in a spin-off company, BioSync) early on addressed possibilities and
problems with body-worn sensors, as well as requirements on the underlying infrastructure of data
storage, short-range connectivity, intelligence in the network and data analysis. At the same time it
alerted telecom partners to the importance of values such as privacy, empowerment and wellbeing.
Similarly, in the field of sports technology, apps for activities such as orienteering, golf and horseback
riding provided excellent examples of the kind of services the Internet of Things will enable. In
particular, they drew attention to technical issues including the robustness of sensors and the problems
of sparse connectivity while maintaining real-time feedback in closed loops. Finally, the centre was
very early in doing systematic studies on how the mobile world interplays with the fashion industry.
Through unpacking fashion practices and drivers, we arrived at an entirely new understanding of how
to design the form and appearance of mobiles, smart watches or other accessories so that they
harmonise with the user’s overall outfit.
Result 2: Putting IoT on the map for consumer-oriented partners

Designing for enjoyment has identified drivers that influenced our IT and telecom partners, but the
consumer product market has of course always addressed enjoyment. In 2011, as we drafted the new
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Operational Plan focusing on enjoyment in the Internet of Things era, it became clear to us that this
development would affect more or less all industry sectors involved with consumers. But many
consumer-oriented companies were, and still are, unaware of the disruptive changes their sectors will
undergo because of the Internet of Things. In some cases, their niche in the eco-system may become
entirely overtaken by new unexpected actors – just like services like Uber and AirBnB have disrupted
markets like transportation and housing.
We were fortunate to find several forward-looking consumer-oriented companies interested in this
development, most notably IKEA who became a major partner in the Centre. We also attracted some
digital design agencies that were latching on to this development, including Rebel & Bird and Ziggy
Creative Colony as full partners, and ayond, Boris Design and Axfood as Friends of Mobile Life. We
pulled in additional funding for a project on Consumer-Oriented Internet of Things where yet another
15 partners signed up. In addition, working with spin-off companies has taught us many lessons in
how business models and new IoT products will change the existing market.
The new consumer and digital design partners revitalised our research program and challenged the
thinking of all the partners in the Centre. Instead of designing mobile services and ubiquitous
technologies, mainly affecting the business of the IT and telecom partners, we now asked ourselves
how to design for homes, cities, gardens, sports and wellness all set in this novel ecosystem for
enjoyment services.
Important results from this meeting between new partners can be seen in, for example, the Homes &
Cities project, where we brought forth a vision that de-emphasises the utilitarian aspects of the typical
smart home or smart city visions. Instead we emphasised how a home and a city is the result of an
active construction of the people living in these space. Here, we pointed to how different borders in
the home and between the home and the city will dissolve through IoT-technologies. Another
example of this is how we worked on hybrid multimedia services with IKEA, which we will discuss
later in detail as one of the case studies. We have also initiated collaboration of industries and created
a network within Fashiontech. The Fashion project initiated and started the merger of the fashion
industry with the IT-industry in the network Digitizing fashion where among others H&M, Sony,
Ericsson and fashion organisations collaborate. The work in Digitizing fashion led to the Swedish
Trade and Finance ministry to announce funding for this new area of Fashiontech for innovation.
Result 3: Designing with IoT materials: tinkering, actuation-driven data
analytics and sensuous design methods

As we shifted towards designing with IoT materials with a specific focus on experiential aspects of
interaction, we quickly ran into several difficult design problems; first in how to do rapid prototyping
with combinations of hardware, software and wireless connections when creating the actual ‘thing’;
second in how to design with data and data analytics; and thirdly in devising generative, explorative
design methods.
Tinkering or bricolage is our meta-practice when approaching combinations of hardware, software
and wireless connectivity. It is a mode or attitude to familiarise oneself with physical-digital materials
in an explorative yet playful way. When ‘tinkering’ in our different design projects, we found that the
existing embedded programming toolkits were insufficient to our needs. We therefore constructed our
own toolkit, rFlea, implemented in collaboration with ABB, allowing for quick sketching and
prototyping with wearable technology, body sensors and actuators based on ultra-low-power
technology. We also devised playful methods for sharing hardware and software knowledge in teams
consisting of designers, sociologists and engineers. The aim was to expose the experiential potential
of materials such as wireless connectivity, sensors and actuators.
For the second problem, how to design with data analytics, we chose to approach it from the users’
perspective, that is, focusing on the human, personal, and local aspects of data. This is in contrast to
the dominant approach, which casts the ordinary person in a passive role, usually a consumer, either
immediately or down the line. But how do you approach data analytics from an end-user perspective?
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Together with Microsoft Research we worked in a project that aimed to give citizens in a small
community access to live data streams of, for example, traffic and pollution. But in its raw form, that
data was not actionable to them. Through a co-design process we created a set of data instruments,
which served to make the patterns in data tangible and actionable.
In general, starting from the actuation rather than the sensing has been a liberating way of
approaching data analytics. In the project on design for bodily engagements, we explored whether we
could design the actuation before determining whether we would actually be able to generate and
analyse the data needed to enable it. For example, in one design we wanted feedback on small muscle
movements and breathing patterns in the form of heat, light and sounds. Once this was determined,
we explored how to place sensors around the body to enable fine-grained analysis of body
movements, which in turn generated data that we could use for data analytics.
Finally, the third problem – devising generative, explorative design methods – concerns how to be
creative in sensuous ways. Many design methods build on traditional office materials: post-it-notes,
brainstorming in meeting rooms, generating mood boards or other visually oriented inspirations. As
Mobile Life wanted to focus on the experiential aspects of interaction, we sought inspiration that
would involve all our senses. For example, when generating early design ideas, activities such as
baking bread, using rhythm in music, or moving the whole design sessions into nature rather than
staying in the office, are some of the explorative, liberating methods we have successfully employed.
Together with the artists in the centre, we have been borrowing generative methods and art styles to
address aesthetic experiences and shape the whole creative process. We experimented with art styles
such as machine aesthetics – turning the machine outside in, showing its moving parts and functions;
somaesthetics – the aesthetic experiences arising from bodily movements or engagements; and
upcycling – a form of recycling, where the second incarnation is higher valued than the material’s
original form. Certain natural materials, such as leather or bamboo, in combinations with electronics,
have also served an evocative role. Leather, for example, offers the potential for intimate and soft
interfaces for physical engagement.
Our design-led explorations always start from a deep engagement and understanding of relevant
practices – be it hunting, horseback riding or how people interact with their mobiles ‘in vivo’. For the
latter, we implemented the InVivo Recorder, a novel way of logging everything end users do on their
iPhones, as well as videotaping the contexts in which it happens. For instance, we found that the
mobile often serves as a conversational piece in the dialogue between people, contradicting the
common notion that mobiles isolate us from one-another.
These experimental methods are always conducted jointly with the Centre partners. As these methods
embody the general aims of the design program of the Centre, sharing these between partners
constitutes an important embodied transfer of knowledge. While our explorations with tinkering,
actuation-driven data analytics and sensuous design methods have already rendered exciting results,
impacting the partners in the centre, we expect to continue to work on this topic in the upcoming
years as designing for enjoyment with IoT materials requires a whole new combination of
competences.

Case studies
The above examples were some high-level results that have a long-term strategic impact over many
domains and are applicable for various partners. In the following, we will provide three detailed case
studies, or “success stories”, where the Centre’s researchers worked directly with partners to achieve
long-lasting impact on their specific strategy and product offerings.
Case 1: Putting the IoT vision at the centre of a partner’s strategy: IKEA and
hybrid media in the home

This case study shows how Mobile Life’s expertise in the Consumer Internet of Things directly
influenced a partner’s strategy and introduced a completely new form of technology in their product
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offerings. A Mobile Life research prototype that reflects cherished places in nature was constructed
based on extensive research, and installed in a test apartment at IKEA. A new version of the system
will be displayed at the company’s new Democratic Design Centre.
In the LiveNature project, Mobile Life investigated new forms of hybrid media that combine
emergent technologies for live video streaming with advances in IoT technology. In the Centre, we
had already been working on video extensively in prior projects, and these results have been
successfully disseminated in academia and to partners. In addition to our interest in video, we also felt
that the proliferation of sensors and networks that characterises the Internet of Things would provide
an interesting source of real-time data. We believed that combining these sources into new hybrid
formats could produce more diverse ways of experiencing remote contexts. In particular, we were
interested in broadcasting sceneries from cherished places such as those in nature. Building on
ethnographic work studying people’s experiences of nature and the wild, as well as outdoor activities,
we proposed to build trial enjoyment services that would support sharing nature experiences in
various settings, such as the home.
This project first attracted the interest of partners such as Ericsson, Nokia and TeliaSonera, i.e.
companies that are looking to provide the infrastructure and backbone for novel forms of media, in
particular video, which consumes massive amounts of bandwidth in their networks. As Mikael
Anneroth at Ericsson Research puts it: “For us, it’s crucial to know about the usage of
communications services in general. What puts a demand on underlying infrastructure? We don’t
know what the users – on the train, for example – want, we don’t know how they use devices.” Jyri
Huopaniemi at Nokia Research expressed a similar interest: “[Mobile Life’s] insight into personal
and social video is interesting to us, and the insight into what video and other services might be in the
future, particularly regarding the Internet of Things.”
More unusually, the project drew a strong interest from IKEA, the Swedish furniture manufacturer.
IKEA was particularly interested in how Mobile Life works with the technology experience rather
than just focusing on engineering. According to IKEA’s Mikael Ydholm, the Centre’s “angle on
technologies is super interesting. I think it has so much of the future. The future lies in the interface,
the approach – how people can relate to technologies, rather than technology in itself,” Ydholm says.
“It is about life, joyfulness – this twinkle in the eye. Even though the back end is good technical
quality, it is not that that you appreciate about Mobile Life. It’s not if it is functionally useful or not; it
is more the experience.”
IKEA is interested in the world-wide population trend where people move from the countryside to
vast mega-cities. In those mega-cities, they live in very small apartments with little access to nature.
Of course IKEA would like to help furnish those apartments! One key success factor for IKEA is how
their brand, Scandinavian design, is so closely connected to nature. This is how the company
describes their Swedish heritage at IKEA.com: “Many people associate Sweden with a fresh, healthy
way of life. This Swedish lifestyle is reflected in the IKEA product range. The freshness of the open air
is reflected in the colours and materials used and the sense of space they create: blond woods, natural
textiles and untreated surfaces. In a country that is cold and dark for much of the year, these light,
bright living spaces create the sensation of summer sunshine indoors all year round”.
Could it be that aesthetically stimulating installations in the home, feeding off live video and sensor
data from nature, could provide a novel way of entering nature into the home – especially in those
small mega-city apartments? In that case, what would be the cherished places that people would want
to connect to – a primitive house along a river, a beach, a park in the city or the skies above? EvaCarin Banka Johnson at IKEA expands on the company’s interest in the project: “There is an intuition
that all humans are affected by nature, but it is not easy to put in words. We wanted to see if we could
get the same emotional experience in the home, the subtle sense of being connected to something that
affects your well-being. This is difficult to describe and cannot be captured by ordinary sensors, but
has to relate to peoples’ emotions. IKEA has always focused on the emotional experience of the home,
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and this project was interesting because the connection to nature is so strongly coupled with
emotional experiences.”
To go forward with these questions, the project combined ethnographically inspired studies of
cherished places with explorative design sessions. First, representatives of all partners gathered in a
summer cabin on a remote island in Northern Sweden to engage in literature surveys, technical
explorations and design discussions. They also performed field studies on cabin life and interviewed
people on the island about the enjoyment of life in and around cabins. In Sweden, such summer
cabins are highly treasured places that many people long to return to all year long. Continuing
throughout the project, the researchers visited and studied other cherished places activities, for
instance a winter ski resort as well as hunters and other people performing outdoor activities. All this
material was summarized and used to formulate the LiveNature design space.
In parallel, there was extensive technical and conceptual development. We first developed a prototype
of a sensor mixer, where live videos from mobile phones was combined with real-time weather data
(temperature, humidity, atmospheric pressure, wind speed and wind direction). The data was taken
from a weather station located on top of the roof of the Centre, and combined with four live camera
feeds. This prototype was used as inspiration for a variety of design concepts, for instance an
interactive home decoration that presents live video and sensor data on a curtain.
Out of all this work grew the LiveNature system. It consisted of a set of artefacts through which video
and sensor data from a cherished place could be transmitted:
•
•
•
•

Four small screens presented in IKEA’s dedicated picture frames that present different views of
the cherished place
One big screen presenting a main view of the same place
A screen combined with a small artificial tree that moves in the wind (a bottom fan) according to
the wind rates at the cherished place
A remote control through which the users can adjust the presentation

The complete LiveNature system was installed in IKEA’s test apartment in Malmö in April 2014.
Four different families tried out the system under their two weeks stay. The families moving into the
apartment got to choose which cherished place to transmit from (for example, the first family selected
a rooftop in Malmö city centre). After every period of stay, the researchers conducted semi-structured
interviews with the users. Preliminary analysis indicates that the tenants enjoyed the immediacy and
liveliness of this new form of “home décor”. It also showed the need for the users themselves to not
only buy and consume the media, but also to engage themselves in content creation. In all, we found
that live video and other live sensor data has the potential to extend the experience of space in the
apartment and increase the enjoyment of the inhabitants.
The work with IKEA will be continued. A new version of the system was installed in IKEA’s new
Democratic Design Centre. This centre, which opened in March 2014, is located at the company’s
head office in Älmhult. It aims to encourage cross-disciplinary meetings between IKEA’s designers,
product developers and engineers and the general public. Mobile Life’s presence will raise the
awareness of IKEA’s key developers about IoT as well give public exposure for our concepts.
Thus, this project proved highly useful not just for the expected technical partners, but also for one
that was completely outside this area. As IKEA has not previously engaged in digital interactions in
the home, the whole process became a learning experience. Our systems acted as instantiations of
different ways of thinking about the environments that IKEA sell into, as well as demonstrating
inherent qualities of the technology itself. Our systems also discarded the traditional, utilitarian
notions of the “smart home”. The work with Mobile Life took inspiration from human values such as
nature and cherished places, which were compatible with how this company thinks about domestic
life. Instead of a “smart home”, the installations played to IKEA’s notion of “home smart” – rather
than making the home smart, it is about making the people in the home feel that they are smart. In a
sense this project was more about reflecting IKEA’s existing values into technology, and helping
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visualise ways of changing the world of technology based on IKEA’s core values. As Eva-Carin
Banka Johnson from IKEA puts it: “The real value with the collaboration with Mobile Life lies in
spending time thinking about what is really important. That is how we became aware of where the
real value lies – not in the technical products but in the emotional relationship to nature”. In the long
term, this outcome has provided valuable by helping IKEA form their future digital strategy.
Case 2: Bringing enjoyment to the control room: Changing how ABB think about
the work environment

Here, Mobile Life’s focus on enjoyment radically changed how a partner approaches one of their core
user experiences. A set of sample applications were designed to make the control room interface more
enjoyable, and subsequently the resulting tools were adopted by ABB and integrated in their
development process.
The Material Explorations project focused on using advanced design methods to promote innovation
in the Internet of Things. In particular, it considered IoT technology as a design material with its own
unique properties, just like materials such as paper or clay have their own unique properties. The
project developed toolkits and methods that would allow design teams to explore these material
properties and open the design space for more than one solution, providing more than one way of
seeing a problem, and exploiting the properties of digital materials to their fullest.
Several of our partners (e.g. Ericsson, Nokia, MSR and IKEA) had already been involved in earlier
projects that had raised questions about the role of materials in our projects. At this point a new
partner in the centre, ABB, took a particular interest in taking an innovative approach through design
thinking. Previously, ABB’s approach to working with mobile technologies had taken a
predominantly practical approach, as these were the first steps to introducing these solutions to
industrial environments. Through the Mobile Life collaboration, they were able to explore more
creative solutions and new design approaches.
ABB has a strong engineering tradition, where design is treated as an engineering practice. The
systems that the company deploys are typically very large, complex, costly and sophisticated. Our
colleagues at ABB Research have to carefully craft any work they do in interface design to the
demanding requirements on robustness, backwards compatibility and maintenance. In this project,
they saw an opportunity to explore a different way of working – a more explorative, open-ended,
creative and fun-oriented design process.
Together we decided that we would take the work situation in a control room as an arena for testing
novel design methods. We also set out to develop a toolkit that would fit in the ABB Research setting,
and would allow the HCI and design researchers there to continuously develop novel applications that
could explore many different application domains. We chose the control room setting as this suffered
from an immediate problem for ABB: a large staff turnover, and factory employees who reported long
exhausting shifts with little in the way of “action”.
We prototyped three different enjoyment services, using Mobile Life’s toolkits and design methods.
The focus was on the fun and social interactions at work. Our services would not interfere with the
control room work activities, but rather blend into those activities and be available when the situation
allowed. All prototypes were inspired by previous ethnographic studies conducted within this project.
More specifically, all were designed from the notion that communication and awareness of the other
control room workers was an especially important factor in this workplace environment. They were:
•
•

A silent communication system. This was a set of armbands that allowed the control room workers
to silently send vibration patterns between each other.
A visualization of the coming and goings of people in the space. This used data from sensor pins
worn by the workers. A set of electronically augmented balls would light up in different patterns
depending on the sensed activity.
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•

A visualization of the stress level of the workers. Data was collected from wearable galvanic skin
response sensors. This was visualized on a series of tall pipes that would light up in
correspondence with the data.

These prototypes were a playful way to involve control room workers in a discussion on what kinds
of technologies would make their work more engaging in periods of low activity. More importantly,
our design-oriented way of working helped produce new ways of thinking about work, digital design
materials and values such as enjoyment in the sites of work. “Fun” was not a value they usually
associated with control rooms, but clearly our work exposed problems with control room work that
were affecting the efficiency and safety of these plants. As a result, one of the researchers from
Mobile Life was employed to conduct an internship with ABB in order to create a special version of
the toolkit that the ABB researchers could continue to use in their design processes. At this point,
ABB has taken over the active development of the toolkit and is now using the concept for their
internal projects.
Case 3: Staging a public performance game: Engaging Stockholm City youth

In this case study, Mobile Life researchers used the city as a staging ground for an enjoyment service
in the form of a major mixed-reality based experience, thus bringing research to a wider audience.
Working closely with public actors, the game was first staged at the Ung08 festival, a yearly event for
young people in Stockholm.
The PlaySpaces project focused on developing design solutions, tools and technology assemblies
aimed at creating various forms of play activities in public space. A wider take on play (outside of
games) requires that players themselves can establish some of the rules and conditions themselves.
Designing for “fun” in play is not so much a quest for an optimally designed and balanced game as is
typical for computer game development. The design solutions require a level of openness for
appropriation that traditional computer games seldom offer. Instead, it becomes critical that the
designs are able to establish a context in which people feel inspired to play, and safe to engage, and
supporting a movement in and out of the game that at the same time supports intense engagement and
detached reflection.
In this project, we staged and studied one such playful activity in a public space, called Codename
Heroes. This required us to first develop a complete solution that would allow the creation and
running of mobile mixed-reality games in real-world environments. The game client supported
message creation and message passing based on Bluetooth and GPS positions; tracking of player
positions; and it let players create and activate “magical artefacts” through the use of QR codes and
GPS positioning. There was also a server-side quest management system, which supported gamemasters in creating adventures for the players. The server ran on top of a so-called MUD (Multi-User
Dungeon) engine and the game client on Android phones.
In collaboration with Stockholm City, we staged the game at Ung08 in August 2012, in the form of a
simple one-hour adventure. Ung08 is a yearly summer festival organized by the City. Previously,
Mobile Life has staged other events at the festival, for instance introducing the mobile photo-sharing
app PortraitCatalog in 2010.
Staging a research-developed game at a youth festival was an intense experience. The game was
offered four times a day for groups up to eight people total. The sessions were carefully planned to
function both as an attraction at the festival and as a way to study the game. In particular, we
employed two young assistants to act as “non-playing characters” in the game. The assistants posed as
“guards” for a secret enemy organization in the story for the game. Their role was to stalk the players
around the festival area and steal game points from them, which they could do by simply getting up
close to the players. The players who participated in the game were extremely enthusiastic about it,
and in total 52 persons participated over the four days the game was run. The game ran smoothly for
the whole period and the small quest that we had developed for the festival proved to be an engaging
game in itself. We collected a host of feedback on the game design, mostly positive, from the
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participants through post-game surveys and interviews. When two women wanted to come back for
more, we helped them to equip themselves to play as “guards” during the last day.
After this small test, during the first week of September, a full version of Codename Heroes was
staged in collaboration with the Stockholm City Library and the LARP (live action role-playing)
organisation and design collective Ursula. The latter enabled us to invite the players participating in
Codename Heroes into an ongoing LARP event called Understockholm. This allowed the players to
complete their adventure by travelling into a seemingly “magic” world, where they would complete
their final quest and solve the mystery. The players for this weeklong adventure were recruited both at
the Ung08 festival and through public announcements at the Stockholm City Library as well as
online.
This week-long adventure was a qualified success. It was a success, in that the participating players
were very engaged and played the game intensely. The overall design solutions worked as expected –
and to some extent better than expected. The technology was up to the task, we did not have a single
breakdown over the week, the automated functions adapted well to player behaviour, and the game
mastering functions provided good support for game masters. Yet, one issue was that too few players
participated in the event. From player interviews as well as responses from people who were unable to
participate, we understand that the structure of the trial as a weeklong and rather intense event posed a
problem. Even though most of the activities were flexible in timing, it was too hard for the players to
find the time to play the game. Codename Heroes was originally designed to be a long-term game
with flexible interaction, playable at the players’ own schedule, but the weeklong test was too short to
allow for this.
This example shows how the Centre’s research can be incorporated with public activities and spaces
such as festivals and libraries. Mixed-reality games in particular put the questions of public and
private to the fore, since players are often engaged in gaming activities in public places that the casual
observers are not aware of and cannot understand. Exposing the Centre’s research to the general
public is essential both to communicate research and get early feedback on novel enjoyment services,
and as shown by the Ung08 example, create events that can be very attractive to a general public. We
have continued to work closely with the Stockholm City in other activities that explored public
spaces, for instance in the Homes & Cities project.
Case 4: Bringing enjoyment and wellbeing through somaesthetics: Changing
how IKEA thinks about Internet of Things and wellbeing

Here, Mobile Life’s focus on enjoyment changed how a partner approached Internet of things. IKEA
were exploring a concept they named Future Homes. Together with Mobile Life researchers, we could
bring out some interactive objects that were quite different from those usually framed in Smart Home
visions. A set of sample everyday objects, such as a mat and a lamp, were re-designed with a
somaesthetic design approach. The resulting objects, the Soma Mat and the Breathing Light, engage
participants in wellbeing practices that remind us of mindfulness techniques. One of these is now
considered for a commercialisation at IKEA. On a higher level, IKEA now frames their smart home
vision as Home Smart, putting the emphasis on making people smart, not the home. Their Internet of
Things approach is in formation, but we can already see several products in the IKEA stores around
the world. Our contribution to this lies mainly in the values expressed for how those interactions
might be designed to fit with the everyday lives of people. In particular, our focus on bodily
enjoyment and wellbeing is an important puzzle piece.
The Soma project focused on designing with aesthetics for bodily engagement, aiming to improve our
bodily, or somatic, agency. It focuses on how to become more aware of, train and find a sensoryaesthetic appreciation, similar to how we must study any other subject at which we want to excel.
Certain movements, brought about through critically aware somatic training, extends our repertory of
movements, adds novel experiences, trains our somatic awareness and mastery – in short, they are
good for us. This concept, relatively new to Human Computer Interaction (HCI), looks at our bodies
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as the centre of our experiential existence and looks at design, from the perspective of providing for
better bodily experiences, ones which do not harm our bodies, but rather allow for fuller and more
pleasurable experiences and interactions.
With the shift towards IoT-technology together with a renewed interest in the role of the human body
in interaction (most notable perhaps through technologies such as Wii-motes or Kinect), together with
IKEA, we engaged in the possible bodily experiences we could be designing for. By designing
applications with an explicit focus on aesthetics, somaesthetics, empathy with ourselves and others,
we aim to move beyond treating our bodies as mere input-output machines, using impoverished
interaction modalities, towards richer, more meaningful interactions based on our human ways of
living in the world.
Together with designers at IKEA we created several prototypes. Let us briefly introduce two:
The Soma Mat—Directing attention with heat. We often take for granted that we have immediate
access to our perception and experience of and through our bodies. But inward listening is a
demanding activity and thus not easy to design for.
With the Soma Mat we wanted to support the ability to direct your attention by providing heat
feedback to different parts of your body while you followed the instructions. When the voice says, for
example, “How does your body contact the floor right now—your heel, your right heel? Left heel? Is
there any difference between how they contact the floor?” the mat heats up underneath your right heel
and then your left heel. The warmth comes on slowly and leaves slowly.
Breathing Light—An enclosed space for reflection. An important part of the somaesthetic philosophy
is the notion that in order to achieve a better understanding of your body, you have to actively
interfere with your daily unconscious routines and create room for reflection. The Breathing Light
prototype consists of an enclosure made of fabric and string curtains that you crawl under, creating a
room within a room, effectively shutting out the external world. Inside this enclosure we have placed
a breathing sensor that measures the movements of your chest. The sensor controls a lamp inside the
module, creating an ambient light that will dim in cadence with your breathing. Again, we had to
work hard to find exactly the right color of light, the right dimming intensity, and the right pace. Only
then would any of these factors help deepen your experience rather than detract from it.
When you lie down on the Soma Mat with the Breathing Light module above you, you feel enclosed
and taken care of. As you close your eyes, what you see through your eyelids is the dimming of the
light. The overall response to this prototype both in user studies and demo situations has been
overwhelmingly positive, especially with regard to the calm and aesthetic experience, where the
external world tends to fade away.
While these two prototypes are just examples of soma-based design, they were interesting enough for
IKEA to consider opening a whole space of Internet of Things-applications focusing on making
people smart and engaging in wellbeing. This case shows how an esoteric and high-risk topic such as
designing with your soma can render not only a potential product, but also point to a whole new space
of possible products. We continue to work IKEA even after the centre ended.

Other forms of competence enhancement
Perhaps most importantly for the field as a whole, Mobile Life has contributed to Sweden’s
competence by personnel mobility. Many highly competent students and researchers have taken what
they learned at the Centre and moved on to apply it in industry, or at other universities. We are
particularly proud of, for example, Petra Sundström who after finishing her thesis in the centre moved
to Husqvarna, shaping their IoT-vision and now responsible for launching their first sharing economyproduct – lockers placed around cities where you can rent gardening machines. We have had several
very competent postdocs in the centre. For example, Helena Mentis moved on to become a successful
researcher in body-based interactions in surgical theatres, and Henriette Cramer moved to Yahoo! and
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now onwards to Spotify to work on their user-study research. A list of researchers and MSc-students
who worked in the centre can be found in section 12.
Mobile Life results have also benefitted society through spin-off companies. Three start-ups have
been formed that are directly based on research in the Centre:
•

•

•

ShapeCompanion AB started in October 2013 and builds on Mobile Life’s research in fashion and
technology. The company works with services and products in clothing and fashion. The idea is
to make shopping and consuming clothes more fun. The main service is Figuracy, which is
available as an app for iPhone. Users can add the clothes that fit them perfectly to Figuracy and
get suggestions of other perfectly fitting clothes. In 2014, the company received 400.000 SEK
from the Swedish innovation agency, VINNOVA, to support development work.
BioSync Technologies AB was formed in May 2012 to commercialise the Affective Health
system, part of Mobile Life’s research in bodily interaction. The system comprises a wristband
with biosensors and a mobile application. The bio-sensor data is displayed in real-time on the
mobile phone and visualised using shapes and a color scheme, providing a tool for stress
measurement and self-reflection. The system offers great potential in various applications, e.g.
cost savings by prevention of stress-related diseases. BioSync has a strong focus on innovation
and R&D in order to combine biosensors and data analysis with help of a unique algorithm and
user interface.
Liveling AB was founded in April 2014, as a spin-off from Mobile Life’s research on mobile
video. The service allows people to collaboratively produce, edit, and broadcast live video using
only mobile phones, a laptop computer, and available mobile networks. Liveling represents a
second generation of mobile video streaming applications, filling a gap in the current market
between single-user applications and professional broadcasting equipment. Target customers
include local organisations who may cover sports, events and news on locations where a
professional broadcast setup is too cumbersome or expensive, and broadcast to web-TV
channels. Liveling has acquired initial funding from VINNOVA, KTH and Innovationsbron,
and is currently in a verification project involving external business consultants and a pilot
customer.

The Centre strives to actively engage in various forms of public dissemination and debate. We have
organised several events at the Stockholm youth festival Ung08 festival, most recently the Codename
Heroes game discussed above. The Centre frequently presents its research through demonstrations
and talks at public technology events such as Mobilgalan, Telekomdagarna and SICS Open House.
We organise an annual Mobile Life VIP Open House that invites not only partners, but also business
angels and small companies. We are also active in the public debate on IoT; for instance, the Centre
director wrote an opinion piece in a major Swedish newspaper together with one of our partners
(Ziggy Creative Colony), which encouraged the Swedish government to create a national initiative to
turn Sweden into a global test bed for IoT-driven innovation. They suggested initiatives such as
creating a national information policy for open data (forming a “soft” infrastructure); introducing
maker culture into Swedish schools; and making the state into a first buyer of IoT-solutions.
Engaging in joint publications is also a source of strong value to our collaborators. Apart from
articulating insights and thereby gaining knowledge and competence, they also serve a secondary
commercial role: to demonstrate leadership in the field. Jyri Huopaniemi sees academic pursuit as “a
mechanism to boost collaboration” while allowing Nokia “to be present and active in the academic
community. For corporations, [such collaboration] shows technological leadership.” Joint
publications help to retain staff, help with recruitment, demonstrate technical excellence, and assist
researchers in our partner organisations with their networking.
The most prominent example of a joint publication was a book that was produced together with some
of the Centre’s partners. Being a design centre, we felt it was important to disseminate our work in a
form that would be evocative and intriguing to design practitioners, in ways that academic papers
often are not. We selected a range of projects from Mobile Life, Microsoft Research, Nokia Research
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and Ericsson Research for inclusion in a book, Plei-Plei. This whimsical term is taken from natives in
the pacific islands of Vanuatu, where it was originally used to describe “mere play” in their everyday
lives. The book is not just about fun and games, but an attempt to capture how research can be driven
by a genuine curiosity of, and inspiration from, what people enjoy doing. The book comprises almost
100 different projects, each which is described in a short text accompanied by a wealth of
illustrations. Every project also links to a website, plei-plei.info, where further material can be found:
academic papers, videos and links to project web pages.

Future utilization of results
Enumerating individual results, as we have done above, risks overlooking one of the most important
outputs of the Centre: fostering a common vision of the relationships between social life, play and
technology. Through sharing people and resources across our organisations, the valuable outcomes
have been tangible but also intellectual. First and foremost, we believe that it is the overall philosophy
of the centre that will keep living and generate results after the end of the centre. It is important to
realise that it is not only a vision on paper, but embodied in a set of generative tools that will help to
tackle future design challenges. Those generative tools include ways of studying how enjoyment,
playfulness and fun unfolds between people and practices in everyday life; methods for design
starting from enjoyment perspectives; material exploration methods harvesting their experiential
potential; design concepts that are generative beyond specific settings and specific domains (so-called
strong concepts and experiential qualities); and articulations in the form of visions that will help steer
business strategies. The Centre has opened entirely new design spaces – sports, somaesthetics design,
play at work, pervasive games, the experience of money, multimedia sharing of nature, wellness, and
so on – some that are already gaining commercial interest, and many that will continue to do so in the
future.
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6. Financial Report
In the funding model for the VINN excellence centres VINNOVA contributed with a third of the
funding, a third coming from the academic research partners, and a third from the industry and public
sector partners. The level of funding should have been summarised to 189 MSEK however the
industry and public sector partners have contributed with more than the required co-funding and the
total over the 10 years summarised to 192 MSEK, (19,6 MEUR).

Concerns regarding financial matters
There are no specific concerns that we would like to rise regarding the finance of the centre. There
has been a challenge at times to keep the funding at the, by VINNOVA required level of one third
from the industry to match the governmental contribution. With the reality of companies having to reorganise and adjust to economic situations we have been faced with early notice of termination of
contract. However, we have been able to tackle these challenges and have attracted new partners and
kept the funding level as well as attracting even more funding than required. The financial resources
are a key component but the expertise and competences of the people is what made the centre
excellent. The last couple of years we were challenged with sustainability issues in terms of attracting
competence. One was that it was not viable to recruit new PhD students since the financing of their
employment would stretch past the centre life-time. It also became evident that it was difficult to
attract established senior researchers to a workplace that could not offer an employment for a longer
time-period.

Additional grants to the centre
The Centre has during the period been granted additional funding totalling of about 145 MSEK
including funding of new research projects with a duration until 2020.
There have been 245 persons involved in the Centre including partner representatives, master’s
students, visiting researchers, and the Centre funding has covered about 35 full-time employees.

In-kind contributions
It has been strategically important that the partners not only contribute cash but also in-kind in terms
of person hours to the research in Centre and project activities. The personal contribution from the
partners has offered a knowledge asset that strengthened the projects and brought dynamics to the
interdisciplinary team and connected industry, public sector and academia. Examples of activities
include workshop participation, project meetings, fieldwork, development and the co-production of
academic texts and publications. One example of a collaborative publication is the Plei-Plei book that
brought together researchers from Mobile Life, Ericsson, Microsoft and Nokia.
Knowledge transfer has also been made available in the successful internship program where PhD
students or senior researchers from the centre leave for a short-term employment with one of the
partners, typically for three months.
In-kind contribution can also be in the form of milieus provided by the partners such as the City's
youth festival Ung08, the art hall Liljevachs and IKEA’s test apartment.
Apart from contributing with their participation in the projects the partners have also made technical
solutions and material available to the Centre. Fore example; Sony Ericsson provided the projects
with mobile phones, Telia Company provided the LiveNature project with special 4G licences for
high speed live video streaming, and Ericsson Research gave access to data from their unit in
Chennai, India, which was valuable to research and in particular to the Other Big Data project.
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7. Organisation and Management of the Centre
The Consortium Agreement (together with two regulatory documents for board and director
respectively) regulated the roles, responsibilities and activities of the Partner Assembly, Centre Board,
Centre Director and Academic Advisory Board. In addition, the Centre had the following bodies:
The Management Team has developed and changed over the years. Initially the team consisted of the
four founders of the centre that divided the workload equally and shifted roles and shared the directorand co-directorship. In the second year the team was extended with a coordinator. During the last two
years the team has consisted of the director, the co-director and the research director, who shared the
workload of the centre. When needed, they delegate particular activities amongst themselves or to
designated work groups.
The XL team (the extended management team) was introduced in the second stage as a way of
engaging all project leaders as many of the researchers had matured into more senior roles. At the XLmeetings research plans for projects, reporting, relationships to industrial partners, and ways of
increasing the funding for the centre was discussed. During the last two years the team engaged in two
main activities:
•
•

A senior school, led by the research director, focused on fostering senior skills, such as writing
research proposals
A project review, led by the co-director, that took place every fourth month to monitor results,
industrial impact, contacts taken with partners inside and outside the centre, etc.

Steering groups of each project consists of representatives of the involved partners, monitors project
progress and identifies potentials for IPR.
A number of development processes regulated the initiation, progress evaluation, reporting of results
(reaching partners before public publications or media appearances) and termination of project and
activities in the centre. The steering group of each project does a first filtering. Annual meetings with
individual partners monitor their interest in the project portfolio as well as industry relevance. Status
reports (three per year) highlight activities of particular interest and risks both to the board and to the
partners. Dissemination of results was also regulated by announcing intention to disseminate
publications and innovation disclosures to all partners (via email).
In order to stimulate innovation processes, commercial potential is always discussed in the steering
group meetings and in the project review meetings with the co-director. In addition, the Centre
annually organised a day when the researchers got to present results from their projects to a group of
external business reviewers – the Innovation Pitch Day. The Centre also organised an annual VIP
Open House that invited partners, business angels and SME:s. We participated annually in
conferences and exhibitions including Mobilgalan, Telekomdagarna and SICS Open House.
Communication procedures of the centre included the weekly centre meeting to introduce newcomers
and announce latest news, an informative webpage, an annual report, a newsletter distributed three
times a year summarising the status report, and press releases.
Mobile Life was an international research centre. As many as 13 different nationalities has been
represented among the employees, and the centre has a balanced gender distribution. Our aim was that
our organisation should provide equal opportunities for all, in particular following the equality policy
of Stockholm University1.

1

Stockholms universitets jämställdhetspolicy 2011-2014 and Universitetsövergripande jämställdhetsplan för
2011-2014
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8. Communication
The centre has been highly visible with over 200 appearances in press, television and other media.
Over the years we worked to improve our communications strategy. The board was also taking active
part in discussing and bringing out the value credo. This work was led by the chair of the board,
Mikael Ydholm, IKEA together with pro-bono work by the renowned designer Björn Kusoffsky and
his firm Stockholm Design Lab. The communication was strategically important for the centre and we
dedicated budget for the design and production of printed material and website to ensure that the
research was made visible to the industry, the community and the society.
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9. Competence and knowledge transfer
Over the 10 years more than 246 people from research organisations, industry and public sector have
been involved with the centre.

Personnel mobility
Internships are a proven successful way of knowledge transfer. The internship program ensures
knowledge transfer to companies on the individual level. The internship also provided the researcher
with a deeper understanding of what challenges the companies are facing and brings this knowledge
back to the centre and the research projects. The program provides the companies with useful in-depth
knowledge in specific strategic areas. The researcher normally stays with the company for a three
months period. During the 10 years 14 people have been engaged in the internship program. PhD
students have been encouraged to go on a post doctoral positions after finalising their theses and so
far 8 PhD have worked at other universities abroad. There has also been knowledge transfer from the
companies and other universities to the centre through our visiting researchers that have spent time in
the centre and collaborated in our projects. TeliaSonera (Telia Company) had a PhD student working
half time in the centre and the other half time with the company. The centre has also been an
important source for recruiting competence and the companies have employed many of the master’s
students as well as PhD students and others.

The Centre contribution to university education
During the 10 years seventeen PhD students have successfully defended their theses Stockholm
University and KTH. Another four PhD students will finish within the next year, 2018. As many as 87
master’s students from both Stockholm University, KTH, Uppsala University, Södertörn and
international universities have come to the centre to write their theses in the projects within the
Centre.
The Centre has been enrolled in preparing and teaching at the Department of Computer and Systems
Sciences (DSV) at Stockholm University, and at the CSC-school at the Royal Institute of Technology
(KTH).
The following courses on bachelor level:
•
•
•

Behavioural and Social Sciences in Human-Computer Interaction, Stockholm University DSV
Human-Computer Interaction, Introductory Course, KTH
Mobile system design at DSV as part of the departments project development course

The following courses on master’s level:
•
•
•
•

Interaction design as a reflective practice, KTH, 7.5 HP
Interaction design methods, KTH, 7.5 HP
Interaction design 2 (master level), KTH, 15 HP
Advanced topics HCI, KTH, 3 HP

The following courses on PhD level:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Somaesthetics, KTH, 7.5 HP
Designing for experience, KTH, 7.5 HP
Interacting: Art, research and the creative practitioner, KTH, 7.5 HP
The Reflective Practitioner, KTH, 3 HP
Phenomenology in HCI, KTH, 7.5 HP
Materiality in HCI, KTH, 7.5 HP
Reading course on current discourse on materiality in HCI, KTH, 7.5 HP
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Transfer of Centre results into teaching and education
All the PhD courses above are new and are developed based on the research conducted in the Centre,
The undergraduate teaching is also based on Mobile Life research – both in the basic HCI course
given to students in their first year at KTH, and in the advanced HCI course given to students in their
M.Sc. education.

Attracting international competence
The Centre has dedicated parts of the budget to recruit postdoctoral researchers to strengthen the
research projects with international competence. Postdoctoral positions have been posted at
international conferences and spread in the Centre network apart from being published according to
University requirements for recruitment.
The Centre also attracted researchers that came to contribute in the projects for shorter periods of time
as guest researchers, internships from other universities or from companies.
For example:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Martin Murer was recruited from ICT&S in Salzburg and stayed for 6 months.
Corina Sas, University of Lancaster visited the Centre in 2012 to work with the Affective Health
project.
The ERCIM post-doc program in collaboration with SICS attracted several postdoctoral fellows
to the Centre, Helena Mentis, Henriette Cramer, Lucian Leahu, Donald McMillan and Emil
Kaburuan.
Marisa Cohn from UCI, USA, came to the Centre as guest researcher and finalised her PhD
thesis.
Mattias Svahn, Handelshögskolan in Stockholm, spent 6 months in the Centre to finalise his PhD
thesis.
Antoine Loriette took leave of absence from Ericsson to work at the Centre.
Kaisa Väänänen, professor at TUT spent 50% of her time in the centre on a Nokia scholarship.

Measures providing opportunities for students’ travel abroad
The centre supported the PhD students with an aim to become independent research leader. The
measures taken are both on an individual level where each PhD student is provided support from the
supervisor and summer schools. Part of their work is to publish at conferences and travel to these to
present.
The centre internship program mentioned above also provides PhD students with the opportunity to
spend time at partner companies and institutions abroad.
Master’s students are also encouraged to submit and co-write papers of their work conducted in the
centre.

Equal opportunities and gender balance
The group of researchers in the centre are gender balanced. Out of the 246 people, including staff,
researchers, partners, master’s students, and guest researchers, 113 were female and 132 were male.
In terms of equal opportunities we always strived to be inclusive, providing each individual with the
opportunity to develop on their own terms. The Centre was also a highly international work place
with people originating from more than 14 different countries. When recruiting for new competences
we were not only posting open positions on our respective organisations web sites but also
internationally though our network and at the top tear conferences where we were represented.
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10. How to build a research centre – lessons learnt
Setting up and later managing the centre were challenging in many different ways. Here we will focus
on a few lessons learnt that might inspire others as well as some of our failures.

Success factors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The importance of a strong brand
Co-locating researchers in an open office landscape
Creative space
Needing a coordinator
Building critical mass
Taking risk
Managing expectations – the value of honest dialogues

Strong Brand: We were successful in creating a strong Mobile Life brand and turning the centre into a
renowned research locus. There are many different components coming together that were
instrumental to this purpose. To start with, it could not have been done without the strong
personalities of the four founders. They were the foundation of something unique. They shared an
ambition to act on an international arena in terms of academic quality, to take risk in their joint
research endeavour and shaping a research program of relevance to society, industry and
academically, and to make the centre known both within Sweden and internationally. With this
foundation and the award of a grant for doing research over the next 10 years the centre could take
shape.
Co-locate research groups: The unique concept of putting the research groups in one open workspace
has been key for the creative atmosphere in the centre. The aim was to provide possibilities for crossfertilisation of ideas across the inter-disciplinary teams and research groups. At the universities this
was not a common thing to do for a number of reasons but mostly because of the extra cost this
incurs. This was eventually solved by sharing costs and responsibilities of the space between the
owning organisations, Stockholm University, SICS, and Interactive Institute, the initial research
partners. It is not unique as such to design a creative working environment but it is unique in the
academic world. We can see however that this is changing. We have inspired other research groups to
create similar spaces.
The location of the centre next to the research institutes with strong ties to Swedish industry made it
easier to engage with the industry partners, especially those first joining the centre, major players in
the IT-industry as well as in industrial research. This gave the centre the credibility needed to be taken
as a serious partner for industry.
Creative space: We have also reached out with the model of the centre and the organisation and a
unique identity – expressed in the research, but also in the work environment and our creative
processes. During the years international groups have often visited us from universities, governmental
funding agencies and companies to discuss and share our experiences of running the centre. In
particular, visitors have been impressed by the creative atmosphere of the centre, the openness to
cross-disciplinary fertilisation and our willingness to bring in competencies such as artists, dancers,
medical expertise, sourdough bakers, business developers, and many others.
A coordinator: Another strategically important decision was to bring in a dedicated competence for
the organisational management of the centre. This provided the management team with strong
leadership in all areas, research, people, organisation and networking. The organisation could grow
with routines around the internal- and external communication, reports, agreements, events, as well as
the day-to-day contact with the people in the centre and the partners to create a strong unity.
Building critical mass: The grant from VINNOVA allowed us to be a larger group than would
otherwise have been possible. It also attracted other funding, from Swedish funding organisations,
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EU-grants as well as direct industrial collaborations. In a sense, money attracts money. Or rather a
creative space with a highly dedicated group of senior researchers will attract more collaborations.
With this critical mass the centre has been able to challenge and inspire the competition in the
research community such as Carnegie Mellon, MIT media lab and the Horizon Centre in Nottingham.
The critical mass has also made the centre stand out at international research conferences such as
CHI, TEI, and DIS.
Taking risk: Initially, the research leaders of the centre were worried that high risk projects, with a
look to the future, would be valued as less important by the industrial partners. The assumption was
that partners were looking for quick paths to products, patents, ideas that could be monetised quickly.
But as we moved along, we found that the projects that were most valued by our partners were those
that really took risk, pointing to concepts and applications areas that we not yet formed, but where we
could see that, sooner or later, the commercial world could be moving. The partners also appreciated
when we took risks in terms of trying out ideas, methods or concepts that, within their organisations,
it would have been hard for them to work on those topics.
Managing expectations: While taking risks allowed us to explore new topics, new application
domains, or enter into provocative topics (such as enjoyment), were appreciated by our partners, it
was of key importance to have an honest dialogue on what could be expected from those explorations.
Academic research is a critical, reflective practice. It takes time before entirely novel ideas have
found their form and shape. To make sure that good ideas are not killed early on, and that
expectations from partners would be at the right level, it was important that we could engage in open
and honest dialogues of what we were all doing and what the expectations on results could be. This
requires finding the right people within the different partner organisations to collaborate with. As
organisations are often reorganised, people move, new groups are created, it was an on-going process
of making sure that we were in contact with the right people. The internships with partners were
important vehicles to understanding what was going on in the different companies.
Experimenting with collaboration forms: There is no given formula for how to collaborate between
partners. Sometimes a joint project can be the best form, but not always. We experimented with many
other different forms for engaging with partners: putting a person on an internship with the partner for
a few months; going on a trip together allows for strong ties and ideas between partners to flourish;
touring around with a lecture explaining our main results spurred new contacts within the partner
organisations; creating specific applications, tools or toolkits, that were transferred to partners was
sometimes the best way to transfer results; creating popular descriptions or design fictions to
communicate the implications of our studies and design work sometimes allowed for communication
that made sense; sometimes a joint workshop or brainstorming activity was fruitful or sharing a
research/design method; open house demos; joint exhibitions; partner days where all projects are
discussed; etc. We tried many, many different forms. Sometimes they worked, sometimes they failed.
A strength of the Mobile Life centre was probably our willingness to try out different collaboration
forms in an equally creative manner as we engaged with our research topics.

Struggles
But the process of establishing a centre was not always easy. We found the following to be quite
challenging lessons we had to learn the hard way:
•
•
•
•
•

Lacking competence
Being unloved by our home organisations
Managing our time
Creating careers for everyone
Replacing leaders and partners

Lacking competence: Setting up a centre is not an easy task. We had to set up a contract, negotiate
IPR-agreements, create a budget that went across three research organisations with different funding
sources (companies, VINNOVA and internal funding – each with their own terms and conditions),
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managing our brand, creating websites and a visual identity, designing our interior space and so on.
We did not have competence in all of these processes, and we did not always know where that
competence could be found within the university. Often we found that nobody knew and we had to
create our own solutions.
Unloved centres: the whole purpose of a research centre is that it breaks the classical organisation
within a university or research institute. It brings together different competence, different people,
from different departments, creating a space that exists on its own terms, with its own brand, board
and budget. It steals the spotlight and resources away from the line organisation. In the case of Mobile
Life, researchers came from three different organisations: Stockholm University, RISE SICS and
Interactive Institute (later KTH). Each of these organisations saw the centre as not entirely belonging
to their organisation. We sometimes struggled to get support. This is not only a matter of culture, but
also from a purely legal point of view, the centre has a board including industrial partners that make
decisions on e.g. budget. For a university, this is a problematic situation as the monetary funds
(especially the co-funding drawn from faculty funding) should be controlled by the free, autonomous
university itself.
Time management: The situation for the research leaders, especially in the first year, quickly became
unbearable. In order to build the vibrant, creative centre we imagined, we had to do a lot of work
ourselves. Once we got a coordinator, the situation improved, but that was not enough to solve the
situation. The centre was a popular space for visits. It also attracted a lot of media attention. After a
while we learnt that we had to set up rules for which visitors we would allow into the centre. We
always prioritised our partners, we never received student groups and so on. We also created a media
strategy and media training in order to make conscious choices about what we communicated and to
whom. All the research leaders, including the centre manager, wanted to continue to be active
researchers, which meant that many of these activities came on top of an already heavy workload.
Creating a career for everyone: When we stated, we did not realise how many people that would be
affected by the centre, as employees, students or with our partners. This in turn was a greater
responsibility than we really understood at the time. We were focused on doing excellent research, at
the highest academic level possible within our field, with a high relevance to the future of our partners
and their business – often taking high risks. We did not always think of how this in turn would shape
the careers of the PhD- and MSc-students passing through the centre. As it turns out, people passing
through the centre have later ended up in excellent positions in academia and industry. But to be selfcritical, we could have been more structured and aware of what we communicated to our students and
how our methods and approaches to knowledge and topics could be articulated and complemented
with other perspectives through courses and other ways of broadening their qualifications.
Replacing leaders: On the one hand, in an abstract way, we knew that the same research leaders and
the same partners would not join us for the whole 10-year span. Still, when the first partner left us, we
did not have a strategy for how to replace them. We had learnt that it took a long time to involve a
new partner – up to a year before we could get a signed contract. Similarly, when the first research
leader left us (after five years), we did not have a strategy for how to replace him. We also lacked
rules or processes for how to follow up on performance of the different research leaders.

Note to VINNOVA
We would argue that Mobile life, as a centre, had an influence on our partners that goes beyond the
measurable outcomes. While this is perhaps the case for any centre, for Mobile Life it was crucial in
that for our partners them emphasised time and time again the importance of the conceptual
contributions that we made to their thinking. Much of the influence that we have had has been in
expanding how to think about the business and environments that the companies worked on, or the
basics of what technologies are promising or even possible. Our proudest moments with our partners
where when we started to see the world in new ways, or when what had appeared strange started to
seem achievable. This presents challenges for how centres should be evaluated in that evaluation need
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to take into account the more intangible affects that a large research centre might have. Conceptual
innovation is not something that can be tracked quantitatively yet it may be the most important
contribution that research can make.

Getting support
There are of course many other processes and lessons learnt with successes and failures. A whole
book could probably be written on our experiences. If we were to summarise our recommendations to
anyone attempting to establish a new centre, it would probably be to get strong support from different
actors. It was of key importance to us to have the support from certain key persons in establishing our
centre: some individuals at VINNOVA were extremely helpful, as was some of the professionals they
engaged as evaluators of the centres, some individuals in our home organisations supported us and
provided advice when needed, and our academic advisory board were extremely supportive and
knowledgeable, often forcing us to shape up and regroup our strengths.
Overall, Mobile Life has been an amazing achievement and a journey through a period in time where
digitalisation changed the face of our whole society. We were able to serve a role in that process –
something we are very proud of. And while there were struggles with the organisation, time
management and the tensions created between different demands put on us, overall we navigated this
difficult landscape with a creative and positive mind-set.
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11. What will be missed
The centre has become a well-established, renowned research organisation and many have
commented that it is a shame to end the centre after 2017. Some of what Sweden and our industrial
partners will miss in the future without Mobile Life can be summarised on a high level as:
The strong concept of playfulness. As we even before the centre started identified that the boundaries
between worklife and leisure life would become blurred by the development of ubiquitous technology
into a life with mobile technology we could see that the driver of services would be for enjoyment.
Through the years this concept grew even stronger and has been clearly articulated in operational
plan. The definition of playfulness has also been framed from a sociological view in the book at MIT
Press, Enjoying machines. The research has been carried with contribution has been to stick to the
strong concept of playfulness. This has been an important part to bring research questions together. It
has provided not only a focus for the centre, but an important viewpoint by which we have been able
to critically examine the business plans of our partners and areas where they are lacking. This aim
should not be reduced to a flimsical, unserious, unresponsible aim, but really pertains to some of the
key values of a society: what are the reasons we make use of digital technology in our society? What
are our aims? What are the drivers? Why do people engage? Who gets to engage? Without an
understanding of what makes for a good life, none of the machines and technologies we invent will
pertain to building a sustainable society for all.
Strategic innovation and design. The centre has delivered what we framed as strategic innovation to
our partners. This can be articulated is of great importance to Swedish industry as a way of staying
ahead of competition internationally. The term strategic innovation was formulated when we
discovered that the need from industry was not to support in their development of products and
services in the near. This was easily picked up by the R&D within the companies. We can also see a
trend where funding organisations support innovation that can provide products and services within a
shorter time frame. What is lacking today in the innovation systems is funding for long-term, blue sky
and high-risk investments that can support collaborations between industry, academia and the public
sector. “The bigger companies are looking for soft values” as Mats Jarekrans at Vinnova puts it.
“Now that we are closing down Mobile Life, contemporary innovation and strategic design will be
missed,” says Cristian Norlin, Ericsson research.
Interdisciplinary research centre. The biggest change currently facing the industry, not only the
Swedish industry is the transformation to the digital solutions cutting across industries, departments
and areas. Everywhere it is talked about as a major challenge for Sweden and the companies need the
knowledge of how this can be done. The disruptions of different eco-systems, such as the
consequences of the sharing economy or the automatisation of many different processes and
professions, in turn provides for a changed society, a changed life style. Mobile Life was able to not
only take part in innovating some of the tools and technologies that are causing these changes, but
also provide the sociological studies and analysis of the consequences. Our strong values on a good
life for everyone, including playfulness, wellbeing, engagement and creativity, was an important
voice in Sweden, counteracting some of the forces speaking only of rationalisation and efficiency in
the society and in our everyday lives. We are here to live a life – a life worth living.
Quality of relations. The centre has also formed an important meeting point for the partners and has
really created quality to the relations that has been built. It required building trust and continuously
renew our relationships.
Credibility. The centre has also provided credibility for the companies. The centre has created a
critical mass that that made Swedish research visible in the research community. Industry can point at
doing cutting edge research.
Culture and values. As outlined above, Mobile Life provided an open and creative working
environment. It was socially inclusive and we worked hard to include newcomers. At the closing of
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the centre, people travelled from afar to pay tribute to a centre that they loved. We were able to
accommodate and thrive off the diversity that comes from engaging with people from more than 14
nationalities with diverse competences and educational backgrounds. We provided an unusually flat
organisation, where everyone were included in creative processes – a master student would be sitting
next to a professor and all would be included in the discussions and formation of ideas.
Pre-competitive arena. And lastly but not least, the centre has provided a valuable arena for the
companies to discuss challenges and problems without having the worries of business secrets. There
has been an open flow of ideas between partners.
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12. The Mobile Life Way
“Mobile Life is hard for me to explain to people. It’s about fun. If you are not having fun, you are
doing it wrong. Everything should be for the joy of it. And in studying technology, Mobile Life asks:
what joy is it bringing to our lives?”
We think the delightful quote by Mobile Life alumna Helena Mentis encapsulates what the Centre
was all about. It has been about taking fun seriously, and having fun when doing it. Our partners were
first a bit provoked by the concept of playfulness and that we put so much emphasis on enjoyment. It
was especially provocative for the engineer and technical companies that would rather see the
efficiency of a workplace rather than looking at the huge market of what people actually do with
technology. It was right before the birth of social media and the release of touch screen and userfriendly interfaces and it was perhaps not yet clear to everyone how profound the changes would be to
our everyday lives and our most intimate relations.
Taking fun and “the good life” seriously later attracted new partners as we can read from the quote
below why IKEA became a partner, but also why all the other partners stayed with the centre for
many years.
“What was interesting is the centre’s focus on the "good life"
– that, which makes us feel good and have fun. It felt like
something new and exciting - something different from what
many other researchers do, stresses Mikael. We were then in
some workshops and it was confirmed that there really was
something different. In our heart and soul, we want to do
stuff differently. That was what made this partnership feel so
right.”
Mikael Ydholm, Head of research, IKEA
“This collaboration has given us both knowledge and inspiration.
The collaboration also plays an important role in our
development with our increased focus on end-users that are
important to Ericsson, and we need to have a competent partner
to discuss these issues”.
Martin Körling, Ericsson research, Silicon Valley
”If we are going to continue to be competitive we must get better at the user
side to complement the functional, emphasizes Magnus. Our customers are
satisfied and should be satisfied in the future with our products, and it is
therefore important that the products feel exciting to work with.”
Magnus Larsson, ABB Corporate research Development Centre, India
For Jin Moen, CEO and founder of Movinto Fun, the
research focus on playfulness was essential for her
when choosing to collaborate with Mobile Life. “"We must retain the
playfulness to create innovations. The partnership provides an opportunity to
work closely with other scientists and to work more interdisciplinary”.
Jin Moen, CEO and founder, Movinto Fun
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Today, we feel that we can claim to have taken a role in making Swedish industry aware of the
importance of having a human centred focus when designing new technology and to bring in
enjoyment into all aspects of technology development. But perhaps more importantly, showing a path
to how this can be done – in our design processes, in our tools, in new business models, and in how
we approach studies of life styles in change. The Mobile Life Way – that is, our way of engaging in
design-led exploration of novel technology, based on social science, art, design thinking, aesthetics
and value-based concerns, is a unique approach that has rendered results that will continue to inspire.
Through unusual and evocative topics such as: integrating digitalisation with the fashion industry;
connecting back to nature and including animal interaction; designing with the felt life and bodily
engagement; initiating the whole field of pervasive games; or studying the life style changes that
follow from the sharing economy, we have painted a broad picture of a whole society in change. We
have not shunned from the political and ethical implications of our work, dealing with topics such as
inclusion in the internet of things society (creating “Folkhemmet”2 anew), the importance of making
Sweden into a testbed for a whole new wave of technological change, or the importance of
empowerment of all to be makers and participants in a highly technologically-infused society.
For the future, one thing is clear: our focus on enjoyment will continue to be key. Because despite its
importance in our lives, technology is still frequently frustrating, dehumanizing, or just plain boring.
So while our everyday life is saturated with technology, our relationship to it is still very far from
perfect. To address this challenge we believe it is essential to continue to explore, create and design
for enjoyment.
Ultimately, both the history of Mobile Life and the way forward can be captured in our credo:
Always Explore! Always Create! Always Enjoy!

2

“Folkhemmet” – the people’s home, is a political concept that played an important role in the history
of the Swedish Social Democratic Party and the Swedish welfare state. Turn to our report to see how
we translate this into a future IoT-society: Building Folkhemmet with the Internet of Things Vinnova
Final Presentation.
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13. Facts 2007-2017
The centre has delivered results in various forms. In previous sections we have described the impact
both in the form of what we can call soft- and hard value to our partners. We have also contributed in
many ways by disseminating our results within our own research community, Human-Computer
Interaction at top tear conferences such as CHI, DIS, TEI, NordiCHI, and CSCW. The following
appendices will paint the picture of how the centre has spread the work and research in the
community but also outside the research community and beyond the industry partners in the press, by
giving seminars to the public, by keynote presentations, talks and by welcoming visitors from all over
the world to the centre. We have taken our task seriously to share the knowledge that we have gained
and spread it.
In summary of the 10 years:
•

6 books (7, one forthcoming)

•

8 book chapters

•

3 patents

•

3 active companies out of 5 spin-offs

•

54 journal publications

•

184 peer-reviewed conference papers

•

116 Workshops, notes, short papers etc.

•

17 successfully defended doctorates

•

4 licentiate

•

54 master’s theses

•

182 talks, presentations and demos

•

196 media and press appearances

•

116 open seminars

•

89 visits to the centre

See full list of facts in the following section under appendices.
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14. Appendices
Appendix I - publications
Books
1.

Montola, M., Stenros, J. and Waern, A. (2009). Pervasive Games: Theory and Design. Morgan
Kaufmann.

2.

Juhlin O. (2010). Social media on the road - The future of car based computing. Springer Verlag
CSCW series.

3.

Holmquist, Lars Erik. (2012). Grounded Innovation: Strategies for Creating Digital Products.
Morgan Kaufmann.

4.

Ferneus, Y. (Mobile Life Centre), Höök, K. (Mobile Life Centre), Holopainen, J. (Nokia),
Ivarsson, K. (Boris Design Studio), Karlsson, A. (Boris Design Studio), Lindley, S. (Microsoft
Research) and Norlin, C. (Ericsson). (2012). Plei-Plei: A book on how we do play, socialize and
have fun with mobile technology. Mobile Life Centre publication.

5.

Price, S., Jewitt, C., and Brown, B. (eds.). (2013). The SAGE Handbook of Digital Technology
Research. Sage.

6.

Brown, B. and Juhlin, O. (2015). Enjoying Machines. The MIT Press, Cambridge,
Massachusetts.

7.

Höök, K., (2017). Soma Design. (Forthcoming). The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Book chapters
1.

Barkhuus, L and B. Brown (2011). Changing practices of family television watching. In Harper,
R., (ed) The Connected Home: The Future of Domestic Life. Springer.

2.

Fernaeus, Y., Isbister, K., Höök, K., Laaksolahti, J., and Sundström, P. (2011). Understanding
Users and Their Situation, In Paolo Petta, Catherine Pelachaud and Roddy Cowie (eds),
Emotion-Oriented Systems, The Humaine Handbook, pp. 653-666, Springer.

3.

Ferreira, P. and Höök, K (2016) The Case for Play in the Developing World: Lessons from Rah
Island, Vanuatu In Indigenous People and Mobile Technologies, Evelyn Dyson, L., Grant, S. and
Hendriks, M.

4.

Höök, K., Isbister, K., Westerman, S., Gardner, P., Sutherland, E., Vasalou, A., Sundström, P.,
Kaye, J.J., and Laak solahti, J. (2011). Evaluation of Affective Interactive Applications, In Paolo
Petta, Catherine Pelachaud and Roddy Cowie (eds), Emotion-Oriented Systems, The Humaine
Handbook, pp. 683-700, Springer.

5.

Höök, K., Laaksolahti, J. (2015). Människan och maskinen Museerna och besökarna 2050 : en
framtidsantologi från Riksutställningar, Volante förlag, ISBN: 9789187419645

6.

Isbister, K., Höök, K., Sundström, P., and Laaksolahti, J. (2011). Generating Ideas and Building
Prototypes, In Paolo Petta, Catherine Pelachaud and Roddy Cowie (eds), Emotion-Oriented
Systems, The Humaine Handbook, pp. 667- 682, Springer.

7.

Kaye, J., Laaksolahti, J., Höök, K., Isbister, K. (2011). The Design and Evaluation Process, In
Paolo Petta, Catherine Pelachaud and Roddy Cowie (eds), Emotion-Oriented Systems, The
Humaine Handbook, pp. 637-652, Springer.

8.

Tamminen, S., Lampinen, A. and Lehtinen, V. (2014) Digitaalinen vuorovaikutus, muutos ja
luottamus [Digital Interaction, Change, and Trust] In Myyry, L., Ahola, S., Ahokas, M., and
Sakki, I. (eds.) Arkiajattelu, tieto ja oikeudenmukaisuus [Everyday Thinking, Knowledge, and
Justice], University of Helsinki.
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Journal publications
2007 Journal publications

1.

Esbjörnsson, M., Juhlin, O. and Weilenmann, A. (2007) Drivers Using Mobile Phones in Traffic:
An Ethnographic Study of Interactional Adaptation. International Journal of Human-Computer
Interaction, Special issue on: In-Use, In-Situ: Extending Field Research Methods, Vol. 22, Issue
1, pp. 39-60, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.

2.

Gaye, L., Håkansson M., Ljungblad S., and Holmquist L.E. (2007) Context Photography. Vague
Terrain journal, special issue locative, Toronto, Canada.

3.

Isbister, K., Höök, K. (2007) Evaluating affective interactions. Editorial Introduction,
International Journal on Human-Computer Studies, Special issue on Evaluating Affective
Interfaces, vol. 65, issue 4, pp. 273--274.

4.

Isbister, K., Höök, K., Laaksolahti, J., Sharp, M. (2007). The Sensual Evaluation Instrument:
Developing a Trans-Cultural Self-Report Measure of Affect. International Journal on HumanComputer Studies, Special issue on Evaluating Affective Interfaces, vol. 65, issue 4, pp. 315-328

5.

Jonsson, S., Montola, M., Stenros, J. & Boss, E (2007). Five Weeks of Rebellion. Designing
Momentum. In Donnis, J., Gade, M. & Thorup, L. (2007): Lifelike 121-128. Copenhagen,
Projektgruppen KP07. The book for Knudepunkt 2007

6.

Ljungblad, S., Håkansson, M. and Holmquist, L. E. (2007). Ubicomp challenges in
collaborative scheduling: Pin&Play at the Göteborg film festival. In Journal of Personal and
Ubiquitous Computing, Special Issue on Ubiquitous Computing in the Real World, Volume 11,
Number 7 / October, 2007, Springer London

7.

Sundström, P., Ståhl, A., and Höök, K. (2007) In Situ Informants Exploring an emotional Mobile
Messaging System in Their Everyday Practice. International Journal on Human-Computer
Studies, Special issue on Evaluating Affective Interfaces, vol. 65, issue 4, pp. 388—403.

2008 Journal publications

8.

Brown, B., Laurier, E., Lorimer, H, Jones, O., Juhlin, O. et al. (2008) Driving and passengering:
notes on the natural organization of ordinary car travel. Mobilities, Vol. 3, No. 1, pp 1-23, Taylor
and Francis.

9.

Denward M. and Waern, A. (2008) Broadcast Culture Meets Role-Playing Culture. In Montola,
Markus and Stenros, Jaakko, Playground Worlds. Creating and Evaluation Experiences of RolePlaying Games, pp. 248-261, Jyväskylä, Ropecon.

10.

Fernaeus, Y., Tholander, J., Jonsson, M. (in press). Beyond representations: Towards an actioncentric perspective on tangible interaction. International Journal of Arts and Technology, special
issue on tangible and embedded interaction, forthcoming.

11.

Höök, K. (2008). Knowing, Communicating and Experiencing through Body and Emotion. IEEE
Transactions on Learning technologies, 4(1) pp 248--259, October - December, 2008.

12.

Jacobsson, M., Fernaeus, Y., and Holmquist, L. E. (2008). GlowBots: Designing and
Implementing Engaging Human Robot Interaction. Journal of Physical Agents, 2 (2), pp. 51-60,
2008.

13.

Juhlin, O., (2008). The Interactive Road – Mobile technology to increase social interaction in
traffic. Innovation, National University of Singapore and World Scientific Publishing.

14.

Perry, M., Juhlin, O., and Normark, D. (2008). Laying waste together: the shared creation and
disposal of refuse in a social context. In Journal Space and Culture - International Journal of
Social Spaces, Sage Publications.

15.

Tholander, J., and Fernaeus, Y. (2008). Three challenges when designing for children’s everyday
digital literacy. Nordic Journal of Digital Literacy. 3(2), pp 130-141.
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2009 Journal publications

16.

Chalmers, M. and Juhlin, O. (2009). New uses for mobile pervasive games - Lessons learned for
CSCW systems to support collaboration in vast work sites. Mobile Games: The Expanding
Scope, Icfai University Press.

17.

Jonsson, M., Tholander, J., Fernaeus., Y. (2009). Setting the Stage. Setting the stage – Embodied
and spatial dimensions in emerging programming practices. Interacting with Computers,
Volume 21, Issues 1-2, January 2009, Pages 117-124

18.

Höök, K. (2009). Affective Loop Experiences: Designing for Interactional Embodiment. Phil.
Trans. R. Soc. B December 12, 2009 364:3585-3595;

19.

Jonsson, M., Tholander, J., Fernaeus., Y. (2009). Setting the Stage. Setting the stage – Embodied
and spatial dimensions in emerging programming practices. Interacting with Computers.
Volume 21, Issues 1-2, January 2009, Pages 117-124.

20.

Kocher, M., Denward, M. and Waern, A. (2009). Sanningen om Marika – The Interplay of
Reality and Fiction. In eds. Sorg, J. and Venu, J.S. Erzählformen im Computerspiel. Zur
Medienmorphologie digitaler Spiele, Transcript. Bielefeld, April 2009.

21.

Laaksolahti, J., Isbister, K, and Höök, K. (2009). Using the Sensual Evaluation Instrument.
Journal of Digital Creativity. Volume 20, Issue 3 September 2009, pages 165 – 175.

22.

Ståhl, A., Höök, K., Svensson, M., Taylor, A. and Combetto, M. (2009). Experiencing the
Affective Diary. In Journal of Personal and Ubiquitous Computing: Volume 13, Issue5 (2009).

2011 Journal publications

23.

Ahmad Mughal, M., and Juhlin, O. (2011). Video Synchronization, delay and collaboration in
live mobile video production. Special issue on Video Interaction in Journal of Personal and
Ubiquitous Computing.

24.

Cramer, H., Rost, M., and Bentley, F. (2011). An introduction to Research in the Large.
Introduction Article to Special Issue on “Research in the Large” of the International Journal of
Mobile Human-Computer Interaction.

25.

Juhlin, O. (2011) Social media on the road: Mobile Technologies and Future Traffic research.
IEEE MultiMedia. Volume 18. Issue 1, January.

26.

Rost, M., Cramer, H., and Holmquist, L. E. (2011). Mobile exploration of geotagged
photographs. In Personal and Ubiquitous Computing. Doi: 10.1007/s00779-011-0433-x

27.

Stenros, J. Waern, A. and Montola, M. (2011). Studying the Elusive Experience of Pervasive
Games. Journal of Simulation and Gaming.

28.

Waern, A. (2011). I’m in love with someone who doesn’t exist! Bleed in the context of a
computer game. Journal of Gaming and Virtual Worlds.

2012 Journal publications

29.

Brown, B. (2012). Beyond recommendations: Local review websites and their impact. ACM
Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction (TOCHI). Volume 19, Issue 4, December 2012,
Article No 27.

30.

Höök, K., and Löwgren, J. (2012) Strong concepts: Intermediate-level knowledge in interaction
design research. ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction (TOCHI). Volume 19,
Issue 3, October 2012, Article No. 23. Best of ACM.

31.

Nack, F. and Waern, A. (2012). Mobile Digital Interactive Storytelling – a winding path. New
Review of Hypermedia and Multimedia. Volume 18, issue 1-2, Taylor & Francis.

32.

Nylander, S, and Larshammar, M. (2012). The phone as a tool for combining online and offline
social activity – teenagers’ phone access to an online community. International journal of
Mobile Human Computer Interaction. Volume 4, Issue 4.
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2013 Journal publications

33.

Juhlin, O., Zoric, G., Engström, A., and Reponen, E. (2013). Video interaction: a research
agenda. Personal and Ubiquitous Computing, Springer. London. pp. 1–8.

34.

Laurier, E., B. Brown, H. Lorimer (2013). What it means to change lanes: actions, emotions and
wayfinding in the family car. Semiotica, Vol. 191, No. 4, 09.2012, pp. 117–135.

35.

Mughal, M. A., and Juhlin, O. (2013). Context-dependent software solutions to handle video
synchronization and delay in collaborative live mobile video production. Personal and
Ubiquitous Computing. pp. 1–13.

36.

Osswald, S., Sundström, P., and Tscheligi, M. (2013). The Front Seat Passenger: How to
Transfer Qualitative Findings into Design. International Journal of Vehicular Technology,
vol.14, 2013.

37.

Weilenmann, A., Säljö, R., and Engström, A., (2013). Mobile Video Literacy: Negotiating the
Use of a New Visual Technology. Personal and Ubiquitous Computing, Special Issue on Video
Interaction. March 2014, Volume 18, Issue 3, pp. 737–752.

2014 Journal publications

38.

Mentis, M. H., Jarmo Laaksolahti, J., and Kristina Höök, K. (2014). My Self and You: Tension
in Bodily Sharing of Experience. Journal ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction
(TOCHI). Volume 21 Issue 4, August 2014 Article No. 20 ACM New York, NY, USA.

39.

Perry, M., Juhlin, O., Engström A., (2014) Dealing with time, just in time: sense-making and
clip allocation in multi-person, multi-stream, live TV production in Broth, M. Laurier E. and
Mondada (eds.) Studies of Video Practices: Video at Work, Routledge 2014.

40.

Ståhl, A., Löwgren, J., and Höök, K. (2014). Evocative balance: Designing for interactional
empowerment. International Journal of Design, 8(1), pp. 43–57.

2015 Journal publications

41.

Lampinen, A., Huotari, K., and Cheshire, C. (2015) Challenges to Participation in the Sharing
Economy: The Case of Local Online Peer-to-Peer Exchange in a Single Parents’ Network In
Interaction Design and Architecture(s) Journal - IxD&A, N.24, 2015, pp. 16-32.

42.

Lampinen, A. (2015) Deceptively Simple: Unpacking the Notion of “Sharing” In Social Media +
Society 1(1).

43.

Lehtinen, V., Raita, E., Wahlström, M., Peltonen, P., and Lampinen, A. (2015) Mediated
community from an intergroup perspective: A literature review In Internet Science (pp. 145159). Springer International Publishing.

44.

McGregor, M., Brown, B., and Glöss M. (2015). Disrupting the cab: Uber, Ridesharing and the
Taxi industry. Journal of Peer Production, Issue 5.

45.

Zhang, Y., and Juhlin, O. (2015). Fashion in Mobile Phone Design – The Emergence of
Beautification, Desirability and Variation through Institutional Collaboration Fashion Practice.
The Journal of Design, Creative Process & the Fashion Industry. (Forthcoming).

46.

Zhang, Y. (2015). Constructing Swedish Fashion Identity Fashion Theory. The Journal of Dress,
Body and Culture, Aug 10, 2015.

2016 Journal publications

47.

Lampinen, A. (2016). Hosting Together via Couchsurfing: Privacy Management in the Context
of Network Hospitality. International Journal of Communication.

48.

Lampinen, A. (2016). Why we need to examine multiple social network sites. In Communication
and the Public, first published on November 21, 2016 as doi:10.1177/2057047316681171.

49.

Mancini C., Lawson S., Juhlin O. (2016). Animal-Computer Interaction: the Emergence of a
Discipline. In Journal of Human Computing Systems IJHCS Special Issue on Animal-Computer
Interaction, Elsevier.
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50.

Uski, S., and Lampinen, A. (2016). Social norms and self-presentation on social network sites:
Profile work in action. New Media and Society, 18(3) 447–464.
DOI:10.1177/1461444814543164.

51.

Zhang, Y. and Juhlin, O. (2016) The “life and death” of great Finnish fashion phones: A
periodization of changing styles in Nokia phone design between 1992 and 2013 Mobile Media &
Communication, doi: 10.1177/2050157916654510.

2017 Journal publications

52.

Aspling, F., and Juhlin, O. (2017). Theorizing Animal-Computer Interaction as Machinations. In
The International Journal of Human-Computer Studies, Vol. 98, February 2017, pp. 135–149.

Peer-reviewed conference papers
2007 Peer-reviewed conference papers

1.

Brown, B., Lundin, J., Rost, M., Lymer, G., and Holmquist, L. E. (2007). Seeing
ethnographically: Teaching ethnography as part of CSCW. In Proceedings of ECSCW 2007,
10th European Conference on Computer-Supoorted Collaborative Work, Limerick, Ireland.
September 24-28, 2007

2.

Engström, A., Esbjörnsson, M., Juhlin, O. and Norlin, C. (2007). More TV! - Support for local
and collaborative production and consumption of mobile TV. In Interactive TV: A Shared
Experience TICSP Adjunct Proceedings of EuroITV 2007. pp 173-177

3.

Holmquist, L.E., Höök, K., Juhlin, O. and Waern, A. (2007) Mobile Life: A Research
Foundation for Mobile Services. In Proceedings of Global Mobility Roundtable, June 1-2, 2007,
Marina Del Rey, California.

4.

Håkansson, M., Rost, M., and Holmquist, L.E. (2007). Gifts from friends and strangers: A study
of mobile music sharing. In Proceedings of ECSCW 2007, 10th European Conference on
Computer- Supoorted Collaborative Work, Limerick, Ireland.

5.

Håkansson, M., Rost, M., Jacobsson, M., and Holmquist L.E. (2007) Facilitating Mobile Music
Sharing and Social Interaction with Push!Music. In Proceedings of HICSS-40 2007, Hawaii,
USA, January 3-6, 2007.

6.

Jonsson, S., Waern, A., Montola, M. and Stenros, J. (2007) Game Mastering a Pervasive Larp.
Experiences from Momentum. In Proceedings of the 4th International Symposium on Pervasive
Gaming Applications, PerGames 2007, Salzburg, Austria.

7.

Ljungblad, S. (2007) Designing for New Photographic Experiences: How the
Lomographic Practice Informed Context Photography. In Proceedings of DPPI'07, conference
on Designing Pleasurable Products and Interfaces, Helsinki, Finland.

8.

Ljungblad, S. and Holmquist L.E. (2007) Transfer Scenarios: Grounded Innovation with
Marginal Practices. In Proceedings of CHI 2007, ACM Conference on Human Factors
in Computing Systems, 28 April - 3 May, 2007, San Jose, California, USA.

9.

Stenros, J., Montola, M., Waern, A. & Jonsson, S. (2007): Play it for Real: Sustained Seamless
Life/Game Merger in Momentum. In Proceedings of DiGRA 2007 Situated Play conference, pp.
121-129, Tokyo, Japan.

2008 Peer-reviewed conference papers

10.

Bichard J.P. and Waern, A. (2008). Pervasive Play, Immersion and Story: Designing
Interference. In Proceedings of ACM International Conference on Digital Interactive Media in
Entertainment and Arts (DIMEA). Athens, Greece.

11.

Bylund, M. and Höök, K. and Pommeranz, A. (2008) Pieces of identity. In Proceedings of
NordiCHI 2008:Using Bridges, Lund, Sweden.

12.

Denward, M. (2008). Broadcast Culture Meets Role-Playing Culture: Consequences for audience
participation in a cross-media production. In Proceedings of IAMCR 2008, Stockholm, Sweden.
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13.

Engström, A., Esbjörnsson, M. and Juhlin, O. (2008) Mobile Collaborative Live Video Mixing.
In Proceedings of Mobile HCI 2008, 10th International Conference on Human-Computer
Interaction with Mobile Devices and Services, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

14.

Esbjörnsson, M., Engström, A., Juhlin, O. and Perry, M. (2008). Producing, Collaborative
Video: Developing an Interactive User Experience for Mobile TV. In Proceedings of First
International Conference on Designing Interactive User Experiences for TV and Video,
uxtv2008. ACM Press, pp. 115-124.

15.

Fernaeus, Y., Tholander, J. and Jonsson, M. (2008). Towards a New Set of Ideals: Consequences
of the Practice Turn in Tangible Interaction. In Proceedings of Tangible and Embedded
Interaction 2008, ACM Press.

16.

Ferreira, P., Sanches, P., Höök, K. and Jaensson, T. (2008). License to Chill! How to empower
users to cope with stress. In Proceedings of Nordic forum for human-computer interaction
research (NordiCHI 2008), pp. 123-132, ACM Press, Lund, Sweden.

17.

Friedman, B., Höök, K., Gill, B., Eidmar, L., and Sallmander-Prien, C. (2008). Personlig
Integritet: A Comparative Study of Perceptions of Privacy in Public Places in Sweden and the
United States. In Proceedings of Nordic Forum for human-computer interaction research
(NordiCHI 2008), pp. 142-151, Lund, Sweden

18.

Holmquist, L.E. (2008). Bootlegging: Multidisciplinary Brainstorming with Cut-Ups. In
Proceedings of Participatory Design Conference 2008, Bloomington, IN, ACM Press.

19.

Håkansson, M., and Gaye L. (2008). Bringing Context to the Foreground: Creative Engagement
in a Novel Still Camera Application. In Proceedings of ACM Designing Interactive Systems
2008, Cape Town, South Africa.

20.

Höök, K., Ståhl, A., Sundström, P., and Laaksolahti, J., (2008). Interactional Empowerment. In
Proceedings of the ACM SIGCHI conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, CHI
2008, Florence, Italy, ACM Press. (Best paper nominated)

21.

Jacobsson, M., Bodin, J., and Holmquist, L.E. (2008). The see-Puck: A Platform for Exploring
Human-Robot Relationships. In Proceedings of ACM Conference on Human Factors
in Computing Systems, CHI 2008, Florence, Italy.

22.

Jaensson, T. and Voss, A. (2008). Industrial Experience: Evaluating novel interaction styles. In
Proceedings of the 5th Nordic conference on Human-computer interaction: NordiCHI '08:
building bridges, Lund, Sweden.

23.

Jarkiewich, P., Frankhammar-Ovsiannikow, M. and Fernaeus, Y. (2008) In the hands of
children: Exploring the use of mobile phone functionality in casual play settings. In Proceedings
of Mobile HCI 2008, 10th International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction with
Mobile Devices and Services, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

24.

Jonsson, S., Waern, A. (2008). The Art of Game mastering. In Proceedings of ACM SIGCHI
ACE 2008, Yokohama, Japan

25.

Juhlin, O. and Weilenmann, A. (2008). Hunting for Fun: Solitude and Attentiveness in
Collaboration. In Proceedings of Computer Supported Cooperative Work, CSCW'08. ACM
Press, pp. 57-66.

26.

Juhlin, O., and Weilenmann, A. (2008). On movement, sound and radio talk in deer hunting. In
Proceedings of the Space, Interaction, Discourse 2008 Conference, Aalborg University,
Denmark.

27.

Rost, M., and Holmquist L.E., (2008). Tools for Students Doing Mobile Fieldwork. In
Proceedings of WMUTE 2008, Wireless, Mobile and Ubiquitous Technologies in Education,
Beijing, China.

28.

Rost, M., Bergstrand, F., Håkansson, M., and Holmquist, L. E. (2008). Columbus: Physically
Exploring Geotagged Photos. In adjunct Proceedings of UbiComp 2008, September 22-25,
Seoul, South Korea.
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29.

Ståhl, A., and Höök, K., (2008). Reflecting on the Design Process of the Affective Diary. In
Proceeding of ACM NordiCHI 2008, Lund, Sweden

30.

Wetzel, R., Lindt, I., Waern, A., Jonsson, S. (2008). The Magic Lens Box: Simplifying the
Development of Mixed Reality Games. In Proceedings of ACM International Conference on
Digital Interactive Media in Entertainment and Arts (DIMEA).

2009 Peer-reviewed conference papers

31.

Brunnberg, L., Gustavsson, A. and Juhlin, O. (2009). Games for passengers - Accounting for
Motion in location based applications. In Proceedings of International Conference on the
Foundations of Digital Games (ICFDG), Disney Wonder Cruise ship, Florida.

32.

Chalmers, M. and Juhlin, O. (2009). New uses for mobile pervasive games - Lessons learned for
CSCW systems to support collaboration in vast work sites. Mobile Games: The Expanding
Scope, Icfai University Press.

33.

Denward, M. and Waern, A. (2009). On the Edge of Reality: Reality Fiction in Sanningen om
Marika. In Proceedings of DIGRA conference, Brunel University, United Kingdom.

34.

Engström A., Brunnberg L., Juhlin, O. (2009). Tiny Broadcast Systems. In Proceedings of ACM
SIGGRAPH Asia 2009 Emerging Technologies, Yokohama, Japan.

35.

Fernaeus, Y. (2009). Human Action and Experience As Basis for the Design and Study of
Robotic Artefacts. In Proceedings of RO-MAN 2009: 18th IEEE International Symposium on
Robot and Human Interactive Communication, Toyama, Japan.

36.

Fernaeus, Y. and Jacobsson, M. (2009). Comics, robots, fashion and programming: outlining the
concept of ActDresses. In Proceedings of Tangible and Embedded Interaction (TEI’09),
Cambridge, UK.

37.

Höök, K. (2009). Mobile Life – innovation in the wild. In Proceedings of 12th IFIP TC 13
International Conference (Gross, T, Gulliksen, J., Kotzé, P, Oestreicher, L., Palanque, P., Prates,
R. O., Winckler, M. (eds.)) IFIP TC 13, Uppsala, Sweden Volym: Part I Sidor: 1-3, SpringerVerlag.

38.

Isbister, K., and Höök, K. (2009). On Being Supple: In Search of Rigor without Rigidity in
Meeting New Design and Evaluation Challenges for HCI Practitioners. In Proceeding of the
twenty-seventh annual SIGCHI conference on Human factors in computing systems, pp. 22332242, ACM Press, Boston, USA, 2009.

39.

Kocher, M., Denward, M. and Waern, A. (2009). Sanningen om Marika – The Interplay of
Reality and Fiction. In eds. Sorg, J. and Venu, J.S. Erzählformen im Computerspiel. Zur
Medienmorphologie digitaler Spiele, Transcript. Bielefeld, 2009.

40.

Laaksolahti, J., Isbister, K, and Höök, K. (2009). Using the sensual evaluation instrument. In
Proceedings of LCEA09 - Completing the Circle: Incorporating Evaluation Methods in Creative
Work. London, UK.

41.

Ljungblad, S. (2009). Passive Photography from a Creative Perspective. In Proceedings of ACM
International Conference on Human factors in computing Systems CHI'09, Boston, USA.

42.

Perry, M., Juhlin, O., Esbjörnsson, M. and Engström, A. (2009). Lean collaboration through
video gestures: co-ordinating the production of live televised sport. In proceedings of CHI 2009.
ACM Press. Honourable mention.

43.

Sundström, P., Jaensson, T., Höök, K. and Pommeranz, A. (2009). Probing the Potential of Nonverbal Group Communication. In Proceedings of Group 2009, Florida, USA.

44.

Tholander, J., Laaksolahti, J., Kosmack-Vaara, E.,Ferreira, P., Jaensson, T., and Fernaeus, Y.
(2009). Engaging the whole body in mobile interaction. Workshop on Whole-Body Interaction at
CHI2009, Boston, USA

45.

Vold, T., Marzo, R., and Waern, A. (2009). Play Style Survey. In S. Dikkers, C. Steinkuhler, K.
Squire, and E. Zimmerman (Eds.) Real-Time Research: An Experiment in Design. Pittsburg:
ETC Press.
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46.

Waern A., Montola, M. and Stenros, J. (2009). The Three-Sixty Illusion: Designing For
Immersion in Pervasive Games. In Proceedings of ACM International Conference on Human
factors in computing Systems CHI'09, Boston, Ma.

47.

Waern, A., Ahmet, Z. and Sundström, D. (2009). An In-Game Reporting Tool for Pervasive
Games. In Proceedings of ACM Conference on Advances in Computer Entertainment
Technology (ACE) 2009, November, Athens, Greece.

48.

Wetzel, R., Waern A. Jonsson, S., Lindt, I., Ljungstrand, P. and Åkesson, K-P. (2009). Boxed
Pervasive Games: An Experience with User-Created Pervasive Games. In Proceedings of
International Conference on Pervasive Computing Pervasive '09.

2010 Peer-reviewed conference papers

49.

Benyon, D., Höök, K., and Nigay, L. (2010). Spaces of Interaction. In Proceedings of ACM/BCS
Visions of Computing conference, Edinburgh, UK.

50.

Engström, A, Juhlin, O, Perry, M., Broth M. (2010). Temporal hybridity: Mixing live video
footage with instant replay in real time”. In Proceedings of CHI 2010, Atlanta, Georgia, USA.

51.

Fernaeus, Y., Håkansson, M., Jacobsson, M., and Ljungblad, S. (2010). How do you play with a
robotic toy animal?: a long-term study of Pleo. In Proceedings of the 9th international
Conference on interaction Design and Children, Barcelona, Spain. IDC ‘10. ACM, New York,
NY, 39-48.

52.

Höök, K. (2010). Transferring Qualities from Horseback Riding to Design. In Proceedings of
NordiCHI, Reykjavik, Iceland, ACM Press.

53.

Jacobsson, M., Fernaeus, Y., and Tieben, R. (2010). The Look, the Feel and the Action: Making
Sets of ActDresses for Robotic Movement. In Proceedings of ACM Designing for Interactive
Systems 2010, Aarhus, Denmark.

54.

Juhlin, O., Engström, A. and Reponen, E. (2010). Mobile broadcasting – The whats and hows of
live video as a social medium. In Proceedings of Mobile HCI 2010, Lisbon, Portugal.

55.

Kosmack Vaara, E. Silvasan, I., Ståhl, A., Höök, K. (2010). Temporal Relations in Affective
Health. In Proceedings of NordiCHI, Reykjavik, Iceland, ACM Press.

56.

Rost, M., Cramer H., Belloni, N., and Holmquist, L. E. (2010). Geolocation in the Mobile Web
Browser. In Proceedings of UbiComp’10, Copenhagen, Denmark.

57.

Ruixue, X., Rost, M., and Holmquist, L. E. (2010). Business Models in the Mobile Ecosystem.
In Proceedings of International Conference on Mobile Business, Global Mobility Roundtable,
Athens, Greece.

58.

Sanches, P., Höök, K., Kosmack Vaara, E., Weymann, C., Bylund, M., and Sjölinder, M. (2010).
Mind the Body! Designing a Mobile Stress Management Application Encouraging Personal
Reflection. In Proceedings of Designing Interactive Systems (DIS), Aarhus, Denmark, ACM
Press.

59.

Sjölinder, M., Jansson, L., Höök, K., Laaksolahti, J., Bergh, C., Södersten, P. and Zandian, M.
(2010). User involvement of patients with eating disorder – the design process from user needs
to prototype. In Proceedings of ICEHST 2010 - International Conference on e-Health Services
and Technologies, University of Piraeus, Athens, Greece.

60.

Stenros, J. and Waern, A. (2010). Games as Activity: Correcting the Digital Fallacy. In
Proceedings of “Videogames and the future of Interactive Entertainment” conference, Oxford,
U.K.

61.

Sundström, P., and Höök, K. (2010). Hand in Hand with the Material: Designing for Suppleness.
In Proceedings of CHI 2010: 28th ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems,
Atlanda, USA, ACM Press.

62.

Waern, A. (2010). “I’m in love with someone that doesn’t exist!!” Bleed in the context of a
Computer Game. In Proceedings of the 1st Nordic DIGRA Conference 2010, Stockholm,
Sweden,
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63.

Waern, A. and Stenros, J. (2010). Studying the Elusive Experience in Pervasive Games. In
Proceedings of the Tampere Games Research Methods Seminar, Tampere, Finland.

64.

Zangouei, F., Gashti, M. A.B., Höök, K., Tijs, T., de Vries, G-J., and Westerink, J. (2010). How
to Stay in the Emotional Rollercoaster: Lessons Learnt from Designing EmRoll. In Proceedings
of NordiCHI, Reykjavik, Iceland, ACM Press.

65.

Zoric, G. and Önnevall, E. (2010). Watching sports in pubs as an inspiration for the design of
mobile live TV services. In Proceedings of Mobile HCI 2010, Lisbon, Portugal.

2011 Peer-reviewed conference papers

66.

Brown, B., Reeves, S., and Sherwood. S. (2011). Into the wild: Challenges and opportunities for
field trial methods. In Proceedings of CHI 2011: 29th ACM Conference on Human Factors in
Computing Systems, Vancouver, Canada, ACM Press.

67.

Cramer. H., Büttner, S. (2011). Things that Tweet, Check-In and are Befriended. Two
Explorations on Robotics & Social Media. In Proceedings of HRI’11, Lausanne, Switzerland.

68.

Ferreira, P. and Höök, K. (2011). Bodily Orientations around Mobiles: Lessons learnt in
Vanuatu. In Proceedings of CHI 2011: 29th ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing
Systems, Vancouver, Canada, ACM Press.

69.

Grufberg, K., and Holmquist, L.E. (2011). Magical Bits: Designing Through Experiencing the
Future End Product. In Proceedings of DESIRE 2011, Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Best Paper
Award.

70.

Halpern, M., Tholander, J., Evjen, M., Davis, S., Ehlrich, A., Schustak, K., Baumer, E., Gay, G.
(2011). MoBoogie. Creative Expression Through Whole Body Musical Interaction. In
Proceedings of CHI’11, Vancouver, BC, Canada. CHI Honourable Mention.

71.

Helmes, J., Taylor, A.S., Cao. X., Höök, K., Schmitt, P., Villar N. (2011). Rudiments 1, 2 & 3:
Design Speculations on Autonomy. In Proceedings of Tangible and Embedded Interaction
(TEI), Portgual, ACM Press

72.

Johansson, C., Ahmet, Z., Jonsson, M., Tholander, J., Aleo, F., Sumon, S. (2011). Weather Gods
and Fruit Kids – Embodying abstract concepts using tactile feedback and Whole Body
Interaction. In Proceedings of the 9th International Conference on Computer Supported
Collaborative Learning, Hong Kong, China.

73.

Juhlin, O. (2011). Towards an empirical program of drivers’ ethnomethods of sharing the means
for transport. In Proceedings of 110th Annual Meeting of American Anthropological Association,
Montreal, QC, Canada.

74.

Juhlin, O., and Zhang, Y. (2011). Unpacking Social Interaction that Make us Adore – On the
Aesthetics of Mobile Phones as Fashion Items. In Proceedings of ACM Mobile HCI 2011,
Stockholm Sweden

75.

Laaksolahti, J., Tholander, J., Lundén, M., Solsona Belenguer, J., Karlsson, A., Jaensson, T.
(2011). The lega: a device for leaving and finding tactile traces. In Proceedings of the fifth
international conference on Tangible, embedded, and embodied interaction, TEI. pp. 193–196
ACM, New York, NY, USA.

76.

Magnusson, C., Waern, A., Rassmus-Gröhn, K., Bjernryd, Å., Bernhardsson, H., Jakobsson, A.,
Salo, J., Wallon, M., Hedvall, P. O. (2011). Navigating the world and learning to like it mobility training through a pervasive game. In Proceedings of Mobile HCI 2011, Stockholm,
Sweden.

77.

Paldanius M., Kärkkäinen T. Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila K., Juhlin O., Häkkilä, J. (2011).
Communication Technology for Human-Dog Interaction: Exploration of Dog Owners’
Experiences and Expectations. In Proceedings of CHI 2011: 29th ACM Conference on Human
Factors in Computing Systems, Vancouver, Canada, ACM Press.

78.

Stenros, J., Holopainen, J., Waern, A., Ollila, E. and Montola, M. (2011). Narrative Friction in
Alternate Reality Games: Design Insights from Conspiracy For Good. In Proceedings of DIGRA
2011, Hilversum, the Netherlands.
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79.

Sundström, P., Taylor A., and O’Hara K. (2011). Sketching in Software and Hardware:
Bluetooth as a Design Material. In Proceedings of MobileHCI’11, Stockholm, Sweden.

80.

Sundström, P., Taylor, A., Grufberg, K., Wirström, N., Solsona Belenguer, J., and Lundén, M.
(2011). Inspirational Bits - Towards a shared understanding of the digital material. In
Proceedgins of CHI’11, Vancouver, BC, Canada.

81.

Wang, T., and Barry Brown, B. (2011). Ethnography of the telephone: Changing uses of
communication technology in village life. In Proceedings of ACM Mobile HCI 2011, Stockholm
Sweden.

82.

Weilenmann, A. and Juhlin O. (2011). Understanding People and Animals: On Ordinary
Human-Canine Interaction and the Use of a Positioning System in the Wild. In Proceedings of
CHI 2011: 29th ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, Vancouver,
Canada, ACM Press. CHI Honourable mention.

83.

Zang, Y., C. and Juhlin, O. (2011). Fashion as System or Action Net in “Fashion in All Things”:
The Case of Colour in the Design of Mobile Phones. In Proceedings of 3rd Global Conference
fashion: Exploring Critical Issues. Oxford, United Kingdom.

2012 Peer-reviewed conference papers

84.

Barkhuus, L. (2012). The Mismeasurement of Privacy: Using Contextual Integrity to Reconsider
Privacy in HCI. In Proceedings of CHI 2012, Austin, Texas, USA.

85.

Bentley, F., Cramer, H., Basapur, S., Hamilton, W. (2012). Drawing the city: differing
perceptions of the urban environment. In Proceedings of CHI 2012, Austin, Texas, USA.

86.

Belenguer, J. S., Lundén, M., Laaksolhati, J., and Sundström P. (2012). Immaterial Materials:
Designing with Radio. In Proceedings of TEI 2012, Kingston, ON, Canada.

87.

Brown, B. and Laurier, E. (2012). The Normal Natural Troubles of Driving with GPS. In
Proceedings of CHI 2012, Austin, Texas, USA. Best Paper Award.

88.

Engström A., Perry M., Juhlin, O. (2012). Amateur Vision and Recreational Orientation:
creating live video together. In Proceedings of CSCW 2012, Seattle, USA. Best Paper Award.

89.

Engström, A., Zoric, G., Juhlin, O., and Toussi, R. (2012). The Mobile Vision Mixer: A mobile
network based live video broadcasting system in your mobile phone. In Proceedings of MUM
2012, Ulm, Germany.

90.

Fernaeus, Y., Jonsson, M., Tholander, J. (2012). Revisiting the Jacquard Loom: Threads of
History and Current Patterns in HCI. In Proceedings of CHI 2012, Austin, Texas, USA.
Best Paper Award.

91.

Fernaeus, Y., and Sundström, P. (2012). The material move how materials matter in interaction
design research. In Proceedings of DIS 2012, Newcastle, UK.

92.

Ferreira, P. and Höök, K. (2012). Appreciating plei-plei around mobiles: Playfulness in Rah
Island. In Proceedings of CHI 2012, Austin, Texas, USA. Best Paper Nomination.

93.

Keysermann, M., Enz, S., Cramer, H., Aylett, R., Zoll, C., and Vargas, P. (2012). Can I trust
you? Sharing information with artificial companions. Extended Abstracts In Proceedings of
AAMAS 2012, Valencia, Spain.

94.

Korn, M. and Back, J. (2012). Talking it Further: From Feelings and Memories to Civic
Discussions In and About Places. In Proceedings of NordiCHI 2012, Copenhagen, Denmark.

95.

Ljungblad, S., Kotrbova, J., Jacobsson, M., Cramer, H., and Niechwiadowicz, K. (2012)
Hospital robot at work: Something alien or an intelligent colleague? In Proceedings of CSCW
2012, Seattle, USA.

96.

Magnusson, C., Waern, A., Rassmus-Gröhn, K., Bjernryd, Å., Bernhardsson, H., Jakobsson, A.,
Salo, Ljungblad, S., Kotrbova, J., Jacobsson, M., Cramer, H., and Niechwiadowicz, K. (2012).
Hospital robot at work: Something alien or an intelligent colleague? In Proceedings of CSCW
2012, Seattle, USA.
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97.

Márquez Segura, E., Cramer, H., Fontaínha Gomes, P., Nylander, S., Paiva, A (2012). Revive!
Reactions to Migration Between Different Embodiments When Playing With Robotic Pets. In
Proceedings of Interaction Design and Children IDC 2012, Bremen, Germany.

98.

Márquez Segura, E., Márquez Segura, L., López Torres, C. (2012). PhySeEar. Moving Yourself
to Shine and Sound in Geriatric Physiotherapy Interventions. In Proceeding of Designing
Pervasive Computing Technologies for Health Care 2012, San Diego, California, USA.

99.

Nylander, S. (2012). Changing my life one step at a time – using the Twelve Step program as
design inspiration for long term lifestyle change. In Proceedings of NordiCHI 2012,
Copenhagen, Denmark.

100. Tholander, J., Normark, M., Rossito, C. (2012). Understanding Agency in Interaction Design
Materials. In Proceedings of CHI 2012, Austin, Texas, USA.
101. Waern, A., Balan, E., and Nevelsteen, K. (2012). Athletes and street acrobats: Designing for play
as a community value in Parkour. In Proceedings of CHI 2012, Austin, Texas, USA.
102. Waern, A. (2012). Framing games. In Proceedings of Nordic DIGRA 2012, Tampere, Finland.
2013 Peer-reviewed conference papers

103. Aylett, R., Kriegel, M., Wallace, I., Márques Segura, E., Mercurio, J., Nylander, S., and Vargas,
P. (2013). Do I remember you? Memory and identity in multiple embodiments. In Proceedings
of IEEE RoMan 2013, Gyeongju, South Korea.
104. Back, J., and Waern, A. (2013). “We are two strong women” – Designing Empowerment in a
Pervasive Game. In Proceedings of DiGRA 2013: DeFragging Game Studies, Atlanta, GA,
USA.
105. Brown, B., McGregor, M., Laurier, E. (2013). iPhone in vivo: video analysis of mobile device
use. In Proceedings of CHI 2013, Paris, France.
106. Ferreira, P., and Sanches, P., and Weilenmann, A. (2013). Awareness, Transience and
Temporality: Design Opportunities from Rah Island. Forthcoming In Proceedings of INTERACT
2013, Cape Town, South Africa.
107. Juhlin, O., and Önnevall, E. (2013). On the Relation of Ordinary Gestures to TV Screens:
General Lessons for the Design of Collaborative Interactive Techniques In Proceedings of CHI
2013, Paris, France.
108. Juhlin, O., Zhang, Y., Sundbom C., and Fernaeus Y. (2013). Fashionable Shape Switching:
Explorations in Outfit-centric Design. In Proceedings of CHI 2013, Paris, France.
109. Juhlin, O., and Weilenmann, A. (2013). Making sense of screen mobility: dynamic maps and
cartographic literacy in a highly mobile activity In Proceedings of Mobile HCI 2013, Munich,
Germany.
110. Leahu, L., Cohn, M, and March, W. (2013). How Categories Come to Matter. In Proceedings of
CHI 2013, Paris, France.
111. Marfisi-Schottman, I., Labat, J. M., and Carron, T. (2013). Building on the Case Teaching
Method to Generate Learning Games Relevant to Numerous Educational Fields. In Proceedings
of IEEE 2013, ICALT, Beijing, China.
112. Marne, B., Carron, T., Labat, J. M., and Marfisi-Schottman, I. (2013). MoPPLiq: A Model for
Pedagogical Adaptation of Serious Game Scenarios. In Proceedings of IEEE 2013, ICALT,
Beijing, China
113. Márquez Segura, E., Waern, A., Moen, J., Johansson, C. (2013). The Design Space of Body
Games: Technological, Physical, and Social Design. In Proceedings of CHI 2013, Paris, France.
114. McMillan, D., Morrison, A. and Chalmers, M. (2013). Categorised Ethical Guidelines for Large
Scale Mobile HCI. In Proceedings of CHI 2013, Paris, France.
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115. Meschtscherjakov, A., Gschwendtner, C., Tscheligi, M., and Sundström, P. (2013). Codesigning for NFC and ATMs: an inspirational bits approach. In Proceedings of MobileHCI
2013, Munich, Germany.
116. Perterer, N., Sundström, P., Meschtscherjakov, A., Wilfinger, D., and Tscheligi, M. (2013).
Come drive with me: an ethnographic study of driver-passenger pairs to inform future in-car
assistance. In Proceedings of CSCW 2013, San Antonio, Texas, USA.
117. Rost, M., Barkhuus, L., Cramer, H., and Brown, B. (2013). Representation and communication:
Challenges in interpreting large social media datasets. In Proceedings of CSCW 2013, San
Antonio, Texas, USA.
118. Zoric, G., Barkhuus, L., Engström, A., and Önnevall, E. (2013). Panoramic video: design
challenges and implications for content interaction. In Proceedings of EuroITV 2013. Como,
Italy.
2014 Peer-reviewed conference papers

119. Barkhuus, L., Engstrom, A., and Zoric, G. (2014). Watching the Footwork: Second Screen
Interaction at a Dance and Music Performance. In Proceedings of CHI 2014, Toronto, Canada.
120. Brown, B., McGregor, M., McMillan, D. (2014). 100 Days of iPhone Use: Understanding the
Details of Mobile Device Use. In Proceedings of MobileHCI 2014, Toronto, Canada.
121. Juhlin, O., Engström, A., and Önnevall, E. (2014). Long Tail TV (revisited): From (ordinary)
camera phone use to Pro-Am video production In Proceedings of CHI 2014, Toronto, Canada.
122. Fernaeus, Y. and Vallgårda, A. (2014) Ajna: negotiating forms in the making of a
musical cabinet. In Proceedings on Designing Interactive Systems, DIS 2014, Vancouver, BC,
Canada.
123. Mughal, M.A. Zoric, G., and Juhlin, O. (2014). Frame Rate Exclusive Sync Management of Live
Video Streams in Collaborative Mobile Production Environment. In Proceedings MoVid2014,
Singapore.
124. Mughal, M.A., Wang, J., and Juhlin, O. (2014). Juxtaposing Mobile Webcasting and Ambient
Video for Home Décor. In Proceedings of the 13th International Conference on Mobile and
Ubiquitous Multimedia 2014, Melbourne, Australia.
125. Mullane, A., Laaksolahti, J., and Svanæs, D. (2014). Wearable probes for service design. In
Proceedings of ServDes 2014, Lancaster, UK.
126. Šimbelis, V., Lundström, A., Höök, K., Solsona, J., and Lewandowski, V. (2014). Metaphone:
Machine Aesthetics Meets Interaction Design. In Proceedings of CHI 2014, Toronto, Canada.
127. Sundström, P., Baumgartner, A., et. al. (2014). Gaming to Sit Safe: The Restricted Body as an
Integral Part of Gameplay In Proceedings of the 2014 companion publication on Designing
Interactive Systems, DIS 2014, Vancouver, BC, Canada.
128. Tholander, J., and Normark, M. (2014). Performativity in Sustainable Interaction: The Case of
Seasonal Grocery Shopping in EcoFriends. In Proceedings of CHI 2014, Toronto, Canada.
129. Tholander, J., Laaksolahti, J., and Nylander, S. (2014) Experiencing art through kinesthetic
dialogue. In Proceedings of the 2014 companion publication on Designing Interactive Systems,
DIS 2014, Vancouver, BC, Canada.
130. Tholander, J. (2014). Using body cards in a design process for going from bodily experiences to
design. In Proceedings of the 28th International BCS Human Computer Interaction Conference
on HCI 2014. Southport, UK.
131. Tsaknaki, V., Fernaeus, Y., and Schaub, M. (2014). The Use of Leather in Crafting Interactive
and Physical Artifacts. In Proceedings of the 2014 companion publication on Designing
Interactive Systems, DIS 2014, Vancouver, BC, Canada. Best paper nomination.
132. Wang, J. (2014). Exploring the Alternative Means to Communicate Interaction Design Research.
In Proceedings of the Companion Publication on DIS 2014, Vancouver, Canada.
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133. Wang, J. and Mughal, M.A. (2014). LiveNature: Connecting People with Their Cherished Places
In Proceedings of the 2014 companion publication on Designing Interactive Systems, DIS 2014,
Vancouver, Canada.
134. Wang, J., Juhlin, O., Banka-Johansson, E. C., (2014). Previsualization with Computer Animation
(Previs): Communicating Research to Interaction Design Practice In Proceedings of OzCHI
2014, Sydney, Australia.
2015 Peer-reviewed conference papers

135. Aspling, F., Juhlin, O., and Chiodo, E. (2015). Smelling, Pulling, and Looking: Unpacking
Similarities and Differences in Dog and Human City Life In Proceedings of the 2nd
International Conference on Animal-Computer Interaction, in conjunction with ACE’15 (ACM).
Iskander, Malaysia.
136. Brown, B., McGregor, M., McMillan, D. (2015). Searchable Objects: Search in Everyday
Conversation. In Proceedings of CSCW 2015, Vancouver, Canada.
137. Ferreira, P., McGregor, M., and Lampinen, A. (2015). Caring for Batteries: Maintaining
Infrastructures and Mobile Social Contexts. In Proceedings of Mobile HCI 2015.
138. Ferreira P. (2015). Why Play? Examining the Roles of Play in ICTD. In Proceedings of Critical
Alternatives 2015, the 5th decennial Aarhus conference. Aarhus, Denmark.
139. Ikkala, T., and Lampinen, A. (2015). Monetizing Network Hospitality: Hospitality and
Sociability in the Context of Airbnb. In Proceedings of the 18th ACM Conference on Computer
Supported Cooperative Work & Social Computing (pp. 1033-1044). ACM.
140. Lampinen, A. (2015). Networked Privacy Beyond the Individual: Four Perspectives to ‘Sharing’
In Proceedings of Critical Alternatives 2015, the 5th decennial Aarhus conference. Aarhus,
Denmark.
141. McMillan, D., Loriette, A., and Brown, B. (2015). Repurposing Conversation: Experiments with
the Continuous Speech Stream. In Proceedings of CHI 2015, Seoul, Korea.
142. McMillan, D., McGregor, M., and Brown, B. (2015). From in the Wild to in Vivo: Video
Analysis of Mobile Device Use. In Proceedings of MobileHCI 2015, Copenhagen, Denmark.
143. Medhi-Thies, I., Ferreira, P., Gupta, N., O'Neill, J. and Cutrell, E. (2015). KrishiPustak: A Social
Networking System for Low-Literate Farmers. In Proceedings of CSCW 2015, Vancouver,
Canada. Honourable mention.
144. Tholander, J., Nylander, S. (2015). Snot, Sweat, Pain, Mud, and Snow - Performance and
Experience in the Use of Sports Watches. In Proceedings of CHI 2015, Seoul, South Korea.
145. Vallgårda, A. and Fernaeus, Y. (2015). Interaction Design as a Bricolage Practice. In
Proceedings of TEI ’15, Stanford, California, USA.
146. Vitak, J., Wisniewski, P., Page, X., Lampinen, A., Litt, E., De Wolf, R., Gage Kelley, P., and
Sleeper, M. (2015). The Future of Networked Privacy: Challenges and Opportunities In
Proceedings of CSCW EA 2015, Vancouver, Canada.
147. Wang, J., Mughal, M., and Juhlin, O. (2015). Beyond Liveness: Experiencing a Cherished Place
in the Home. In Proceedings of TVx 2015, Brussels, Belgium.
148. Zhang, Y., and Juhlin, O. (2015). Using Crowd-Sourcing to Solve the Fitting Problems in Online
Fashion Sales. In Proceedings of Global Fashion Management Conference 2015, Florence, Italy.
2016 Peer-reviewed conference papers

149. Aspling, F., Wang, J., and Juhlin, O. (2016) Plant-Computer Interaction, Beauty and
Dissemination. In Proceedings of ACI'16, Milton Keynes, U.K.
150. Bergström, I., Blackwell, A. F. (2016). The Practices of Programming. In Proceedings of IEEE
Symposium on Visual Languages and Human-Centric computing, VL-HCC 2016, Cambridge,
UK.
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151. Bergström, I., and Jonsson, M. (2016). Sarka: Sonification and Somaesthetic Appreciation
Design. In Proceedings of the 3rd International Symposium on Movement and Computing,
MOCO 2016, Thessaloniki, Greece.
152. Bergsmark M., and Fernaeus Y. (2016). From Patchwork to Appliqué: Reflections from an
Interaction Design Remake. In Proceedings of TEI 2015, Eindhoven, the Netherlands.
153. Brown, B., Weilenmann, A., McMillan, D., and Lampinen, A. (2016). Five Provocations for
Ethical HCI Research. In Proceedings of CHI 2016, San José, California, USA.
154. Gloss, M., McGregor, M., Brown, B. (2016). Designing for Labour: Uber and the On-Demand
Mobile Workforce. In Proceedings of CHI 2016, San Jose, California, USA.
155. Höök, K., Jonsson, M., Ståhl, A., and Mercurio, J. (2016). Somaesthetic Appreciation Design. In
Proceedings of CHI 2016, San José, California, USA. Honourable mention!
156. Ikkala, T., and Lampinen, A. (2015). Monetizing Network Hospitality: Hospitality and
Sociability in the Context of Airbnb. In Proceedings of CSCW 2015 EA 2015, Vancouver,
Canada
157. Jonsson, M., Ståhl, A., Mercurio, J., Karlsson, A., Naveen, R., and Höök, K. (2016). The
aesthetics of heat: Guiding Awareness with Thermal Stimuli. In Proceedings of Tangible,
Embedded and Embodied Interaction (TEI) 2016, Eindhoven, Netherlands.
158. Juhlin, O., Zhang, Y., Wang, J., and Andersson, A. (2016). Fashionable Services for Wearables
– Inventing and Investigating a New Design Path for Smart Watches. In Proceedings of
NordiCHI 2016, Göteborg, Sweden.
159. Lampinen, A., and Cheshire, C. (2016). Hosting via Airbnb: Motivations and Financial
Assurances in Monetized Network Hospitality. In Proceedings of CHI 2016, San José,
California, USA.
160. Lampinen, A., Bellotti, V., Cheshire, C., and Gray, M. L. (2016). CSCW and the “Sharing
Economy”: The Future of Platforms as Sites of Work, Collaboration and Trust. In Proceedings
of CSCW 2016, San Francisco, California, USA.
161. Lehtinen, V., Raita, E., Wahlström, M., Peltonen, P., and Lampinen, A. (2015). Mediated
community from an intergroup perspective: A literature review. In Proceedings of Internet
Science 2015, Brussels, Belgium.
162. McMillan, D., McGregor, M., and Brown, B. (2015). From in the Wild to in Vivo: Video
Analysis of Mobile Device Use. In Proceedings of Mobile HCI 2015.
163. McMillan, D., Engström, A., Lampinen, A., and Brown, B. (2016). Data and the City. In
Proceedings of CHI 2016, San José, California, USA. Honourable mention!
164. McMillan, D. and Loriette, A. Living with Listening Services: Privacy and Control in IoT. In
Proceedings of Internet Science: Second International Conference, INSCI 2015, Brussels,
Belgium.
165. McMillan, D., Brown, B., Sellen, A., Lindley, S., and Martens, R. 2015. Pick up and play:
understanding tangibility for cloud media. In Proceedings of the 14th International Conference
on Mobile and Ubiquitous Multimedia (MUM '15), Linz, Austria.
166. McGregor, M., Lampinen, A., Brown, B. (2016). Platform Labour: Algorithms Versus Business
Ethics. In Proceedings of CSCW 2016, San Francisco, California, USA.
167. Pizza, S., Brown, B., McMillan, D., and Lampinen, A (2016). Smartwatch in vivo. In
Proceedings of CHI 2016, San José, California, USA.
168. Stark, L., King, J., Page, X., Lampinen, A., Vitak, J., Wisniewski, P., Whalen, T., and Good, N.
(2016). Bridging the Gap between Privacy by Design and Privacy in Practice. In Proceedings of
CHI 2016, San José, California, USA.
169. Šimbelis, V., Ferreira, P., Vaara, E., Laaksolahti, J., and Höök, K. (2016). Repurposing Bits and
Pieces of the Digital. In Proceedings of CHI 2016, San Jose, California, USA. Honourable
Mention for the new CHI Art Paper award.
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170. Šimbelis, V., and Lundström A. (2015). S T R A T I C: Performing the Sampling Rate. In
Proceedings of ACE 2015, Iskandar, Malaysia.
171. Tsaknaki, V., and Fernaeus, Y. (2016). Expanding on Wabi-Sabi as a Design Resource in HCI.
In Proceedings of CHI 2016, San Jose, California, USA.
172. Tsaknaki, V., Fernaeus, Y., and Jonsson, M. (2016). Precious Materials of Interaction: Exploring
interactive Accessories as Jewellery Items. In Proceedings of Nordes 2015: Design Ecologies,
Stockholm, Sweden.
173. Vallgårda, A., Boer, L., Tsaknaki, V., and Svanaes, D. (2016). Material Programming: a Design
Practice for Computational Composites. In Proceedings of NordiCHI 2016, Göteborg, Sweden.
2017 Peer-reviewed conference papers

174. Brown, B., & Laurier, E. (2017). The Trouble with Autopilots: Assisted and Autonomous
Driving on the Social Road. In Proceedings of the 2017 CHI Conference on Human Factors in
Computing Systems. (pp. 416-429). ACM.
175. Lampinen, A., and Brown, B. (2017). Market Design for HCI: Successes and Failures of Peer-toPeer Exchange Platforms. In Proceedings of CHI 2017, Denver, Colorado, USA.
176. Lampinen, A., McMillan, D., Brown, B., Faraj, Z., Nemutlu Cambazoglu, D., and Virtala C.
(2017). Friendly but not Friends: Designing for Spaces Between Friendship and Unfamiliarity.
In Proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Communities and Technologies (C&T
'17), Troyes, France.
177. McGregor, M., and Tang, J. (2017). More to Meetings: Challenges in Using Speech-Based
Technology to Support Meetings. In Proceedings of CSCW 2017, Portland, Oregon, USA.
178. McMillan, D., Brown, B., Lampinen, A., McGregor, M., Hoggan, E., and Pizza, S. (2017).
Situating Wearables: Smartwatch Use in Context. In Proceedings of CHI 2017, Denver,
Colorado, USA.
179. Nylander, S., and Tholander, J. (2017). Community-Based Innovation among Elite Orienteers. In
Proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Communities and Technologies (C&T '17),
Troyes, France.
180. Rostami, A., McMillan, D., Márquez-Segura, E., Rossito, C., and Barkhuus, L. (2017). BioSensed and Embodied Participation in Interactive Performance. In Proceedings of TEI 2017,
Yokohama, Japan.
181. Ståhl, A., Tholander, J., Laaksolahti, J., and Vaara, E. (2017). Being, Bringing and Bridging –
Three Aspects of Sketching with Nature. In Proceedings of DIS 2017, Edinburgh, Scotland.
182. Tsaknaki, V., and Fernaeus, Y. (2017). On the Surface of Things: Experiential Properties of the
Use of Craft Materials on Interactive Artefacts. In Proceedings of International Conference 2017
of the DRS Special Interest Group on Experiential Knowledge, EKSIG'17, Rotterdam,
Netherlands.
183. Tsaknaki, V., Fernaeus, Y., Rapp, E., and Solsona, J. (2017). Articulating Challenges of Hybrid
Crafting for the Case of Interactive Silversmith Practice. In Proceedings of Designing Interactive
Systems, DIS'17, Edinburgh, United Kingdom.
184. Wang J., and Juhlin O. (2017). “Fashion, Fiction, Function: Mediating Wearable Design
Through Fashion Film”. In Proceedings of the 7th Nordic Design Research Conference.
NORDES 2017. Oslo, Norway.

Popular articles
1.

Brown, B. et al. (2015). IKEA Design Fiction. Vinnova Final Presentation.

2.

Brown, B. (2017). The Social Life of Autonomous Cars. Computer, 50(2), 92-96.

3.

Elblaus, L., Tsaknaki, V., Lewandowski, V., and Bresin, R. (2015). Nebula Demo Hour ACM
interactions: Volume 22 Issue 5, September-October 2015.
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4.

Gaver, W., and Höök, K. (2017). In search of the elusive CHI design paper. Interactions
Homepage archive Volume 24 Issue 2, March + April 2017 Pages 22-23, ACM Press.

5.

Holm, M. (2016). Running past the Internet of Things. Nordic Business Report. The 2016
magazine, pp. 53-55.

6.

Holmquist, L.E. (2007). On the Edge: Mobile 2.0. interactions, Volume 14, Issue 2, ACM Press.

7.

Holmquist, L E. (2010). The Age of the Mobile Mash-Up on the Crunch Gear blog.

8.

Håkansson, M. (2009). On the move - sharing music, inspiration and fun. Vodafone receiver
magazine, #22 Seizing the moment issue, May 2009.

9.

Höök, K., Ståhl, A., Jonsson, M., Mercurio, J., Karlsson, A., and Johnson, E. C. (2015) COVER
STORY: Somaesthetic design. ACM Interactions July-August 2015 Volume XXII.4.

10.

Höök, K. et al. (2015). Report: Building Folkhemmet with the Internet of Things. Vinnova Final
Presentation.

11.

Interactions staff. (2011). Mobile Life Centre: mobile applications for fun and pleasure.
Interactions. Volume 18 Issue 2, March + April 2011, Pages 82-86 New York, NY, USA.

12.

Juhlin, O. (2015) Digitizing Fashion – Software for Wearable Devices. Featured article in ACM
Interactions May-June 2015 Volume XXII.3.

13.

Juhlin, O., Wang, J. and Zhang, Y. (2017) Fashionable Services for Wearables. Interactions.
New York, NY, USA: ACM, 24(3), p. 88. doi: 10.1145/3077577.

14.

Nylander, S., Tholander, J., Mueller, F., Marshall, J. (2015). HCI and Sports - introduction to
special topic section in ACM Interactions March-April 2015 Volume XXII.2.

15.

Tholander, J., and Jacobsson M. (2013). Ecofriends – Designing for Critical Reflection Using
Social Voices. interactions January + February, ACM Press.

16.

Vallgårda, A., Boer, L., Tsaknaki, V., and Svanaes, D. (2017). Material Programming.
Interactions. Volume 24. Issue 2. March + April 2017. Pages 36-41, ACM Press.

17.

Wiberg, M., Ishii, H., Dourish, P., Rosner, D., Vallgårda, A., Sundström, P., Kerridge, T., and
Rolston, M. (2013). Materiality matters---experience materials. Magazine interactions. Volume
20 Issue2, pp. 54-57.

Workshops, interactivity, short papers, posters
2007 Workshops, interactivity, short papers, posters

1.

Jacobsson, M., Ljungblad, S., Bodin J., Knurek, J., and Holmquist L.E. (2007). GlowBots:
Robots That Evolve Relationships. In Adjunct Proceedings of SIGGRAPH 2007 (Emerging
Technologies exhibition), San Diego, USA, August 5-9, 2007.

2008 Workshops, interactivity, short papers, posters..

2.

Engström, A. Esbjörnsson, M. and Juhlin, O. (2008) Nighttime visual media production in club
environments. Presented at the Night and darkness: Interaction after dark workshop, CHI 2008,
Florence, Italy.

3.

Engström, A. Esbjörnsson, M. Juhlin, O. and Norlin, C. (2008) Mobile Collaborative Live Video
Production. Presented at the workshop Mobile Multimedia – Content Creation and Use, Mobile
HCI 2008, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

4.

Östergren, M. and Juhlin, O. (2008). Sound Pryer: truly mobile joint music listening. In Creative
Interactions - The MobileMusicWorkshop 2004 - 2008 (eds) Nicolaj Kirisits, Frauke Behrendt,
Lalya Gaye, Atau Tanaka University for applied arts, Vienna. ISBN 978-3-200-0-1221-9.

2009 Workshops, interactivity, short papers, posters..

5.

Belloni, N. Holmquist, L.E. and Tholander J. (2009). See You on the Subway: Exploring Mobile
Social Software. Work in progress at CHI 2009, April 4-9, Boston, USA.
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6.

Jacobsson, M. (2009). Play, Belief and Stories about Robots: A Case Study of a Pleo Blogging
Community. In Proceedings of RO-MAN 2009, IEEE International Symposium on Robot and
Human Interactive Communication, Toyama International Conference Center, Japan.

7.

Kosmack Vaara, E., Höök, K., and Tholander, J. (2009). Mirroring bodily experiences over time.
Work in progress at CHI 2009. Boston, USA.

8.

Rost, M. and Belloni, N. (2009). Experiencing Mobile 2.0 with Context-Aware Applications.. In
Proceedings of MobileHCI 2009 workshop on “Context-Aware Mobile Media and Mobile Social
Networks”, MobileHCI 2009, 15-18 September 2009, Bonn, Germany.

9.

Tholander, J., Laaksolahti, J., Kosmack-Vaara, E.,Ferreira, P., Jaensson, T., and Fernaeus, Y.
(2009). Engaging the whole body in mobile interaction. Workshop on Whole-Body Interaction at
CHI2009, Boston, USA.

2010 Workshops, interactivity, short papers, posters

10.

Ahmet, Z. and Holmquist, L. (2010). Sharing mobile services - Beyond the app store model.
Poster In Proceedings of MobileHCI 2010, September 7-10, Lisbon, Portugal.

11.

Büttner, S., Cramer, H., Rost, M., Belloni, N., and Holmquist, L. E. (2010). φ²: Exploring
physical Check-Ins for Location-Based Services. In proceedings of UbiComp’10, September 26–
29, 2010, Copenhagen, Denmark.

12.

Cramer, H., Belloni, N., and Rost, M. (2010). On not being a stranger: Making sense of the
sociable media landscape. Presented at the ‘Designing and Evaluating Affective Aspects of
Sociable Media to Support Social Connectedness’ workshop at CHI 2010, Atlanta, GA, USA.

13.

Cramer, H., Mentis, H. and Fernaeus, Y. (2010). Serious work on playful experiences: a
preliminary set of challenges. Presented at the ‘Fun, seriously?’ workshop at CSCW 2010,
Savannah, GA, USA.

14.

Cramer, H., Rost, M., Belloni, N., Chincholle, D. and Bentley, F. (2010). Research in the large:
Using App Stores, Markets and other wide distribution channels in UbiComp research. Extended
Abstracts UbiComp 2010, September 26–29, 2010, Copenhagen, Denmark.

15.

Cramer, H. (2010) Bots are amongst us. Things that tweet & creatures checking in. In: Designing
Robotic Artefacts With User- And Experience-Centred Perspectives, workshop at NordiCHI
2010, Reykjavik, Iceland.

16.

Cramer, H., and Büttner. S. (2010). Things that Tweet, Check-In and are Befriended. Two
Explorations on Robotics & Social Media. Poster accepted to HRI 2011 Human-Robot
Interaction conference, Lausanne March 7-9.

17.

Dahlström, E. (2010). Documenting and experiencing with live video - An evaluation of two
mobile applications for live video editing. Mobile Life report.

18.

Fernaeus, Y., Cramer, H., Korhonen, H. and Kaye, J. (2010). Please Enjoy!? Workshop on
Playful Experiences in Mobile HCI. In proceedings MobileHCI 2010, Lisbon, Portugal.

19.

Holmquist, L E., Ju, W., Jonsson, M., Tholander, J., Ahmet, Z., Sumon, S I., Acholonu, U.,
Winograd, T. (2010). Wii Science: Teaching the laws of nature with physically engaging video
game technologies. Presented in the workshop “Video Games As Research Instruments” at the
ACM CHI 2010 Conference, Atlanta GA, USA.

20.

Höök, K., Sundström, P., Tholander, J., Ferreira, P., Ståhl, A., Laaksolahti, J., Kosmack Vaara,
E., Karlsson, A., Sanches, P., Johansson, C., Sjölinder, M., Weymann, C., and Jaensson, T.
(2010). Design Processes for Bodily Interaction. At the workshop Artifacts in Design:
Representation, Ideation, and Process at CHI, Atlanta, USA, April 2010.

21.

Munjal, D., Tsui, K., Yanco, H., Cramer, H., Kemper, N. (2010). Using the “Negative Attitude
Towards Robots Scale” with Telepresence Robots, PerMIS’10, Baltimore, USA.

22.

Sanches, P., Vaara, E., Sjölinder, M., Weymann, C. and Höök, K. (2010). Affective Health –
designing for empowerment rather than stress diagnosis. Workshop presentation in the ‘Know
thyself: monitoring and reflecting on facets of one’s life’ workshop at CHI 2010, Atlanta, GA,
USA.
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23.

Sundström, P., and Taylor A. (2010). Inspirational Bits. At the Materialities workshop at
DIS’10.

24.

Tholander, J. and Johansson, C., (2010). Bodies, boards, clubs and bugs: A study of bodily
engaging artefacts. in CHI 2010. Extended Abstracts, Work-in-progress.

25.

Zang Y., C., and Juhlin, O. (2010). A Fashion-ology of Mobile Innovation. The Culture of
Ubiquitous Information. Seminar.

26.

Önnevall, E., Juhlin, O., and Perry, M. (2010). TV watching at sports bars as social interaction.
“Designing for crowds.” Workshop at Pervasive Computing, Helsinki, Finland.

2011 Workshops, interactivity, short papers, posters

27.

Chalmers, M., McMillan, D., Morrison, A., Cramer, H., Rost, M., Mackay, W. (2011). Ethics,
Logs and Videotape: Ethics in Large Scale User Trials and User Generated Content, Workshop
at CHI 2011.

28.

Cramer, H., Ahmet, Z., Rost, M., and Holmquist, L. E. (2011). Gamification and locationsharing: some emerging social conflicts. Presented at Workshop on Gamification: Using Game
Design Elements in Non-Gaming Contexts at CHI 2011, Vancouver, Canada.

29.

Cramer, H., Rost, M., and Holmquist L. E. (2011). Performing a Check-in: Emerging Practices,
Norms and ‘Conflicts’ in Location-Sharing Using Foursquare. In proceedings of MobileHCI’11,
Stockholm, Sweden.

30.

Grufberg, K. and Holmquist, L.E. (2011). Designer Experience through Magical Bits. Presented
at Workshop on Designer Experience: Exploring Ways to Design in Experience at CHI 2011,
Vancouver, Canada.

31.

Jacobsson, M., Cramer, H. “Universal Robots as ‘Solutions’ to Wicked Problems: Debunking a
Robotic Myth.” Poster accepted to HRI 2011 Human-Robot Interaction conference, Lausanne
March 7-9.

32.

Jamil, I., Perry, M., O’Hara, K. Karnik, A. and Subramanian, S. (2011). The Effects of
Interaction Techniques on Talk Patterns in Collaborative Peer Learning around Interactive
Tables. In proceedings of CHI 2011: 29th ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing
Systems, Vancouver, Canada, May 2011, ACM Press.

33.

Jiménez, J., Ljungblad, S. “Experience Centred Design on a Robotic Eating Aid.” Poster
accepted to HRI 2011 Human-Robot Interaction conference, Lausanne March 7-9.

34.

Johansson, C. and Tholander, J. (2011). EcoFriends – the non-guilt feeling mobile system for
inspiration and engagement. Presented at Workshop on Sustainable Interaction Design in
Professional Domains at CHI 2011, Vancouver, Canada.

35.

Juhlin, O., Holm, M., Höök K., and Waern A. (2011). Mobile Life VINN Excellence Centre – A
model for strategic innovation of next generation mobile services. In Proceedings of
Enterprising Knowledge New forms of innovation partnerships – the business perspective.
British Embassy Berlin, Germany.

36.

Juhlin, O. Reponen, E. Bentley, F. Kirk, D., Adler, M. (2011). Video interaction - Making
broadcasting a successful social media. . Extended Abstracts In Proceedings of CHI 2011: 29th
ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. Vancouver, Canada, ACM Press.

37.

Márquez S., E., Johansson, C., Moen, J. & Waern, A. (2011). Bodies, boogies, bugs & buddies:
Shall we play?. Presented at Work-in-Progress Workshop at TEI 2011, Madeira, Portugal.

38.

Moret Gabarro, R. and Waern, A. (2011). Performative Gestures for Mobile Augmented reality
interaction. . Work-in-Progress Workshop at TEI 2011, Madeira, Portugal.

39.

Sundström, P., Vaara, E., Solsona, J., Wirström, N., Lundén, M., Laaksolahti, J., Waern, A.,
Höök, K., Experiential Artifacts as a Design Method for Somaesthetic Service Development, in
Workshop on The Role of Design in UbiComp Research and Practice at UbiComp 2011.
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40.

Tholander, J., and Johansson, C. (2011). Some themes in bodily interaction. Presented at
Workshop on Embodied Interaction: Theory and Practice in HCI at CHI 2011, Vancouver,
Canada.

41.

Weilenmann, A and Juhlin, O. (2011). Time to Revisit Mobility in Mobile HCI?. In Proceedings
of Mobile HCI 2011, August 30 -September 2nd, Stockholm.

42.

Westerlund, M., Normark, M. and Holmquist, L. E. (2011) Express Location: Supporting
Coordination of Mobile Delivery Work. Interactive Paper accepted to CSCW 2011.

43.

Zhang, Y., Juhlin O., Kashanipour M. (2011). ‘Outfit-centric Accessory’ Design in Mobile
Innovation. International Workshop on Aesthetic Intelligence at AmI 2011 Amsterdam Nov, 16.

2012 Workshops, interactivity, short papers, posters

44.

Ahmet, Z. and Väänänen-Vainio Mattila, K. (2012). Mobile Service Distribution from the EndUser Perspective - A Survey Study on Recommendation Practices. Case study paper, in
Proceedings of CHI 2012, Austin, Texas, USA.

45.

Aspling, F. (2013). Exploring trail camera hunting – Place awareness, efficiency and enjoyment.
In Proceedings of ITICAM 2013, Dubai, UAE.

46.

Aylett, R., Kriegel, M., Wallace, I., Márquez Segura, E., Mercurio, J., Nylander, S. (2013).
Memory and the Design of Migrating Virtual Agents. In Proceedings of AAMAS 2013, Extended
abstracts, St Paul, Minnesota, USA.

47.

Back, J., Papadogoula, F.A., and Waern, A. (2012). The challenges of designing a gender-aware
pervasive game. In Proceedings of CHI 2012 Workshop on identity, performativity and HCI,
Austin, Texas, USA.

48.

Cramer, H. (2012). Interaction and the built environment: some challenges. In Proceedings of
CHI 2012 Workshop on Ar-CHI-tecture Architecture and Interaction, Austin, Texas, USA.

49.

Cramer, H. (2012). Personalized and autonomous are already everywhere; let’s focus on
awareness over trust. In Proceedings of CHI 2012 Workshop on Ar-CHI-tecture Architecture
and Interaction,, Austin, Texas, USA.

50.

Höök, K. (2012). Affective Computing. In: Soegaard, Mads and Dam, Rikke Friis (eds.). “The
Encyclopedia of Human Computer Interaction, 2nd Ed.”. Aarhus, Denmark: The Interaction
Design Foundation. http://www.interaction-design.org/encyclopedia/affective_computing.html

51.

Jacobsson, M., Nylander, S. (2012). Always-On + Adoption – a method for longitudinal studies.
In Proceedings of CHI 2012 Workshop on Theories, Methods and Case Studies of Longitudinal
HCI Research, Austin, Texas, USA.

52.

Jacobsson, M., Fernéus, Y., Nylander, S. (2012). Mobile ActDresses: Programming Mobile
Devices by Accessorizing. In Proceedings of CHI Extended Abstracts, Austin, Texas, USA.

53.

Mancini, C., Lawson, S., van der Linden, j., Häkkilä, J., Noz, F.,Wingrave, C.,Juhlin, O.
Animal-Computer Interaction SIG,. (2012). Animal-Computer Interaction SIG. In Proceedings
of CHI 2012 Extended Abstracts, Austin, Texas, USA.

54.

Márquez Segura, E., Kriegel, M., Aylett, R., Deshmukh, A., and Cramer, H. (2012). How Do
You Like Me In This: User Embodiment Preferences for Companion Agents. In Proceedings of
12th International Conference on Intelligent Virtual Agents, Santa Cruz, USA.

55.

Márquez Segura, E., Márquez Segura, L., López Torres, C. (2012). PhySeEar. Moving Yourself
to Shine and Sound in Geriatric Physiotherapy Interventions In Proceeding of Designing
Pervasive Computing Technologies for Health Care 2012, May 21 - 24, San Diego, California,
USA.

56.

Nevelsteen, K. and Gayoso, S. (2012). GDD as a Communication Medium. Games and
Innovation Research Seminar 2011 Working Papers.

57.

Nylander, S. (2012). Couch Mobility – The Cell Phone’s Most Important Feature at Home is
Mobility. In Proceedings of CHI 2012 Extended Abstracts, Austin, Texas, USA.
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58.

Nylander, S. (2012). Transfer Interviews - gathering design input to design for longitudinal use.
In Proceedings of CHI 2012 Workshop on Theories, Methods and Case Studies of Longitudinal
HCI Research, Austin, Texas, USA.

59.

Sas, C., Fratczak, T., Rees, M., Gellersen, H., Kalnikaite, V., Coman, A. and Höök, K. (2013).
AffectCam: aro§usal-augmented sensecam for richer recall of episodic memories. In
Proceedings of CHI 2013 Extended Abstracts, Paris, France.

2013 Workshops, interactivity, short papers, posters

60.

Aylett, R., Kriegel, M., Wallace, I., Márquez Segura, E., Mercurio, J., and Nylander, S. (2013).
Memory and the Design of Migrating Virtual Agents. In Extended abstract AAMAS 2013, Saint
Paul, Minnesota, USA.

61.

Höök, K. (2013). Affect and Experiential Approaches. The SAGE Handbook of Digital
Technology Research, p. 174.

62.

Höök, K. (2013). Commentary on: Shusterman, Richard (2013). Somaesthetics. In: Soegaard,
Mads and Dam, Rikke Friis (eds.). “The Encyclopedia of Human Computer Interaction, 2nd
Ed.”. Aarhus, Denmark. The Interaction Design Foundation. http://www.interactiondesign.org/encyclopedia/somaesthetics.html

63.

Kerne, A., Webb, A. M., Latulipe, C., Carroll, E., Drucker, S. M., Candy, L., and Höök, K.
(2013). Evaluation methods for creativity support environments. In Proceedings of CHI 2013
Extended Abstracts, Paris, France.

64.

Leahu, L. (2013). Diffracting Big Data Discourses and Practices through Design Interventions.
In Proceedings of 4S/EASST conference, Copenhagen, Denmark.

65.

López Recio, D., Márquez Segura, E., Márquez Segura, L., and Waern, A. (2013). The NAO
models for the elderly. In Proceedings of the 8th ACM/IEEE international conference on
Human-robot interaction 2013. IEEE Press, Piscataway, NJ, USA, 187-188.

66.

Márquez Segura, E., Moen, J., Waern, A., and Onco Orduna, A. (2013). The Oriboos going to
Nepal: a story of playful encounters. In Proceedings of the 8th ACM/IEEE international
conference on Human-robot interaction. IEEE Press, Piscataway, NJ, USA, 411-412.

67.

Nylander, S. (2013). Social media for life style change - social with whom, and why? Workshop
on social media for change. In Proceedings of CHI 2013, Paris, France.

68.

Nylander, S and Tholander, J (2013). Tactile feedback in real life sports: a pilot study from
cross-country skiing. In the Extended Proceedings of HAID 2012, Lund, Sweden.

69.

Nylander, S., Tholander, J. and Kent, A. (2013). Peripheral interaction for sports – exploring two
modalities for real-time feedback. In Proceedings of the INTERACT workshop on Peripheral
Interaction. Cape Town, South Africa.

70.

Obrist, M., Wright, P. C., Kuutti, K., Rogers, Y., Höök, K., Pyla, P. S., and Frechin, J-L. (2013).
Theory and practice in ux research: uneasy bedfellows? In Proceedings of CHI 2013 Extended
Abstracts, Paris, France.

71.

Tsaknaki, V. and Fernaeus Y. (2013). Explore wearable music players with focus on subculture
and style, In Proceedings of TEI 2013, Barcelona, Spain.

72.

Vygandas Simbelis and Kristina Höök. (2013). Metaphone: an artistic exploration of
biofeedback and machine aesthetics. In Proceedings of CHI 2013 Extended Abstracts, Paris,
France.

73.

Wilfinger, D., Meschtscherjakov, A., Tscheligi, M. and Sundström, P. (2013). Entertainment
technology in transportation against frustration, aggression and irrationality. Workshop In
proceedings of MobileHCI 2013, Munich, Germany.

74.

Zoric G., Engström A., Barkhuus L., Hidalgo J.R., and Kochale A. (2013). Gesture Interaction
with Rich TV Content in the Social Setting. Workshop on Exploring and enhancing the user
experience for television. In Proceedings of CHI 2013, Paris, France.
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2014 Workshops, interactivity, short papers, posters

75.

Ferreira, J., Vertesi, J., Kaye, J, Brown, B., and Perry, M. (2014). #CHIMoney: Financial
Interactions, Digital Cash, Capital Exchange and Mobile Money. Workshop In Proceedings of
CHI 2014, Toronto, Canada.

76.

Mancini, C, Juhlin O. Cheok A et al, (2014). Animal-Computer Interaction: Pushing Boundaries
beyond “Human”. Workshop. In Proceedings of NordiCHI’14, Helsinki, Finland.

77.

McGregor, M., Brown, B., and McMillan, D. (2014). 100 days of iPhone Use. Work in progress,
In Proceedings of CHI 2014, Toronto, Canada.

78.

Mentis, H., Höök, K., Mueller, F., Isbister, K., Poonkhin Khut, G., and Robertson, T. (2014).
Designing for the Experiential Body. Panel In proceedings of CHI 2014, Toronto, Canada.

79.

Mueller, F., Marshall, J., Khot, R.A., Nylander, S. and Tholander, J. (2014). Jogging with
Technology. Special Interest Group, In Extended Abstract of CHI 2014, Toronto, Canada.

80.

Murer, M., Jacobsson, M., Sundström, P., and Skillgate, S., (2014). Taking Things Apart:
Reaching Common Ground and Shared Material Understanding. In Extended Abstract of CHI
2014, Toronto, Canada.

81.

Nylander, S., Jacobsson, M. and Tholander, J. (2014). RunRight – Real-Time Visual and Audio
Feedback on Running. Interactivity. In Extended Abstract of CHI 2014, Toronto, Canada.

82.

Nylander, S., Kent, A., and Tholander, J. (2014). SwingSound – Experiencing the Golf Swing
through Sound. Interactivity. In Extended Abstract of CHI 2014, Toronto, Canada.

83.

Nylander, S., Tholander, J., Mueller, F., and Marshall, J. (2014). HCI and Sports. Workshop
proposal. In Extended Abstract of CHI 2014. Toronto, Canada.

84.

Nylander, S. and Tholander, J. (2014) Designing for movement - the case of sports. In
Proceedings of International workshop on movement and computing 2014. ACM Press.

85.

Tscheligi, M., Isbister, K., Höök, K., Obrist, M., Busch, M., and Hochleitner, C. (2014). “Touch
me” Workshop on Tactile User Experience Evaluation Methods. In Proceedings of CHI 2014,
Toronto, Canada.

86.

Zhu, B. T., Kürth-Landwehr, S., and Corbi, V. G. (2014). YU: an artistic exploration of interface
design for home healthcare. Short paper. In Proceedings of TEI 2014, Munich, Germany.

87.

Cheok A, Juhlin O, Mancini C Wang J., et al (2014). Expanding boundaries beyond human. The
First International Congress on Animal Human Computer Interaction, AHCI 2014. In ACE
2014.

88.

Höök, K., Dalsgaard, P., Reeves, S., Bardzell, J., Löwgren, J., Stolterman, E., and Rogers, Y.
(2015, April). Knowledge Production in Interaction Design. Extended abstracts. In Proceedings
of CHI 2015, Seoul, Korea.

2015 Workshops, interactivity, short papers, posters

89.

Elblaus, L., Tsaknaki, V., Lewandowski, V., and Bresin, R. (2015). Nebula: An Interactive
Garment Designed for Functional Aesthetics. In Proceedings of CHI 2015, Seoul, South Korea.

90.

Koch, J. and Sanches, P. (2015) Imagining the future of stress therapy through a design
exploration. In workshop ”Design-led inquiry for mobile lives”. In Proceedings of CHI 2015,
Seoul, South Korea.

91.

Lampinen, A., Bellotti, V., Monroy-Hernández, A., Cheshire, C., and Samuel, A. (2015).
Studying the “Sharing Economy”: Perspectives to Peer-to-Peer Exchange. In Proceedings of
CSCW EA 2015, Vancouver, Canada.

92.

Mueller, F., Marschall, J., Koht, A. R., Nylander, S., and Tholander, J. (2015). SIG:
Understanding Sports-HCI by Going Jogging at CHI. In Proceedings of CHI 2015, Seoul, Korea.

93.

Morgan G. A., Brown, B., Fels. S. S., Lindtner, S., Rosner, D., K., and Vertegaal, R. (2015).
Panel: 10 Years of alt.chi: Reflections and Outlook. In Proceedings of CHI 2015, Seoul, Korea.
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94.

Sanches, P. (2015) Beyond Personal Stress Management: A Reflection. In workshop ”Beyond
Personal Informatics”. In Proceedings of CHI 2015, Seoul, South Korea.

95.

Šimbelis, V., and Lundström A. (2015). S T R A T I C: Performing the Sampling Rate. In
Proceedings of ACE 2015, Medini, Malaysia.

96.

Vitak, J., Wisniewski, P., Page, X., Lampinen, A., Litt, E., De Wolf, R., Gage Kelley, P., and
Sleeper, M. (2015) The Future of Networked Privacy: Challenges and Opportunities In
Proceedings of CSCW EA 2015, Vancouver, Canada.

97.

Wang J., Durrant A. and Kirk D. (2015). Designing Future Technology for the Aesthetic
Experiences of Traveling. In Proceedings of CHI 2015, Seoul, South Korea.

2016 Workshops, interactivity, short papers, posters

98.

Brown, B. (2015). IKEA Design Fiction. Vinnova Final Presentation.

99.

Dillahunt, T., Lampinen, A., O'Neill, J., Terveen, L., and Kendrick, C. (2016). Does the Sharing
Economy do any Good? Workshop In Proceedings of CSCW 2016, San Francisco, California,
USA.

100. Häkkilä, J. Juhlin O., Boll S., and Colley, A. (2016). The Role and Impact of Aesthetics in
Designing Mobile Devices. In Proceedings of Mobile HCI Extended Abstracts 2016.
101. Höök, K. (2015). Report: Building Folkhemmet with the Internet of Things. Vinnova Final
Presentation.
102. Höök, K., Laaksolahti, J. (2015). Människan och maskinen Museerna och besökarna 2050 : en
framtidsantologi från Riksutställningar. Volante förlag, ISBN: 9789187419645.
103. Lampinen, A., Bellotti, V., Monroy-Hernández, A., Cheshire, C., and Samuel, A. (2015).
Studying the “Sharing Economy”: Perspectives to Peer-to-Peer Exchange. In Proceedings of
CSCW Extended Abstracts 2015, Vancouver, Canada.
2016 Workshops, interactivity, short papers, posters

104. Brown, B., Bleecker, J., D’Adamo, M., Ferreira, P., Formo, J., Glöss, M., Holm, M., Höök, K.,
Banka Johnson, E-C., Kaburuan, E., Karlsson, A., Kosmack-Vaara, E., Laaksolahti, J.,
Lampinen, A., Leahu, L., Lewandowski, L. (2016). The IKEA Catalogue: Design fiction in
academic and industrial collaborations. In Proceedings of Group 2016, Sanibel Island, FL, USA.
105. Carlson, S., Holm, M., Formo, J., Laaksolahti, J., Tholander, J., Karlsson, A., et al. (2016).
Welcome to the smartest city in the world. Design Fiction brochure, Stockholm City.
106. Hirskyj-Douglas, I., Read, J., Juhlin, O. Väätäjä, H., Pons, P., Hvasshovd. S-O. (2016) Where
HCI meets ACI. Workshop. In Proceedings of NordiCHI 2016, Göteborg, Sweden.
107. Höök, K., Jonsson, M., Ståhl, A., Tholander, J., Robertson, T., Marti, P., Svanaes, D., Graves
Petersen, M., Forlizzi, J., Schiphorst, T., Isbister, K., Hummels, C., Klooster, S., Loke, L., Khut,
G. (2016). Move to be Moved. In Proceedings of the 2016 CHI Conference Extended Abstracts
on Human Factors in Computing Systems. Pages 3301-3308.
108. Jonsson, M., Ståhl, A., Mercurio, J., Karlsson, A., Naveen, R. and Höök, K. (2016). The
aesthetics of heat: Guiding Awareness with Thermal Stimuli. In Proceedings of Tangible,
Embedded and Embodied Interaction (TEI), Eindhoven, Netherlands.
109. Lampinen, A., and Lehmuskallio, A. (2016) Teachers' Experiences of Boundary Turbulence:
The Case of Wilma in Finnish Schools. Extended abstract presented at AoIR 2016, the annual
conference of the Association of Internet Researchers.
110. Nylander, S. and Tholander, J. (2016). Drifting Off Course – how Sports Technology Can Use
Real-Time Data to Add New Dimensions to Sports. In Proceedings of MUM 2016, Rovaniemi,
Finland. ACM Press.
111. Šimbelis, V., and Lundström A. (2016). Synthesis in the Audiovisual CHI Interactivity. In CHI
Extended Abstract 2016, San Jose, California, USA.
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112. Ståhl, A., Jonsson, M., Mercurio, J., Karlsson, A., Höök, K., and Banka Johnson, E-C. (2016).
The Soma Mat and Breathing Light. In CHI Extended Abstract 2016, San José, California, USA.
113. Tholander, J., and Nylander, S. (2016). Measures for collaborative running. In workshop,
Wearable for Sports. In Proceedings of Ubicomp 2016, Heidelberg, Germany.
114. Tsaknaki, V., Cohn, M., Boer, L., Fernaeus, Y., and Vallgårda, A. (2016). Things Fall Apart:
Unpacking the Temporalities of Impermanence for HCI. Workshop paper In Proceedings of
NordiCHI 2016, Göteborg, Sweden.
115. Vallgårda, A., Boer, L., Tsaknaki, V, and Svanaes, D. (2016). Material Programming: a New
Interaction Design Practice. WIP, In Proceedings of Designing Interactive systems, DIS 2016,
Brisbane, Australia.
116. Wang, J., Juhlin, O., Blomgren, E., Bågander, L., Kägo, E., Meier, F., Takahashi, M.,
Thornquist, C. (2016). Design space of the new materials for fashionable wearable. In
Proceedings of the Mobile HCI Adjunct.
117. Wang, J. and Hughes, N. (2016). Object. In 22nd International Symposium on Electronic Art
(ISEA2016). Catalogue, pp. 43–46.
118. Wang, J. and Hughes, N. (2016). Object. Technoculture: an online journal of technology in
society. University of Louisiana, 6 (Creative Works).
2017 Workshops, interactivity, short papers, posters

119. Höök, K, Hummels, C, Isbister, K, Lim, Y, Jonsson, Marti, P, Segura, E., Mueller, F., Petersen,
M, Sanches, P., Schiporst, T., Ståhl, A., Svanaes, D., and Trotto, A. (2017). Soma-Based Design
Theory. In Proceedings of CHI 2017, Denver, Colorado, USA.
120. Simbelis, V. Vaara, E. Ferreira, P. Jaaksolahti, J. Höök, K (2017). Delete by Haiku: Poetry from
Old SMS Messages. In Proceedings of the 2017 CHI Conference Extended Abstracts on Human
Factors in Computing Systems, Denver, Colorado, USA.
121. Wang, J., Juhlin, O., and Hughes N. (2017). Fashion Film as Design Fiction for Wearable
Concepts. In Proceedings of CHI 2017 Extended Abstracts on Human Factors in Computing
Systems (Video Showcase). ACM, New York, NY, USA.

Doctoral theses
1.

Brunnberg, Liselott (2008) Playing with the Highway Experience – Pervasive Games on the
Road. Doctoral Thesis, Applied Information Technology, IT-University of Göteborg.

2.

Laaksolahti, Jarmo. (2008) Plot, Spectacle, and Experience: Contributions to the Design and
Evaluation of Interactive Storytelling. Doctoral thesis, Stockholm University, Faculty of Social
Sciences, Department of Computer and Systems Sciences (together with KTH).

3.

Ljungblad, Sara. (2008) Beyond Users: Grounding Technology in Experience. Doctoral Thesis,
Stockholm University, Faculty of Social Sciences, Department of Computer and Systems
Sciences (together with KTH).

4.

Håkansson, Maria (2009) Playing with Context - Explicit and Implicit Interaction in Mobile
Media Applications. Doctoral thesis, Stockholm University, Faculty of Social
Sciences, Department of Computer and Systems Sciences.

5.

Sundström, P. (2010). Designing Affective Loop Experiences. Doctoral thesis in Human Machine
Interaction at Department of Computer & Systems Sciences, Stockholm University.

6.

Denward, M. (2011). Pretend it is Real! Convergence Culture in Practice. Doctoral Thesis in
New Media. Faculty of Culture and Society, Malmö University.

7.

Engström, A. (2012). Going Live: Collaborative Video Production After Television. Doctoral
thesis in Man-Machine-Interaction (MMI) at Stockholm University.

8.

Rost, M. (2013). Mobility is the Message: Experiements with Mobile Media Sharing. Doctoral
thesis in Man-Machine-Interaction (MMI) at Stockholm University.
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9.

Jacobsson, M. (2013). Tinkering with Interactive Materials – Studies, Concepts and Prototypes.
Doctoral thesis in Human-Computer Interaction (CSC/KTH) at the Royal Institute of
Technology Stockholm.

10.

Ståhl, A. (2015). Designing for Interactional Empowerment. Doctoral thesis in HumanComputer Interaction at Department of Media Technology and Interaction Design, KTH, Royal
Institute of Technology.

11.

Ferreria, P. (2015). Play as Freedom. Implications for ICT4D. Doctoral thesis in HumanComputer Interaction at Department of Media Technology and Interaction Design, KTH, Royal
Institute of Technology.

12.

Solsona Belenguer, J. (2015). Engineering through Designerly Conversations with the Digital
Material. Doctoral thesis in Human-Computer Interaction at Department of Media Technology
and Interaction Design, KTH, Royal Institute of Technology.

13.

Back, J. (2016). Designing Public Play: Playful engagement, Constructed activity, and Player
experience. Doctoral thesis in Human-Computer Interaction, the Department of Informatics and
Media at Uppsala University.

14.

Mudassar A. Mughal (2016). Live Mobile Video Interaction. Doctoral thesis in HumanComputer Interaction at Department of Computer and System Sciences at Stockholm University.

15.

Kosmack Vaara, E. (2017). Exploring the Aesthetics of Felt Time. Doctoral thesis in HumanComputer Interaction at the Department of Media Technology and Interaction Design at KTH,
Royal Institute of Technology.

16.

Márquez Segura, E. (2016). Embodied Core Mechanics: Designing for movement-based colocated play. Doctoral thesis in Human-Computer Interaction at the department of Informatics
and Media, Uppsala University.

17.

Zhang, Y., (2016) Tech Fashion: Fashion Institutionalization in Digital Technology. Doctoral
thesis in Human-Computer Interaction at the Department of Computer and Systems Sciences,
Stockholm University.

Licentiate theses
1. Back, J. (2013). Designing Activity and Creating Experience – On People’s Play in Public Spaces.
Licentiate thesis at the Department of Computer and Systems Sciences (DSV) at Stockholm
University.
2. Márquez Segura, E. (2013). Body Games – Designing for Movement-Based Play in Co-located
Social Settings. Licentiate thesis at the Department of Computer and Systems Sciences (DSV) at
Stockholm University.
3. Önnevall, E. (2014). Television practices – Ethnography, Television and User Practices.
Licentiate thesis at the Department of Computer and Systems Sciences (DSV) at Stockholm
University.
4. Solsona Belenguer, J. (2014) Topics in engineering methods for IT: Moving towards an
interdisciplinary design space. Licentiate Thesis in Communication Systems at KTH, Royal
Institute of Technology.

Master’s theses
1. Angulo, J. (2007). The Emotional Driver - A Study of the Driving Experience and the Road
Context. Master’s thesis. School of Engineering, Blekinge Institute of Technology.
2. Formo, J. (2007). Mediated Social Serendipity. Master’s thesis. The Institute of Industrial Design
at Oslo School of Architecture and Design.
3. Klövstedt, J. (2007). OSREP - Open-Set REalistic Pinpointing. Master’s thesis. Department of
Information Technology, Uppsala University.
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4. Kronqvist, F. and Karlsson, P. (2007). Kraftåterkoppling för handhållna enheter, haptiska kuben.
Master’s thesis. Department of Applied Information Technology, Royal Institute of Technology,
KTH.
5. Thessman, E. (2007). Rummets betydelse för användargenererat innehåll i pervasivespel. Master’s
thesis. Human Computer Interaction, Royal Institute of Technology, KTH.
6. Ferreira, P., (2008). Dealing with Stress: Studying experiences of a real-time biofeedback system.
Master’s thesis, Computer and Systems Sciences, DSV, Stockholm University/Royal Institute of
Technology, KTH.
7. Jarkiewicz, P. and Frankhammar, M. (2008). Mobiltelefonen, en del av leken: En studie om
mellanstadiebarns mobilanvändande. Master’s thesis, Department of Computer and Systems
Sciences, Stockholm University.
8. Pommeranz, A. (2008). Exploring and Designing for Emotional Closeness between Friends.
Master’s thesis. Department of Computer and System Sciences, DSV, Stockholm
University/Royal Institute of Technology, KTH.
9. Romero, R. (2008). Eliciting User Requirements using a Goal-Directed Approach. Master’s thesis.
Department of Computer and Systems Sciences, DSV, Stockholm University/Royal Institute of
Technology, KTH.
10. Sanches, P. (2008). Supporting Self-Reflection in Everyday Life: An exploratory review of
physiological input methods for the Affective Health system. Master’s thesis. Department of
Computer and Systems Sciences, KTH & Instituto Superior Técnico, Lissabon, Portugal.
11. Torhall, B., (2008). Kim. Master’s Thesis in Industrial design at Konstfack.
12. Xiao Zhang (2008) An experiment with random stories in pervasive games. Master’s thesis,
Department of Computer and Systems Sciences, DSV, Stockholm University/Royal Institute of
Technology, KTH.
13. Allermo, E. (2009). The mobile phone as a technological companion? A study of how users
perceive their mobile phones from a companion perspective. Master’s thesis, Institutet för teknik
och samhälle, Uppsala Universitet.
14. Belloni, N (2009). The Subway Friendfinder, exploring how subway users experience presence
awareness, CPE Lyon, France/Department of Computer and Systems Sciences, Stockholm
University.
15. Bäckström, A., and Danell, E. (2009). Authoring tools for interactive narratives - an interface
design of a script editor for the pervasive game Backseat Playground. Master’s thesis in
Computing Science at Umeå University.
16. Weymann, C. (2009). Development of an Affective User Interface for Mobile Phones. Diploma
Thesis at University of Koblenz-Landay, Germany.
17. André, C. (2010). Design aspects in a mobile biofeedback system - development of a new
interface concept using design qualities. Master’s thesis, Umeå University, Sweden.
18. Büttner, S. (2010). Developing Physical Check-In Methods for Location-Sharing Services and
Analysing Their Influence on the User Experience. Diploma thesis, Darmstadt University of
Technology, Germany.
19. Gabarro, Roger Moret (2010). Interactive augmented reality. Master’s thesis, Royal Institute of
Technology.
20. Grufberg, K. (2010). Inspirational Bits: Communicating Technology in a Design Community.
Master’s thesis, Royal Institute of Technology (KTH).
21. Hernegren, F. (2010). Taking affect into consideration: Iterative user-centred design for an
affective and ambiguous mobile application. Master’s thesis, Uppsala University.
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22. Lundén, M. (2010). Politecast – a new communication primitive for wireless sensor networks.
Master’s thesis, Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Sweden.
23. Oest, S. (2010). A playcentric design process to storytelling pervasive games. Master’s thesis at
Uppsala University, Sweden.
24. Zangouei, F. (2010). How to stay in the emotional roller coaster: lessons learnt from designing
EmRoll. M. Master’s thesis, Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Sweden.
25. Andrén, S. (2011), What is the Lega? Exploring the use of a movement based interactive artifact
in an art exhibition. Master’s thesis, Linköping University.
26. Gayoso Fernández, S. (2011). GDD as a communication medium. Design of the structure and
communication. Master’s thesis, Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Sweden.
27. Jiminez, J. (2011). Experience Centred Evaluation of a Robotic Eating Aid. Master’s thesis,
Department of Computer and Systems Sciences, DSV, Stockholm University.
28. Larshammar, M. (2009). Mobile usage at the community site Playahead. Master’s thesis,
Computer and System Sciences Deptarment, DSV, Stockholm University.
29. Mercurio, J. (2011). Affective Health – En fältstudie av ett system inom området hälsa och livsstil.
Master’s thesis, Linköping University
30. Naseh, S (2011). Smart Phones for Early Prototyping: Soundscape. Master’s thesis at Södertörns
University, Sweden.
31. O’Kane, A. (2011). Towards Vulnerable Automation: Exploring the Connections between
Affective Experience and Trust in Technology. Master’s thesis. Department of Computer – and
Systems Sciences, Stockholm University.
32. Toussi, R. (2011). Mobile Vision Mixer, A System for Collaborative Live Mobile Video
Production. Master’s thesis at Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Sweden.
33. Papadogoula, A. (2012). Codename: Heroes. Designing a pervasive game for adolescent girls.
Master’s thesis at Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Stockholm, Sweden.
34. Jung, C. (2012). Measuring movement of golfers with an accelerometer. Master’s thesis at Royal
Institute of Technology (KTH).
35. McGregor, M. (2012). A video-based study of everyday interaction on mobile phones with
advanced functionality. Master’s thesis in Human Centred Systems at the City University,
London. Completed with distinction.
36. Pais, M. (2012). Deceitful Robots: The effects of Non-verbal Empathy and Competence on
perceptions of a social robot. Master's thesis at Universidade Técnica de Lisboa, Portugal.
37. Akkaya, D. (2013). Wireless Inspirational Bits for Facilitating Early Design. Master’s thesis at the
School of Information and Communication Technology at the Royal Institute of Technology
Stockholm.
38. Biehl, M. (2013). Sketching movement-based interactions – Defining Guidelines for Tool Support
in Interdisciplinary Teams. Master’s thesis at the Department of Informatics and Media at Uppsala
University.
39. Kent, A. (2013). A prototype sonification system for the golf swing. Master’s thesis at the
Department of Computer and Systems Sciences at Stockholm University.
40. Kürth-Landwehr, S. (2013). Reflections on YU: introducing project management tools into the
design process. Master’s thesis at the School of Natural Sciences, Technology and Environmental
Studies at Södertörn University.
41. Martens, R. (2013). Designing for hybrid music experiences in the home. Master’s thesis at
University of Southern Denmark.
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42. Mandiracioğlu, E. (2013). Decentralized Game-mastering in Pervasive Games: Introducing Sage
Role to “Codename: Heroes”. Master’s thesis at the Department of Information Engineering and
Computer Science at the University of Trento.
43. Albert, C. (2014). Real-time feedback in high performance sports scenarios: A case study for
orienteering. Master’s thesis at the Department of Computer and Systems Science, Stockholm
University.
44. Motiejunaite, I. (2014). Deletion and digital memory: user study of mobile application “Delete by
Haiku”. Master’s thesis at the Department of Journalism, Media and Communication (JMK) at
Stockholm University.
45. Murselovic, L. (2014). A research in how the experience of running can be increased with the use
of technology. Master’s thesis at the school of Computer Science and Communication, KTH,
Royal Institute of Technology.
46. Syahrina, A. (2015). Tangible interface for interaction with music vibrations. Master’s thesis at
Université Paris Sud.
47. Asplund, S. and Axtelius, A. (2015). Designing technology promoting increased user body
awareness: Using Microsoft Kinect V2. Master’s thesis at the Department of Machine Design at
the School of Industrial Engineering and Management (ITM) at KTH, Royal Institute of
Technology.
48. Faraj, Z. (2015). Playfulness as a motivational tool: Using play to develop for an enhanced
perception of swapping reusable goods. Master’s thesis in Media Technology, School of Computer
Science and Communication at KTH, Royal Institute of Technology.
49. Meutlu Cambazoglu, D. (2015). Role of Mobile Technology in Social Bonds in Playgrounds.
Master’s thesis at the Department of Information Technology at Uppsala University.
50. Syahrina, A. (2015). Tangible interface for interaction with music vibrations. Master’s thesis at in
ICT innovation, human-computer Interaction and Design at Université Paris Sud.
51. Virtala, C. (2015). Neighbourhood Communities: Internet and communication technology in
apartment complexes. Master’s thesis at the School of Computer Science and Communication at
KTH, the Royal Institute of Technology.
52. Hagnell, F. (2016). Predicting Human Movement Patterns in an Office Environment. Master’s
thesis in software engineering of distributed system at KTH, Royal Institute of Technology.
53. Lindström, J. (2017). The SomaVest. Master’s thesis in Interactive Media Design at Södertörns
Högskola.
54. Bandarabbasi, N., and Wettervik E. (2017). Where are you? – A comparative study on how we
share our location with our friends vs. domestic partners. Master’s thesis at the Department of
Computer and Systems Sciences, DSV, Stockholm University.

Appendix II - Patents
1.

Juhlin, O., Engström, A., Toussi, R., and Adler, M. (2013). Mobile vision mixer panel, EPO
(European Patent Office) 10167720.1-1902/2403236.

2.

Juhlin, O., Muhgal Ahmad, M., and Ensgtröm, A. (2015). EPO (European patent office).
Synchronizataion and delay. EP IPQ4033.

3.

Mughal, M.A., Juhlin, O., Engström, A. (2015) Dynamic delay handling in mobile live video
production systems European Patent Office EP20120186600.

Appendix III - Awards
1.

Perry, M., Juhlin, O., Esbjörnsson, M. and Engström, A. (2009). Lean collaboration through
video gestures: co-ordinating the production of live televised sport. In proceedings of CHI 2009.
ACM Press. Honourable mention.
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2.

Ferreira, P. and Höök, K. (2011). Bodily Orientations around Mobiles: Lessons learnt in
Vanuatu. In proceedings of CHI 2011: 29th ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing
Systems, Vancouver, Canada, May 2011, ACM Press.

3.

Grufberg, K., and Holmquist, L.E. (2011) Magical Bits: Designing Through Experiencing the
Future End Product. In Proceedings of DESIRE 2011, Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Best Paper
Award.

4.

Halpern, M., Tholander, J., Evjen, M., Davis, S., Ehlrich, A., Schustak, K., Baumer, E., Gay, G.
(2011). MoBoogie. Creative Expression Through Whole Body Musical Interaction. CHI’11 May
7-11, Vancouver, BC. CHI Honourable Mention.

5.

Weilenmann, A. and Juhlin O. (2011). Understanding People and Animals: On Ordinary
Human-Canine Interaction and the Use of a Positioning System in the Wild. In proceedings of
CHI 2011: 29th ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, Vancouver,
Canada, May 2011, ACM Press. CHI Honourable mention.

6.

Brown, B. and Laurier, E. (2012). The Normal Natural Troubles of Driving with GPS. In
Proceedings of CHI 2012, Austin, Texas, USA. Best Paper Award.

7.

Engström A., Perry M., Juhlin, O. (2012). Amateur Vision and Recreational Orientation:
creating live video together. In Proceedings of CSCW 2012, Seattle, USA. Best Paper Award.

8.

Höök, K., and Löwgren, J. (2012) Strong concepts: Intermediate-level knowledge in interaction
design research. ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction (TOCHI). Volume 19,
Issue 3, October 2012, Article No. 23. Best of ACM.

9.

Fernaeus, Y., Jonsson, M., Tholander, J. (2012). Revisiting the Jacquard Loom: Threads of
History and Current Patterns in HCI. In Proceedings of CHI 2012, Austin, Texas, USA.
Best Paper Award.

10.

Ferreira, P. and Höök, K. (2012). Appreciating plei-plei around mobiles: Playfulness in Rah
Island. In Proceedings of CHI 2012, Austin, Texas, USA. Best Paper Nomination.

11.

Tsaknaki, V., Fernaeus, Y., and Schaub, M. (2014). The Use of Leather in Crafting Interactive
and Physical Artifacts. In Proceedings of the 2014 companion publication on Designing
Interactive Systems, DIS 2014, Vancouver, BC, Canada. Best paper nomination.

12.

Medhi-Thies, I., Ferreira, P., Gupta, N., O'Neill, J. and Cutrell, E. (2015). KrishiPustak: A Social
Networking System for Low-Literate Farmers. In Proceedings of CSCW 2015, Vancouver,
Canada. Honourable mention!

13.

Höök, K., Jonsson, M., Ståhl, A., and Mercurio, J. (2016). Somaesthetic Appreciation Design. In
Proceedings of CHI 2016, San José, California, USA. Honourable mention!

14.

McMillan, D., Engström, A., Lampinen, A., and Brown, B. (2016). Data and the City. In
Proceedings of CHI 2016, San José, California, USA. Honourable mention!

15.

Šimbelis, V., Ferreira, P., Vaara, E., Laaksolahti, J., and Höök, K. (2016). Repurposing Bits and
Pieces of the Digital. In Proceedings of CHI 2016, San Jose, California, USA. Honourable
Mention for the new CHI Art Paper award

16.

Wang, J., Juhlin, O., and Hughes N. (2017). Watch for Figuracy – a Fashionable Wearable
Design Concept. Best Video Award in Video Competition at Chinese CHI 2017. Guangdong,
China.

Appendix IV - Mobile Life activities
The centre established itself as a well-known research locus with a unique working
environment. This has attracted visitors from companies, organisations and universities from
around the world. Mobile Life researchers are also invited to conferences and events to give
inspirational talks about the future of digital and technical innovation.
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Keynote talks
1.

Lars Erik Holmquist. Grounded Innovation of Future Applications. Ubiquitous Content
conference, Keio University, February 8, 2008, Tokyo, Japan.

2.

Lars Erik Holmquist. Grounded Innovation of Future Applications. SIDeR ’08 Student
Interaction Design Research Conference, March 27-28, 2008, Sønderborg, Denmark.

3.

Kristina Höök. Affective loop experiences – what are they? Persuasive Technology Conference
2008, June 4-6, Oulu, Finland.

4.

Kristina Höök gave a keynote entitled “Mind, mouse and body: designing engaging
technologies” at the EC-TEL 2008, European Conference on Technology Enhanced Learning,
Maastrichts, Netherlands.

5.

Kristina Höök gave a keynote at the Royal Society in London, April 2009.

6.

Kristina Höök gave a keynote at Interact 2009 in Uppsala.

7.

Annika Waern gave a keynote at ITU, Denmark, May 2009.

8.

Lars Erik Holmquist gave a keynote entitled “Ubiquitous computing and mobile mash-ups” at
Appnation in San Francisco in September 2010.

9.

Petra Sundström was invited to be keynote at the Automation Summit in Västerås. She presented
her work on joyful and engaging control rooms. September 2013.

10.

Kristina Höök gave a keynote presentation at India HCI 2015.

11.

Oskar Juhlin gave a keynote entitled “Video
“Webbstrategidagarna för offentlig sektor”, March 2015.

12.

Barry Brown gave a keynote at The Royal Society in London entitled “The future of money:
from Apply Pay payless payment”, April 2015.

13.

Kristina Höök gave a keynote at CHItaly entitled “Serious Research On The Unserious:
Playfulness, Sociality And Bodily Engagements In The Internet Of Things Era”, September
2016.

14.

Kristina Höök gave a keynot at the BOWD (Business of Design Week), Hong Kong entitled IoT
& Design, December 2016.

15.

Höök gave a keynote at the ESWN conference in Uppsala, February 2017. The focus was on
how toolkits shape the aesthetics of interaction design, and how the sensor network tools will
hide or expose different potential affordances and aesthetics to designers.

16.

Höök gave a keynote on Somaesthetic Design at KVIT in Linköping, April 2017.

interaction”

at

the

conference

Visits at the Centre
2007 Visits at the Centre

1.

VINNOVA brought a delegation of ~30 people from their Advanced International Training
Programme (ITP), a SIDA activity. The delegates came from Argentina, Chile, Brasilien,
Sydafrika, Kenya, Kroatien, Thailand, Indien, Sri Lanka, Vietnam, and China.

2.

A delegation from the Beijing Mobile City, led by Ji Yang, Beijing University of Posts and
Telecommunications visited Mobile Life in conjunction with their visit to Ericsson Research.

2008 Visits at the Centre

3.

Mr. Atsushi Umino from Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC), Professor
Ken Sakamura, University of Tokyo, Proferssor Ryo Imura, University of Tokyo and Dr. Walter
van de Velde, European Commision visited Sweden to give an IVA-organised seminar on
ubiqutious network society. The group also visited the Centre for a seminar and a demo session.

2009 Visits at the Centre

4.

The centre was visited by Professor Paul Dourish, Donald Bren School of Information and
Computer Sciences University of California Irvine, USA, Assistant Professor Eric Paulos,
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School of Computer Science Carnegie Mellon University, USA, and Johanna Koljonen, cultural
and media in the fields of film, role-playing games and literature. They all gave seminars in the
Mobile Life Centre
5.

Karoline Beronius and a group from Stockholm University based research centre SPIDER
visited.

6.

The Head of Administration at Stockholm University Ann-Caroline Nordström visited the
centre.

7.

In connection with Volvo Ocean race, Ericsson invited international journalists to Kista and 35
journalists visited the centre.

8.

Hazel Glover and Sophie Dale from the University of Nottingham and the Horizon centre,
visited Mobile Life to exchange experiences establishing, expanding and managing large
research organisations.

9.

A delegation from EIT (European Institute of Technology) visited the centre in conjuntion with a
visit to Kista.

10.

Judith Bishop from Microsoft Research visited Mobile Life in conjunction with a trip to Sweden.

2010 Visits at the Centre

11.

INGVAR-fellows visit arranged at SICS by Lars Erik Holmquist and Kristina Höök. The group
saw demos and listened to a presentation of the centre.

12.

Post - och telestyrelsen (PTS) visited with representatives from PTS business intelligence
network. Presentation of the Centre, followed by demoing of the Lega by Marcus Lundén and
GeoChat and the Portrait Catalog by Mattias Rost.

13.

Eliza Roszkowska Öberg, Moderaternas IT-expert and Jonas Falk, political secretary, nya
Moderaterna are visiting Kista between 10-12. The meeting was arranged by Carl-Gustaf
Jansson, KTH ITC, Anette Scheibe, Kista Science City and Jannecke Schulmann KTH. Lars
Erik Holmquist presented the centre, Marcus Lundén demoed the Lega and Mattias Rost demoed
GeoChat.

14.

Visit to the centre by Martin Körling, Ericsson, with guest from the Multi Media University
Malaysia, Cyberjaya, Dr. Chang Yoong Choong and, Tecn. Strategy Director, Dr. Timothy
Senathirajah, Ericsson, Malaysia.

15.

A delegation of 35 people from the French retail organisation, PICOM ended their week long
visit to Sweden and Finland at SICS and the Mobile Life Centre. Mattias Jacobsson and Ylva
Ferneaus presented the ActDresses. Marcus Lundén and Helena Mentis presented the Lega.

16.

Visit organised by Mikael Anneroth, Ericsson research and guests, Dr Timothy Senathirajah,
Ericsson, Malaysia, two teleoperators and eight price-winning students. Oskar Juhlin gave a
presentation of the Centre, Marcus Lundén demoed the Lega and Iuliana Silvasan demoed the
Affective Health project.

17.

The EU project LIREC visited the centre with 32 people. Oskar Juhlin and Maria Holm
presented the centre and in the centre following demos was presented; 1) MoreVideo by Ramin
Toussi, 2) The Lega by Marcus Lundén, 3) Traveur by Claus Weymann, and 4) Mobile
Actdresses was presented by Mattias Jacobsson.

18.

A delegation from The Singapore Manpower Policy & Planning Department visited the centre.
The visit was planned together with VINNOVA and discussed the set up and organisation of an
excellence centre.

19.

The centre was visited by the HR and Administrative department from Stockholm University,
DSV. Kristina Höök showed the centre and gave a presenation of the organisation. The visit was
concluded with live demos presented by Mobile Life researchers.

20.

The centre was visited by a delegation from China with representatives from the Minis try of
Transport. Oskar Juhlin presented the Mobile Life Centre and gave an introduction to the
research in the centre.
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21.

The EU LIREC project held a project meeting at SICS week of 5-7 of October. In conjunction
with the meeting on the 6th Oskar Juhlin gave a presentation of the centre and the participants
was guided through the centre and were demonstrated Mobile Life prototypes and results.

2011 Visits at the Centre

22.

Mobile Life participated at SICS Open House. The keynote speaker was our own chair of the
board, Martin Körling, Ericsson. Kristina Höök moderated the presentations. In the afternoon,
demos were presented at SICS. As always, SICS’s well-received event attracted close to 350
people.

23.

The Mobility studio organised a partner meeting with the EU-project FascinatE in Kista. 22
researchers with different affiliations such as BBC, Fraunhofer, and ARRI participated.

24.

Magnus Larsson and Fredrik Alfredsson from ABB Corporate research visited the Centre. Oskar
Juhlin presented Mobile Life, and demos were presented at the Centre.

25.

The Centre was visited by a group from H&M to discuss the mobile revolution and what Mobile
Life can contribute to the fashion industry and the retail market. The research at the Centre was
presented and prototypes were demonstrated.

26.

SICS and Mobile Life were visited by a delegation from Zhejiang University.

27.

Mobile Life organised an open house in conjunction with the Mobile HCI 2011 conference
attracting a total of 80 visitors both from academia and industry. The researchers at the Centre
presented their work and demonstrated prototypes.

28.

Sara Öhrvall, Bonnier R&D, with colleagues visited the Centre in December. The purpose of the
visit was to discuss possible future collaboration between Mobile Life and Bonnier R&D. The
work of the Centre was presented along with a number of specific projects.

29.

A group of PhD students from Chalmers University in Gothenburg visited. The group consisted
of 14 students from the research program Proviking.

2012 Visits at the Centre

30.

Mobile 2.0. Matthias Korn, a PhD student at Aarhus University, visited Mobile Life. His work
ties into the location-based services theme in Mobile 2.0, within the domain of citizen
participation.

31.

The Internet of Sports project met with Anders Mellberg (chairman of Swedish Equestrian
Federation), Lars Roepstorff (professor in the functional anatomy of the horse at Sveriges
Lantbruks Universitet (SLU)), and Göran Dalin (SLU). Possible collaborations around mobile
services for horseback riding, horse education, and horse injuries were discussed.

32.

The centre was visited by KONE, the finish elevator company. We presented the centre and
walked through the centre and looked at demos.

33.

The EIT ICT labs research action line, Health & Wellbeing visited SICS and Mobile Life. The
centre held a presentation and the delegates were guided through the Centre where researchers
presented prototypes and research results.

34.

The Latvian embassy visited with a group of nine IT companies. Present companies were for
example Tilde, Datakom, SkatSkat, IT-institute, Sets and IT-house. Maria Holm gave a
presentation about the Mobile Life Centre and gave a tour around the centre.

35.

Ylva Ferneaus visited the centre with a group of KTH students from the interaction design
master program.

36.

Jakob Tholander participated in a presentation of the Internet of Sports project at Jämtland
House, an event for marketing the region of Jämtland to entrepreneurs and innovators in
Stockholm.

37.

The centre organised a presentation, “Design för Kropp, Känsla, och Knopp” and demoes for the
International Women’s Forum. Celia Zhang presented shape-switching phones, Johanna
Mercurio presented Affective Health, Deniz Akkaya presented a toolkit for technology
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designers, Goga Zoric presented the WeatherWiz, Anna Ståhl presented EcoFriends and Syed
Naseh presented Codename Heroes.
38.

The president of New York Polytechnical, Jerry Hultin visited Kista to meet with industry and
academia to discuss the Smart Citie’s research centre that will be established at the Polytechnical
University in Brooklyn. Mr Hultin visited the centre and met with Annika Waern and Maria
Holm.

39.

Martin Roth from the company RjDj visited the centre to present their technology for sensorbased music making and interaction. The visit was organised by Stina Nylander and Jakob
Tholander.

40.

Sara Mazur, the newly appointed Head of Ericsson research visited Mobile Life and SICS.
Kristina Höök presented the Mobile Life centre and gave a tour in the centre and demos were
presented.

41.

December 2012. George Poonkhin Khut visited the centre and gave a seminar on body-focussed
interactions.

42.

January 2013. The Consumer oriented Internet of Things centre (IoT Centre) held a kick-off with
workshops at SICS and at the centre. The seventeen partners in the IoT Centre, participated and
got were also guided through the Mobile Life Centre.

43.

January 2013. Mikael Damberg, the group leader of the Social democrat party and his secretary
of press, Ann Wolgers visited. We held a presentation and walked through the centre and looked
at demos.

44.

March 2013. Rochelle King and David Griffiths from Spotify visited the centre and met with the
management team and researchers from the centre to discuss research and future collaboration.

45.

March 2013. The centre was visited by STOKAB to discuss possible collaboration in the
upcoming project Homes & Cities. The management team presented the centre and researchers
presented demos.

46.

May 2013. Professor Richard Shusterman, who gave a workshop on somaesthetics as well,
visited the centre. The workshop combined a lecture with practical physical exercises
(Feldenkrais method) and design exercises. The goal is to develop new ways of doing design as
well as designing for better somatic awareness.

47.

May 2013. SICS was visited by a management team from Schneider Electrics. The group was on
a tour to meet with IT companies and research institutes to learn about leading technology and
IT research in Sweden. Petra Sundström gave the group a guided tour through the centre and
presented some of the research projects.

48.

May 2013. The IT-consultancy firm Cybercom visited the centre and met with Petra Sundström
and Maria Holm. The future for IT start-ups and IT firms within the Internet of Things domain
was discussed. Experiences, thoughts and knowledge were shared across the boundaries of
academia and industry.

49.

May 2013. Managers from FOI, Westinghouse, Umeå energy and SABO visited the centre. The
purpose of the visit was to see the creative research environment and design of the Mobile Life
Centre.

50.

June 2013 Mobile Life visited Ziggy Creative Colony at their offices on Långholmsgatan. The
evening was a aimed to share knowledge and ideas about work done. Mobile Life demos were
presented and Ziggy presented their work.

51.

August 2013, September 2013 and December 2013. Assistant professor Anna Vallgårda from IT
University of Copenhagen visited the centre while collaborating on a paper with Petra
Sundström and Ylva Fernaeus.

52.

October 2013. Fidelity investment, a privately owned American financial services firm, visited
the centre to learn what research on future applications, systems and services could look like.
Fidelity conducts research, development and implementation in many diverse areas such as
mobile, evolving user interfaces, social, analytics, cloud, health/wellbeing, gaming, humans’
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augmented and behavioural economics. Fidelity’s research has a strong overlap with the centre’s
areas of investigation.
53.

November 2013. Associate Professor Tomas Sokoler (ITU Copenhagen) and Proferssor Dag
Svanæs, NTNU in Trondheim, visited to give a seminar and initiate planning for a joint EU
proposal in the health domain, more specifically in physical rehabilitation.

54.

November 2013. Hans Persson, Vice President of Technology Strategy and Innovation at AB
Volvo Group Trucks Technology, visited the centre to see a demo of the control room probes.

2014 Visits at the Centre

55.

January 2014. Robert Brunbäck, Chief Marketing Officer, Telenor Connexion, and Fredrik
Östbye, VP Business Development, visited the centre and met with Maria Holm and Kristina
Höök.

56.

February 2014. 3M visited the centre. Petra Sundström served as host, giving them a
presentation as well as a tour of the centre. During the tour Mattias Jacobsson, Jordi Solsona
Belenguer, Barry Brown, Stina Nylander and Petra Sundström demoed a number of Mobile Life
prototypes.

57.

February 2014. EIT ICT labs visited the centre and was organised for Gilles Betis, AL Leader
ULM as an introduction to the EIT ICT labs Stockholm node and partners in Kista. Barry Brown
hosted the visit.

58.

March 2014. Svenska Institutet (SI) organised a visit in Stockholm and Kista for a Chinese
delegation from Tsinghua University and the Centre for National Research and Cultural
Industries. The director of New Media Studies was part of the delegation and showed an interest
in the work conducted at the centre. Maria Holm and Oskar Juhlin hosted the meeting.

59.

March 2014. An IoT Meetup was organised by Mattias Jacobsson from Mobile Life together
with Anders Mellbratt from Ziggy Creative Colony. The theme for the Meetup was IoT and
Research. Mobile Life hosted the event, where about 60 participants viewed a handful of mature
IoT and Internet of sports related demonstrations. The event was much appreciated and talked
about afterwards.

60.

April 2014. WWTF – the Vienna Science and Technology Fund Board of Directors, including
the Mayor of Vienna and the Director of University of Vienna, visited the centre. Kristina Höök
presented Mobile Life and talked about the work conducted here, which was followed by a tour
with short presentations on current research. The WWTF derives its promotion strategy from the
context of the Austrian science and research scene, as well as Vienna’s special position as the
capital of Austrian research.

61.

May 2014. A group of 33 Interaction Design Students from KTH, the Royal Institute of
Technology visited Mobile Life. They were introduced to the centre on different levels through a
tour, demos but as well through actively participating in workshops. The students additionally
presented their own final group projects.

62.

May 2014. “Lilla Digitaliseringskommissionen”, a commission appointed by the Swedish
government with the purpose to generate ideas for the digital agenda for Sweden’s future in IT
visited the centre for an entire day. The six children and teenagers (6–18 years of age) from all
over Sweden were accompanied by their parents or guardians, as well as commission
representatives.

63.

May 2014. Agneta Wallin Levinovitz, Editor-in-Chief and Karin Svanholm, Project Manager,
Digital Media Senior Editor, both from Nobel media visited the centre to be inspired by the
research in Mobile Life.

64.

May 2014. The Director of Digital Media at SR (Swedish radio, public service), visited the
centre for inspiration and input from the research.

65.

May 2014. Camille Mousette, Apple, visited the centre. Camille has a Ph.D. from Umeå Institute
of Design and is an old acquaintance of Mobile Life.
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66.

June 2014. Girish Agarwal, Enterprise Architect at Husqvarna AB, global leader in outdoor
products based in Jönköping, Sweden, visited the centre.

67.

July 2014. Ivan Bretan, Global Product Manager Mobile Consumer Apps at TeliaSonera visited
the centre.

68.

September 2014. Kang Dongsek, Samsung, VP UX Design Team visited the centre on his tour in
Kista. The meeting was organised by Stockholm Business Region.

69.

September 2014. The design bureau PeoplePeople visited the centre with a group consisting of
the two founders, Martin Willers and Per Brickstad. accompanied by their co-workers Johan
Frössén and Anna Palleschitz.

70.

October 2014. Roger Bengtsson, TeliaSonera visited with colleagues, Freenasp Mobedjina:
Manager Global Strategy and Business Development at Corporate Development, Henrik Sund,
Group Technology, Priya Sawney, Customer Experience and Innovation, and Mats Mägiste,
Commercial Innovation, Group Commercial.

2015 Visits at the Centre

71.

January 2015. Nackademin visited with a group of 30 people lead by Eva Stattin. The curriculum
for the course is digital strategy.

72.

February 2015. Masa Inakage and his students visited the centre in conjunction with their
meeting with the UX group at Ericsson research.

73.

May 2015. Zhengjie Liu, Professor at Dalian Maritime University and Director of the SinoEuropean Usability Center, visited together with a group of his colleagues.

74.

September 2015. The vocational university, Nackademin visited the centre for the second time
with a group of 40 digital strategy students. Maria Holm gave an overview of the centre, Oskar
Juhlin presented the digitizing fashion project and Barry Brown talked about research in the
wild–video analysis. The visit ended with a tour in the centre with demos; LiveNature, Ph.D
student Mudasssar Ahmad Mughal, The Soma mat and the Breathing Light, research assistant,
Johanna Mercurio, Sharing Economy, Post doctoral researcher, Airi Lampinen.

75.

September 2015. Visit by EIT digital and a group of Japanese students with various
backgrounds. Maria Holm gave an overview of the centre and walk around the centre for demos
and meetings with researchers.

76.

September 2015. The new CTO, Ann Helenius of City of Stockholm came to visit the centre
together with Monica Berneström. The discussion regarded the planned work of mapping out a
new vision for the city and introduced Mobile Life research. From Mobile Life Kristina Höök,
Maria Holm, Oskar Juhlin, Barry Brown and Airi Lampinen attended. Petra Dalunde, from
Urban ICT arena Kista Science City also attended the meeting.

77.

September 2015. Visit by the I-lab and Rebel Agency from Copenhagen, Denmark. This group is
running the Space 10 initiative funded by Inter IKEA.

78.

November 2015. During one week Richard Harper visited the centre to give lectures and meet
with the PhD students and researchers in Mobile Life.

79.

November 2015. Executive MBA’s together with professor Robin Teigland from
Handelshögskolan in Stockholm visited the centre for a day. Maria Holm presented Mobile Life
and organised a design fiction workshop on the near future of Internet of Things.

80.

December 2015. The centre welcomed Yasushi Kusume, newly appointed Innovation & Creative
Manager at IKEA, together with Mikael Ydholm and Eva-Carin Banka Johnson.

81.

December 2015. A group of senior researchers from the University of Bergen, Institute of
Information and Media technology, visited the centre for half a day. Maria Holm presented the
Mobile Life centre and its research, Oskar Juhlin gave a talk about the book “Enjoying
machines”, and Arvid Engström presented the work with live video interaction and the start-up
Liveling.
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82.

January 2015. Visit by the digital agency Daytona Communication. Maria Holm and Anna Ståhl
gave a presentation of Mobile Life and centre research, which included a tour around the centre
to look at some demos.

2016 Visits at the Centre

83.

January 2016. Daytona Communication AB visited the centre with Jenny Frey, servicedesigner,
Anders Ekström, Motion Director, Sharon Lindberg, servicedesigner, Christofer Fontell,
projektledare, Fanny Carlsson, servicedesigner, Jesper Brink, Innovation Manager, Gunilla
Danielsson, projektledare, Jens Hedqvist, utvecklare, Lars Lindwall, Art Director. Hosts for the
visit was Maria Holm and Anna Ståhl.

84.

February 2016. Edinburgh College of art visited with 15 undergraduate Product Design students
and Dave Murray-Rust during a study trip trying to get a sense of how digital technology
intersects with the physical world and the people in it.

85.

February 2016. Ten undergraduate product design students from Edinburgh College of Art
visited the centre. The aim of the visit was the give the students a sense of how digital
technology intersects with the physical world and the people in it. Barry Brown hosted the visit
by presenting Mobile Life and taking the group for a demo tour in the centre.

86.

February 2016. Barry Brown and Maria Holm hosted a visit by a management team from
Swedavia. Swedavia operates airports in Sweden with about 20 million passengers passing
through yearly. We discussed the overall opportunities and challenges for the expansion of
Internet of Things in business and society from a research point of view.

87.

March 2016. 30 students from the interaction design methods course at KTH visited the centre
for half a day. Jarmo Laaksolahti structured the visit as an exhibition where the students
presented apps they built based on the ideas from the project App-jakten. App-jakten was a
project led by Jarmo Laaksolaht, Stina Nylander and Jakob Tholander in collaboration with the
Nobel Museum.

88.

June 2016. The Sweden@Kenya work group visited the Centre on June 14th.

89.

September 2016. Visit by Professor Romualdas Petraitis from the Lithuanian Innovation and
Technology Institute with group to learn more about management and organisation of such an
initiative.

Mobile Life Seminars
To cater for open and creative discussion about research, seniors and junior alike Mobile Life
organised a seminar series with invited speakers both from industry and academia. The
seminars were also open to the public and naturally also the partners. The responsibility for
organising the seminars has been shared during the years between the Mobile Lifers. Venues
for the seminars have been the Kista Science Tower at the time when Kista Science City had
their premises there and at SICS. The seminars have been broadcasted live via Bambuser
since 2011 and can be found on Mobile Life’s website.
2008 Seminars

1.

Professor Pierre Dillenbourg, Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, visited Mobile Life
and gave a seminar. His trip was funded by KTH.

2009 Seminars

2.

Lean Collaboration through Video Gestures: Co-ordinating the production of live televised sport.
Arvid Engström, Mobile Life, Interactive Institute, April 2009.

3.

Invisible Emotions in Critical Work. Helena Mentis, Penn State University, May 2009.

4.

Study of location-based search behavior. Alia Amin from Centrum Wiskunde & Informatica,
Amsterdam, August 2009.

5.

Mobile Inclusion. Konrad Tollmar, KTH/Lund University, September 2009

6.

Helping Citizens help each other? Susanne Bødker, Professor at University of Aarhus
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7.

Students’ digitalization of higher education. Johan Lundin, University of Gothenburg. October
2009

8.

An introduction to Digital Anthropology. Dr Paula Uimonen. October 2009

9.

Design for all design for me. Charlotte Magnusson och Bodil Jönsson, CERTEC. November
2009.

10.

Sustainable life experiments in the wet. AnneLise DeJong, Associate Professor at University
Delft, Netherlands. November 2009.

11.

Using Prototyping and Evaluation Methods in Iterative Design of Innovative Mobile Games.
PhD Elina Ollila, Nokia. November 2009.

12.

PhD research at the University of Amsterdam on people’s interaction with adaptive and
autonomous systems. Henriette Cramer, ERCIM postdoctoral fellow. December 2009

2010 Seminars

13.

Bluetooth as a Design Medium. Petra Sundström, Ph. D. student, Mobile Life. January 2010.

14.

Microstudy of mobile technology in use. Associate professor Alexandra Weilenmann. February
2010.

15.

Artefacts in Design Processes for Bodily Interaction? Kristina Höök, Professor in HumanMachine Interaction at Stockholm University. February 2010.

16.

Social media on the road- The future of car based computing. Oskar Juhlin, Associate professor
at Stockholm University. February 2010.

17.

Playful experiences in the design of interaction. Ylva Ferneaus, Mobile Life. March 2010.

18.

Designing digital artifacts. Lars Erik Holmquist, Mobile Life, Professor at Södertörn University.
March 2010.

19.

The wicked problem of designing for privacy. Markus Bylund, Ph. D. at SICS. May 5.

20.

Studying games as second order design. Annika Waern, Associate Professor at Stockholm
University. May 12.

21.

From Bystander to Performer - Ubiquitous Computing in a Digitally Extravagant Era. Matt
Jones, Professor at Swansea University. June 10.

22.

Open seminar with Amelia Bryne, researcher at Deep Tech. June 16.

23.

Online reviews and the great good place. Barry Brown, visiting professor at Mobile Life. Aug
18.

24.

Methodologies, in, of and with video. Eric Laurier, Senior research fellow at University of
Edinburgh. Aug 31.

25.

Testing rapid functional prototypes in real contexts of use. Frank Bentley, Motorola research.
Sep 15.

26.

Aesthetics of interaction?!? Sus Lundgren, researcher at University of Gothenburg. Oct 06.

27.

User Interfaces and the Environment: Exploiting Human Abilities to Improve Mobile
Interaction. Antti Oulasvirta, PhD at HIIT, Finland. Oct 27.

28.

“I’m in love with someone that doesn’t exist” Bleed in the context of Computer Game. Annika
Waern, Associate Professor at Stockholm University. Nov 03.

29.

Collaboration and quality: revisiting old research and discussing new ideas. Maria Normark,
guest researcher at Mobile Life Centre . Nov 17.

30.

A Field study of the Emergence of Play in Household Messaging. Sian Lindley, researcher at
Microsoft Research, Cambridge. Dec 01.

31.

Design qualities for Whole Body Interaction – Learning from Golf, Skateboarding and
BodyBugging. Jakob Tholander, senior researcher at Mobile Life Centre. Dec 08.

32.

Pretend that it is real! Marie Denward, PhD Student at Stockholm University. Dec 15.
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2011 Seminars

33.

Transferring Qualities from Horseback Riding to Design. Kristina Höök, Professor at Stockholm
University, DSV. Feb 2.

34.

Say it with a touch! Experiences from deploying a tactile device at Liljevalchs Vårsalong. Jarmo
Laaksolahti, senior researcher at Mobile Life Centre. Feb 16.

35.

Emotion regulation with biofeedback: effects on regulation strategies and brain activity. Nathalie
Peira, PhD at Department of Psychology, Stockholm University. Feb 23.

36.

Simplifying Internet application development with a name-based API. Javier Ubillos, PhD
student/ researcher at NETS lab/SICS. March 2.

37.

Opinion or Sentiment Mining from Text. Jussi Karlgren, associate professor at SICS. March 9.

38.

Bodily Orientations around Mobiles: Lessons learnt in Vanuatu. Pedro Ferreira, PhD student at
Stockholm University/SICS. March 16.

39.

User experience evaluation methods - is your design both useful and pleasurable? Kaisa
Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, visiting professor at Stockholm University. March 23.

40.

New mobile and locative media, proximity encounters and the social construction of urban
experiences: An ethnographic study in the uses of DragonQuest 9. Christian Licoppe, professor
of Sociology and the head of the Social Science department at Telecom Paristech. April 6.

41.

Where Reality and Fiction Overlap: Alternate Reality Games as a Space of Real Virtuality. Mela
Kocher, visiting scholar from Switzerland. April 20.

42.

Understanding People and Animals: What we need to consider when designing technology for
human-animal interaction. Alexandra Weilenmann, associated professors at University of
Gothenburg and Oskar Juhlin, Associate professor, DSV, Stockholm University. April 27.

43.

Break the rule: Re-Reading the past for media-innovation. Oguzhan Ozcan, Professor in Design
at University of Mälardalen. May 4.

44.

Working with video in the Affective Health project. Elsa Vaara, industrial designer at Mobile
Life Centre. May 25.

45.

The Tube: Formgiving Discourse – Not Form Follows Norm. Cristin Sundbom, Master Examina
in Design. June 1.

46.

User Experience of Social Ad Hoc Networking: Findings from a Large-Scale Field Trial of
TWIN. Kaisa Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, visiting professor at Stockholm University. June 8.

47.

Unpacking Social Interaction that Make us Adore – On the Aesthetics of Mobile Phones as
Fashion Items. Yanqing Zhang, PhD student at Mobile Life/Stockholm University. June 15.

48.

Investigating Emotions in Creative Design. Corina Sas, Doctor in Human Computer Interaction
at Lancaster University. August 17.

49.

Analyzing the Affective Meaning of Feature Movies. Luca Canini. August 24.

50.

Sleeping at Internet Cafes: The Next 300 Million Chinese Users. Tricia Wang. Sociologist and
Ethnographer (US). August 29.

51.

Future of Bio-Product Design-Exploring the Impact of Biomaterials and Bioprocesses on Future
Product Design. Olof Einarsson. Industrial Designer (Swe). September 7.

52.

Augmented Reality Case Studies in Interactive Media Design Education. Asim Evren Yanta,
Researcher at the Interactive Media Design Department, Yildiz Technical University, Istanbul.
September 14.

53.

Interactive Television, Living Labs and heterogeneity. Dave Randall, Research fellow at
Lancaster University. September 21.

54.

Tales from the cubicles: How to do research outside the reserve. Christian Norlin, Master
Researcher at the User Experience Lab at Ericsson Research. September 28.

55.

Simple haptics, sketching tools for haptic Interaction Design. Camille Moussette, PhD student at
Umeå Institute of Design. October 3.
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56.

Intermediate-level Knowledge in Interaction Design Research. Kristina Höök, Professor at
Stockholm University. October 19.

57.

From Hybrid Spaces to Experiencing Augmented Places. Matthias Korn, Ph.D. fellow at Aarhus
University, Denmark. November 23.

58.

Thou shalt sport a banana in thy pocket: Gendered body size ideals in advertising and popular
culture. Jacob Östberg, Associate Professor at the Centre for Fashion Studies, Stockholm
University. November 30.

59.

Designing for Social Innovation. Ramia Mazé, PhD. Research leader at Interactive Institute.
December 14.

2012 Seminars

60.

Problemet utan namn: Neuroser, stress och kön i Sverige från 1950 till 1980. Maria Björk, PhD
in History of Science and Ideas, Uppsala University. January 25.

61.

April 2012. Representation without Representationalism. Lucian Leahu, ERCIM postdoctoral
researcher at Mobile Life.

62.

June 2012. Socio-cultural research into games, play and society. Frans Mäyrä, Professor of
Information Studies and Interactive Media, University of Tampere, Finland.

63.

June 2012. Science, Art, and Scale in Designing Internet Experiences. Elizabeth Churchill,
Principal Research Scientist at Yahoo! Research in Santa Clara, USA.

64.

September 2012. Movement qualities in interaction - An interactive dance performance.
Carolina Johansson, Master Sc. in Information Technology Engineering, CEO for Solelia
Greentech.

65.

September 2012. Gendered Meanings of Style - an ethnographic study of sartorial practices in
contemporary Stockholm. Philip Warkander, PhD Candidate at the Centre for Fashion Studies,
Stockholm University.

66.

October 2012. Motionless Bodily Experiences: Games for Backseat Fun. Petra Sundström, PhD
in Human Computer Interaction, Senior researcher at Mobile Life Centre.

67.

October 2012. Using Video to Study Mobile Device Use. Barry Brown, PhD and Co-director for
the Mobile Life Centre.

68.

November 2012. Motoco: a roadtrip towards mobile design innovation. Vasiliki Tsaknaki, PhD
student at Mobile Life Centre @ KTH.

69.

December 2012. Social and Interaction Aspects in Health Games. Ines Di Loreto. Postdoc at
NTNU-Norwegian University of Science and Technology.

70.

December 2012. Sharing office, sharing bikes: My research experience at a design firm. Sara
Ljungblad. Researcher at LOTS Design, Gothenburgh.

71.

December 2012. Body-focused Interaction Aesthetics: Reframing Expeiences of Self,
Embodiment and Attention. George Poonkhin Khut. Australian artist and design-researcher
working across the fields of electronic art, design and health.

2013 Seminars

72.

January 2013. Analysing the work of Multidisciplinary Medical Team Meetings, the Use of ICT
and the Potential for Further Technological Support. Bridget Kane. ERCIM Fellow attached to
the School of Information and Computer Science at NTNU.

73.

January 2013. Supporting Design for Mobile People: Mobile Matters on Sewn Hankercheifs.
Michael Leitner. PhD student at Northumbria University's School of Design at Newcastle upon
Tyne, UK.

74.

January 2013. The New Mundane. Clint Heyer. Assistant professor at the IT University of
Copenhagen, in the interaction design research group.

75.

March 2013. Social Substrates: People and the Data They Make. David Ayman Shamma.
Research scientist at Yahoo! Labs, leads the Human-Computer Interaction Research group.
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76.

March 2013. Tableau Machine: an Artificial Artist in the Home. Mario Romero. Associate
Professor in Human-Computer Interaction and visualization at KTH.

77.

March 2013. Two Projects for Designing Effective Learning Games. Iza Marfisi. ERCIM
postdoctoral fellow at Mobile Life Centre and KTH.

78.

May 2013. Professor Barry Brown and Professor Oskar Juhlin held a seminar on “Happiness”,
kicking off the new Mobile Life seminar series. The aim of the seminar was to discuss a couple
of chapters from their forthcoming book Enjoying Machines, MIT Press.

79.

June 2013. Danielle Wilde, an Australian-based artist and design-technology researcher, gave a
talk on Embodying Neuroplastic Change. Wilde discussed three case studies that demonstrate
how embodied interaction, in particular enriched engagement in artistic activities, may
powerfully complement existing techniques for stimulating neuroplastic change.

80.

October 2013. Assistant Professor Sebastian Boring from the HCC Group at the University of
Copenhagen gave a seminar entitled: Making Public Displays Interactive Everywhere – Tracking
Technologies and Sensing Concepts that allow for Deployment in Many Spaces.

81.

October 2013. PhD student Mattias Svahn, Handelshögskolan, gave a seminar entitled:
Persuasive pervasive games analyzed with small scale causal modelling. The talk focused on
how and why a pervasive persuasive game managed to impact attitudes and behaviour and it also
included a glimpse of Svahn’s method for Partial least square based structural equation
modelling.

82.

November 2013. Stuart Reeves, EPSRC Senior Research Fellow at the Mixed Reality Lab,
School of Computer Science at the University of Nottingham, gave a seminar entitled: Theory to
practice in HCI, where he provided an overview of his recent research.

83.

November 2013. Steve Harrison, Associate Professor at Virginia Tech, gave a seminar entitled:
Co-design with American School Teachers – explorations in an over-constrained setting. The
talk gave an overview of an ongoing project in which they work with middle-school core
curricular teachers to co-design technologies that promote computational thinking.

84.

November 2013. Professor Barry Brown gave a seminar entitled The iPhone. The talk discussed
the secret history of the iPhone: how it was developed, and how it depended upon Apple’s
involvement in UI innovation way beyond what the academic field was attempting at that time.
He also discussed the Clouds & Surfaces project’s work on recording and analysing iPhone use.

85.

December 2013. Professor Daniel Fällman from Interactive Institute in Umeå held a seminar at
KTH entitled The New Good: Exploring the Potential of Philosophy of Technology to
Contribute to Human-Computer Interaction.

86.

December 2013. Floyd Mueller from RMIT in Melbourne, Australia, held a seminar entitled
Designing Exertion Games. The research proposes that we should look at the body as a design
opportunity to enhance the digital play experience. Mueller argued that this could be achieved by
framing the body’s limitations as challenges that can facilitate bodily play, as inspired by sports.

87.

December 2013. David Martin, Xerox Research Centre Europe (XRCE) in Grenoble, France,
held a seminar entitled Being A Turker. Relying on previous research, Martin illustrated
practical and ethical issues relating to working with Turkers and AMT, in order to promote
design directions to support Turkers and their relationships with Requesters.

2014 Seminars

88.

January 2014. In conjunction with the Future of Money workshop, Jofish Kaye from Yahoo!
Labs held a seminar entitled Counting & Coordinating: How people track their personal
finances.

89.

February 2014. Alan Said, postdoctoral researcher, and Marie Curie, fellow at Centrum
Wiskunde and Informatica in Amsterdam, held a seminar entitled Evaluating Recommender
Systems. The talk focussed on recommendation contexts and what evaluation models that are
applicable in which scenarios and settings.
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90.

February 2014. Eva Hoggan, Research Fellow at the Aalto Science Institute and the Helsinki
Institute for Information Technology HIIT in Finland, held a seminar entitled Augmenting
Communication with Multimodal Interaction and Flexible Interfaces. The talk tackled the types
of information that can be expressed between two people using the haptic modality, and the
impact of different feedback designs.

91.

March 2014. PhD candidate Martijn ten Bhömer, from Eindhoven University of Technology,
held a seminar entitled Towards Embodied Smart Textiles. Bhömer talked about the relations
between three elements related to embodiment: the interfaces of the smart textile services, the
collaborations taking place in the value network, and the experiential prototypes that are
developed.

92.

March 2014. Molly Wright Steenson, Assistant Professor at the University of Wisconsin,
Madison, held a seminar entitled Data Places. What does it mean when data creates a sense of
place? This talk explored the concept of data places, ranging from consumer genetic testing to
1970s data environments at MIT.

93.

April 2014. Professor Gilbert Cockton, Northumbria University, School of Design, gave a
seminar entitled: Stronger Concepts: Just Add More Concepts. In his talk, he presented and
illustrated Abstract Design Situations, and applied them to the continuum of design phenomena
from practical resources, via Strong Concepts, to disciplinary cultures.

94.

May 2014. Lara Houston from the Department of Sociology and Centre for Science Studies,
Lancaster University, UK, gave a seminar on “Original” and “Chinese” mobile phones:
Categorisation work and “postcolonial computing” in the repair workshops of Kampala, Uganda.

95.

August 2014. Harry Sanderson gave a talk that focused on the relation of technology and
capitalism, exploring the implications of appropriating nascent and weaponised technologies of
surveillance and display.

96.

September 2014. Seminar with Cristian Norlin Master Researcher UX group at Ericsson
Research. The presentation discussed the next generation of mobile infrastructure – commonly
referred to as 5G – and how 5G will be about more than just about speed and technical
performance. How and why it be different and how might the ways we experience the network
through our mobiles and other connected things may change?

97.

September 2014. Lars Erik Holmquist, one of the founders of Mobile Life, visited the centre and
shared his experiences of two years in Silicon Valley.

98.

November 2014. Seminar with Duncan Brumby, senior lecturer at University College London.
The seminar was entitled: Improving everyday interactions with your phone.

2015 Seminars

99.

January 2015. Günter Alce, Industrial doctoral candidate with Sony Mobile and Lund University
gave a seminar entitled: Interaction with Augmented Reality Systems. Günter presented two
prototyping methods that aim to support the design and evaluation of wearable devices.

100. February 2015. Stephen Brewster, Professor at the Department of Computing at the University
of Glasgow. Stephen talked about new ways to design haptic interactions.
101. February 2015. Crystal Abidin, PhD candidate, University of Western Australia, Perth gave a
seminar entitled: Public Coupling: Imageries of Domestic Intimacy among Social Media Micro
Celebrities.
102. March 2015. Denzil Ferreira, Research scientist at Oulu University in Finland gave a seminar
entitled: AWARE: Human & Social Context For Wellbeing.
103. August 19th: Gina Venolia gave a talk entitled: Experiencing Remote Events through Multiple
Livestreams. Gina Venolia is a senior researcher with Microsoft Research in Redmond. Her
research focuses on understanding how knowledge flows among people and building systems to
make it flow more freely in both work and personal contexts. Her recent work in rich-media
communication has focused on synchronous and asynchronous video and telepresence in realworld environments.
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104. November 6th. During his weeklong visit Richard Harper gave a talk entitled: What is
intelligence? In his talk he argued that asking the right questions is key to good HCI. Using
research he has done, he showed that selecting questions could direct HCI to salient design
issues; asking the wrong ones can lead to dead ends. The examples he used were reading
technologies, communications technologies, and the latest fashion in AI systems, speech
interfaces.
105. November 14th. Edward White gave a talk entitled: How mobile phones affect the sustainability
of the work/life balance of their users. Edward White is a PhD psychology student at the
University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg but was on an Erasmus Mundus mobility scholarship
completing the studies in the Visual Information and Interaction division at Uppsala University,
Sweden.
106. April 1. Andrew Mitchell gave a talk titled: BEING WOLF. With a Master’s in
Paleoanthropology and Palaeolithic Archaeology as well as Social Anthropology, Andrew’s
academic interests are trans-disciplinary in nature, exploring phenomena along the boundaries of
the social and natural sciences. His doctoral project, Becoming Wolf, aims to continue this trend,
exploring the practices that are entangled together with the Scandinavian wolf.
107. April 8. Eeva Raita, (M.Soc.Sc.) from University of Helsinki gave a talk entitled: It’s all about
relations – A situated approach to user experience. Raita analyses how interactive computing
systems come to be perceived as simple, useful, and desirable. Raita teaches social psychology at
the Open University in Helsinki. She has previously been a researcher at Helsinki Institute for
Information Technology HIIT and a research assistant at BIT research centre. Raita’s further
research interests include the bond between technology use and creativity and boredom.
108. May 6. Robin Teigland gave a seminar entitled: Leading into the 3rd Industrial Revolution –
Exploring the future of value creation. Robin Teigland is an associate professor at the Center for
Strategy and Competitiveness at the Stockholm School of Economics (SSE) and is caretaker of
SSE’s island in Second Life. She was also the Program Director for SSE’s PhD Program in
Business Administration for five years. In 2013 and 2014 she was nominated as one of the
Global Top 50 Business Professors on Twitter (@robinteigland), and in 2008 she received the
“Researcher of the Year” award at the Stockholm School of Economics. The slides from the
presentation can be found at the Mobile Life wiki: http://deki2.dsv.su.se/Presentations/2015
109. May 13. Rowan Wilkins gave a seminar entitled: The Political Economics of Mobile Locationbased Services. Dr Rowan Wilken is a Senior Research Fellow at the Swinburne Institute for
Social Research, Swinburne University of Technology, Melbourne, Australia. His present
research interests include mobile and locative media, digital technologies and culture, theories
and practices of everyday life, domestic technology consumption, and old and new media. He
has published widely on mobile and location-based media.
110. August 19: Gina Venolia gave a talk entitled: Experiencing Remote Events through Multiple
Livestreams. Gina Venolia is a senior researcher with Microsoft Research in Redmond. Her
research focuses on understanding how knowledge flows among people and building systems to
make it flow more freely in both work and personal contexts. Her recent work in rich-media
communication has focused on synchronous and asynchronous video and telepresence in realworld environments.
111. November 6. During his weeklong visit Richard Harper gave a talk entitled: What is
intelligence? In his talk he argued that asking the right questions is key to good HCI. Using his
own research findings, he showed that selecting the right questions can direct HCI to salient
design issues, while asking the wrong ones can lead to dead ends. This was illustrated using
examples from reading technologies, communications technologies, and the latest trend in AI
systems: speech interfaces.
112. November 14. Edward White gave a talk entitled: How mobile phones affect the sustainability of
the work/life balance of their users. Edward White is a PhD student in psychology at the
University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, but was on an Erasmus Mundus mobility
scholarship completing the studies in the Visual Information and Interaction division at Uppsala
University, Sweden.
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113. December 2. Cristian Norlin, Master Researcher, and Joakim Formo, Senior Researcher, at
Ericsson research gave a talk entitled: Common Sense & Sensors. As the Internet of Things is
gaining momentum, a world of opportunities for truly exciting innovation is opening up (at least
that’s what a lot of self proclaimed experts say…). At the same time this development also
means that the basic foundation of the relationship between technology, society and culture is
changing profoundly. But what does this really mean?
2016 Seminars

114. January 13. Duncan McLaren gave an invited talk entitled: Sharing Cities for justice and
sustainability. His talk explored opportunities and risks related to sustainability, solidarity and
justice in the changing nature of urban sharing. He proposes a new paradigm of sharing – going
beyond the “sharing economy” buzz of Uber and Airbnb – shaping approaches that are more
communal than commercial, and making sharing the city itself the purpose of urban governance.
115. November 22. Dan Hill gave an invited talk entitled: A Principled Smart City. The talk draw
from a series of smart city-related projects in order to sketch out a set of strategic principles for
what we might call a truly principled smart city. Dan Hill is an Associate Director at Arup, and
Head of Arup Digital Studio, a multidisciplinary service and strategic design team.
116. November 22. Cristian Norlin and Joakim Formo gave a talk Joakim Formo about recent
projects at Ericsson research and the strategic design group related to urban development and
gave a glimpse of something they planned to do within "urban mixed reality”. Cristian and
Joakim are both researchers at the strategic design group, Ericsson research.

Talks, presentations and demos
2007 Talks, presentations and demos

1.

Lars Erik Holmquist and Kristina Höök participated in Microsoft Research’s vision work “HCI
2020: Being human”. It involved a workshop in Spain and work on writing the actual vision
document. The work was funded by Microsoft Research Ltd.

2008 Talks, presentations and demos
2.

Lars Erik Holmquist acted as guest lecturer gave a course in Grounded Innovation at the
Graduate School in User-Centred Information Technology, Tampere University.

2009 Talks, presentations and demos

3.

Lars Erik Holmquist acted as guest lecturer and gave a course on Contextual Design at Keio
Media Design in Tokyo, Japan.

4.

July 2009. Mobile 2.0 – Creating and Evaluating New Mobile Services in the Wild, Panel
presentation by Nicolas Belloni about Ambient Sweden at the FIRE and Livings Labs - Future of
Internet by the People, Luleå, Sweden.

5.

May 2009. Liselott Brunnberg was invited to talk at the European Location Based Entertainment
Summit.

6.

September 2009. Oskar Juhlin presented the Mobile Life Centre at IBM’s TEC Institute agenda.

7.

October 2009. Oskar Juhlin was invited to talk about “the Interactive Road” at Usability in
Vehicle Information Systems Seminar.

8.

October 2009. Arvid Engström was invited to speak at TU, the Swedish Newspaper
Associations Conference.

9.

December 2009. Oskar Juhlin acted as opponent at Rikard Harr’s PhD defence at Umeå
University.

10.

December 2009. Oskar Juhlin was invited to speak at a seminar organised by Regionförbundet
in Kalmar. The title of the talk was “Mobile life as social media.” Asia in Yokohama.

11.

December 2009. Arvid Engström, Oskar Juhlin and Liselott Brunnberg successfully
demonstrated the Instant Broadcasting System at SIGGRAPH Asia, in Yokohama.
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12.

May 2009. Kristina Höök was invited to speak at KVIT, the 16th Cognitive Science Symposium
in Linköping.

13.

September 2009. Kristina Höök was invited to speak at TEDx Stockholm, the local TED
conference,

14.

August 2009. Collaborative Live Streaming from the youth festival UNG08 with Instant
Broadcasting System in Kungsträdgården,

15.

September 2009. Workshop: Beyond Gray Droids: Domestic Robot Design for the 21st
Century. Workshop at HCI 2009 co-chaired by Laurel D. Riek (University of Cambridge),
Ginevra Castellano (Queen Mary University of London) and Lars Erik Holmquist, Cambridge,
UK,.

16.

Demonstrations of Affective Health, Geochat and Portait Catalog at Mobilgalan, the annual fair
for Mobile companies in Stockholm at Kista Science Tower, November, 2009.

17.

November 2009. Demoing at the reception of Future Internet Assembly (FIA) meeting in Kista
Science Tower,.

18.

June 2009. Annika Waern was the external examiner of Leif Opperman’s PhD thesis presented
at Nottingham University.

2010 Talks, presentations and demos

19.

January 2010. Oskar Juhlin participated in “Regiondagarna” in Kalmar.

20.

January 2010. Kristina Höök gave a seminar in the Visiting Speaker Programme at University
of Nottingham, UK.

21.

March 10. Kristina Höök gave a presentation at the SSF annual seminar day on
“Forskningspolitik”.

22.

April 2010. “Sydney Michaelson Memorial Lecture”. Kristina Höök gave the “Sydney
Michaelson Memorial Lecture” in Edinburgh April 7th, 2010, followed by a talk in Glasgow on
the 8th of April.

23.

April 2010. Tampere game research methods seminar. Annika Waern visited the ‘Tampere game
research methods seminar’ in April, and presented the paper ‘Studying the Elusive Experience of
Pervasive Games’ together with Jaakko Stenros. The paper was accepted to appear in a special
issue of ‘Games and Simulation’.

24.

April 2010. The Creator in Malmö. Annika Waern and Karl-Petter Åkesson visited the ‘ELBES
– Location Based Entertainment Summit – in Malmö in April. Karl-Petter presented the Creator
system and the commercialization plans for Creator. Annika acted as moderator of the event.

25.

May 2010. Elena Marques Sera and Carolina Johansson visited the “Gesture, Technology and
Play” symposium in Bristol and gave a presentation entitled “Studying dance as interaction”.

26.

May 2010. Kristina Höök gave a talk at The Spirit of Innovation Day in the Swedish Pavilion of
the Expo 2010, 24th of May, in Shanghai. The day was organised by VINNOVA and had
speakers and visitors such as Swedish King, Minister Maud Olofsson, Jacob Wallenberg, and the
Svenska Näringslivsdelegationen.

27.

May 2010. Elsa Kosmack Vaara gave a presentation about future mobile services and Mobile
Life to Sveriges Landstings Telefoniansvarigas nätgrupp, SLT.

28.

May 2010. Kristina Höök gave a talk to the “Ingvar Carlsson Award”-winners funded by SSF
about leadership strategies.

29.

May 2010. Sara Ljungblad and Mattias Jacobsson installed the Flower wall at the Digital Arts
Center in Ärvinge for the Grand opening.

30.

May 2010. Kristina Höök presented parts of the Supple-project at a workshop for the “SWintensive systems” organised for projects that SSF have financed as well as the evaluation group,
and the original strategic committee that brought out the vision for the programme.

31.

June 2010. Mobile Life researcher Sara Ljungblad gave a presentation, Inspiration for
interaction design, at TEDxMälaren on June 15th. Sara’s research interest is in the field of
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Human Computer Interaction and her thesis “Beyond Users” focused on how to develop
innovative information technology by taking inspiration not primarily from the intended users,
but by exploring engaging experiences that the intended users may not already be familiar with.
This way, specific experiences and existing practices are used as an analogy to learn about
meaningful use of specific technology properties, to explore novel uses of IT. Sara Ljungblad
has been working with various technologies in her projects, such as agents and robots, digital
camera technology, visualization techniques and intelligent pushpin technology.
32.

June 2010. Mobile Life was invited by KTH to participate in the LOVE Stockholm festival in
connection with the royal wedding in June 2010. The activities took place at Skeppsbron in the
KTH tent. Representatives from the centre were Kristina Höök, Iuliana Silvána and Carolina
Johansson with Affective Health, Jordi Solsana, Marcus Lundén and Helena Mentis with the
Lega and Sara Ljungblad, Zeynep Ahmet and Mattias Jacobsson with the Flower wall.

33.

September 2010. Bokmässan in Göteborg. Oskar presented Mobile Life Centre and the research
under the title Mobila tjänster berikar vardagen at the annual book fair, Bokmässan in Göteborg.

34.

September 2010. Talk at Finansförbundet. Petra Sundström was invited as speaker to
Finansförbundet. She talked about, Mobile Dreams: the future technology will soon be in your
hand.

35.

November 2010. Mobile Life Bay Area Tour. Mobile Life organised a trip to San Francisco to
get influences from the innovative climate of the Silicon Valley area. The centre was presented
at Yahoo, Intel, Google, Ericsson research, Willow garage. Parc and Nokia. Participants were the
Mobile Life management team and representatives from Ericsson, Nokia, TeliaSonera, SICS and
Stockholm City and Municipality.

36.

November 2010. Present at the GAMEX fair. November 4th-7th: WeRunFree was demonstrated
at Gamex at Kista mässan, a huge open expo for the Game industry. Other than Mobile Life
exhibitors like Microsoft, EA, World of Warcraft.

37.

November 2010. Mobile Life at Mobilgalan The Annual event, Mobilgalan, organised by the
magazine “Mobil” took place in Kista Science Tower. The centre partner, Kista Science City
invited the centre to take part in the exhibition during the day called, “The Mobile Innovations
Alley”. We had good representation during the day with demos like Affective Health, the Lega
system, WeRunFree, I’m Your Body, and Soundscape. Höök participated as a member of the
jury during the awards dinner in the evening.

38.

November 2010. Stockholm Brain institute. Kristina Höök gave an invited seminar at the
Stockholm Brain Institute seminar series at Karolinska Institute. Kristina is also member of the
board of the Institute.

39.

December 2010. Paris Region Innovation Tour. Oskar Juhlin presented the Mobile Life Centre
at the Paris Region Innovation Tour. Mobile Life was invited as honorary guest to the annual
meeting on December 13th. The event attracted 600 visitors from the Paris region. The centre
was presented by Oskar Juhlin at the Talk & Walk together with speakers from all around
Europe.

40.

December 2010. VIP Open House. Mobile Life arranged a VIP open house with invited
politicians, funding agencies, industry representatives and entrepreneurs. The event attracted 25
visitors and ended with a successful speed-dating event for networking. The speed-dating event
was moderated by the centre partner Kista Science City and Tomas Bennich.

2011 Talks, presentations and demos

41.

January 2011. Presentation at the Research Councils Anniversary. Kristina Höök was invited
speaker when VINNOVA and the Swedish Research councils, VR, FAS and Formas, celebrates
their 10 year anniversary. She talked about her research and the Mobile Life VINN Excellence
centre as a good example of research environment. The event took place at Clarion Hotel Sign
hotel in Stockholm, January 18th.

42.

January 2011. Nokia Research lab in Santa Monica. Oskar Juhlin presented the centre for the
Nokia Media Research lab in Santa Monica, Los Angeles.
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43.

January 2011. VINNOVA 10-year anniversary. Kristina Höök gave a presentation at the 10year anniversary of VINNOVA (our main funder). The topic of her talk was “Why research on
play, games, emotions and body is relevant to industry”. The anniversary attracted 230
participants.

44.

January 2011. University of California San Diego. Oskar Juhlin presented the Centre at the
Distributed Cognitions group on University of California San Diego.

45.

February 2011. The Digital World Research Centre. Dr Mark Perry gave a seminar at
University of Surrey, Digital World Research Centre, with the title: User-generated video
production: from professional to amateur – mobile, interacting, live and online.

46.

March 2011. Talk at University of Swansea. Oskar Juhlin is invited to give a talk at the
Department for Computer Science, University of Swansea, the 15th of March 2011.

47.

March 2011. Future Friday. The Future Friday is organised at the Department for Computer and
Systems Sciences at Stockholm University in Kista for students looking to apply to the
university. Oskar Juhlin gave a seminar about the Mobile Life centre and Celia Yanqing Zhang
gave a seminar about the mFashion project.

48.

March 2011. Inspirational bits at SIBSAN. Petra Sundström gave a talk to the international
MBA alumni association SIBSAN at their annual event in Stockholm.

49.

March 2011. Advisor to the IT minister. Kristina Höök will continue her work as advisor to the
Swedish government and discuss the future Swedish ICT and telecom in the newly funded IT
delegation with the IT minister Anna-Karin Hatt. The delegation consists of 26 experts from
industry, academia and governance.

50.

March 2011. Internship at Spotify. Stina Nylander will spend four months during the spring,
March until June, and work at Spotify. The internship is funded by VINNOVA.

51.

March 2011. Kristina Höök participated on the jury of the Open Stockholm Award. Stockholm
City Municipality released many different databases with information about Stockholm – maps,
customer feedback, etc. - and app developers were invited to submit app ideas in several
different categories.

52.

March 2011. Kristina Höök was elected to the board of Forskning & Framsteg, one of the most
well-known popular science magazines in Sweden.

53.

May 2011. Oskar Juhlin participated in the workshop “Urbanisation – A possibility to build a
sustainable society” at the 3rd Nobel Laureate Symposium on Global Sustainability, Stockholm
Sweden.

54.

June 2011. Oskar Juhlin was invited by the German Stifterverband and the British Embassy in
Berlin to give a presentation at their joint conference on Enterprising Knowledge. Oskar shared
the Mobile Life VINN Excellence Centre’s experiences of working in close collaboration with
industry. Among the companies at the conference were Philips, Volkswagen, and Procter &
Gamble.

55.

July 2011. Sebastian Büttner visited the Human–Computer Interaction Lab at Hasso-Plattner
Institute Potsdam, Germany, and presented Phi² and Pic-In.

56.

July 2011. Lars Erik Holmquist gave a presentation at the CONET European summer school on
“Networked Embedded Systems: Humans in the Loop” in Bertinoro, Italy. The talk was titled
“Understanding Digital Products” and provided an overview of the research and development of
mobile and ubiquitous systems.

57.

August 2011. Henriette Cramer gave two presentations on mobile 2.0 studies of location-based
services and mash-ups:

58.

• Motorola Research (Libertyville, IL, USA), August 10

59.

• Motorola Design (Chicago, IL, USA) August 11

60.

September 2011. Oskar Juhlin gave a talk on “Technology as entertainment – different paths to
success” at the Nordic Telecom conference in Kista Stockholm.
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61.

October 2011. Oskar Juhlin was invited to present his research at the COST Twin Tide Training
School, Design and Evaluation of Innovative Interactive Systems in Bertinoro, Italy.

62.

October 2011. Oskar Juhlin gave a presentation on the Mobile Life Centre at Nokia Research,
Lausanne.

63.

October 2011. Kristina Höök gave an invited talk at Svenska Kommunikationsdagen.
http://www.popkom.se/page/283/284.

64.

November 2011. Kristina Höök gave a Keynote speech, “Move that Body! Involving users
emotionally, bodily and socially”, at IASDR (International Association of Societies of Design
Research) – 4th World Conference on Design Research, Delft, Holland.

65.

November 2011. Kristina Höök gave a keynote at Nokia Experience Day, which gathered ~100
user-experience researchers and developers in Helsinki, Finland.

66.

November 2011. Oskar Juhlin presented “Social Media on the Road” in a panel at the American
Anthropological Association in Montreal, Canada.

67.

November 2011. Kristina Höök participated on the jury of Mobilgalan.

68.

November 2011. Kristina Höök and Arvid Engström presented some of the results from Mobile
Life to Göran Olofsson and Kimmo Kivirauma at an event jointly hosted by Interactive Institute
and SICS.

69.

November 2011. Mobile Life attended the annual event Mobilgalan organised by the magazine
Mobile Business and the Mobile Life partner Kista Science City. Mobile Life demonstrated
research results during the exhibition at the Mobile Innovation Alley. Carolina Johansson
presented EcoFriends, Jordi Solsana presented IMPACT, and Alan Larsson presented FascinatE,
Outfit-centric fashion accessories were demoed by Morvarid Kashanipour, and Johanna
Mercurio presented the Affective Health system.

70.

November 2011. Kristina Höök and Johanna Mercurio met with two representatives of
Microsoft Sweden, Ann-Charlotte Båth and Dag König, to discuss possible collaborations and
ideas for seminars.

71.

December 2011. Kristina Höök gave a talk on consumer-oriented Internet of Things at the KTH
TEDx Open seminar.

72.

December 2011. Mobile 2.0: Lars Erik Holmquist, Henriette Cramer, Mattias Rost, Zeynep
Ahmet, Xia Ruixue, Mobile 2.0 – The Future of Mobile Apps: Mashing It Up and Getting It Out
There! Panel at SIGGRAPH Asia’s Symposium on Apps, Hong Kong.

73.

December 2011. Annika Waern gave a winter vacation lecture at “Tom Tit’s Experiments” in
Södertälje on life as a game researcher and on current trends in computer and pervasive gaming.

2012 Talks, presentations and demos

74.

January 2012. Barry Brown and Kristina Höök gave a talk on Swedish State Radio in January.
The topic was the Internet of Things and the possible new media this might bring.

75.

January 2012. Johanna Mercurio gave an invited talk on Affective Health at Datamuseet ITcentrum in Länsmuseet, Linköping. The theme for their seminars this spring is Technology and
Health. This was followed by an interview on Radio p4 Östergötland. The topic was Affective
Health and how similar sensor technologies can affect our daily life.

76.

February 2012. Mobile Life participated in the conference on Consumer-oriented Internet of
Things together with Ericsson Research, Jan Höller, Microsoft Research, Steve Hodges/Stephen
Johnston etc.

77.

February 2012. Kristina Höök gave an open seminar in the Tuesday Seminar Series at
Stockholm University.

78.

March 2012. Henriette Cramer spoke about mobile 2.0 studies of location-based services and
mash-ups at MIT Comparative Media Studies.

79.

March 2012. Seminar given by Kristina Höök at IAMCP (www.iamcp.se) – a gathering of MScollaboration partners in Sweden.
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80.

March 2012. Johanna Mercurio, Elsa Kosmack-Vaara, Fredrik Wetterhall, and Deniz Akkaya
demoed Affective Health at CeBit, Hannover, as part of the Stockholm node for the EIT ICT
Labs. Johanna Mercurio also gave a talk on Affective Health at the CeBit Lab Talks for Health
and Well-being together with Jean Gelissen, node director in Eindhoven.

81.

March 2012. Kristina Höök gave an invited talk to Manfred Tcheligi’s group at Salzburg
University, Austria.

82.

March 2012. Johanna Mercurio represented Mobile Life and demoed Affective Health to
Austrian delegates together with Kista Science City AB. The visitors were representatives from
ICT companies in Austria.

83.

March 2012. Kristina Höök gave a talk at the conference “IT och personer med funktionsnedsättning och äldre 2012” (“IT and people with disabilities as well as elderly 2012”).

84.

March 2012. Oskar Juhlin was invited to present “Social media on the Road” at Xerox Research
Europe in Grenoble.

85.

May 2012. Oskar Juhlin presented, “A future where dogs and cats have cell phones” in a
seminar series organised by Kista Science City and Stockholm University. The presentation was
held in the Showroom in Kista Science Tower.

86.

May 2012. Annika Waern presented, “Playing for real: Street play and role-play with mobile
technology” in a seminar series organised by Kista Science City and Stockholm University. The
presentation was held in the Showroom in Kista Science Tower.

87.

May 2012. Oskar Juhlin acted as program chair for NordiCHI 2013 together with Kaisa
Vänäänen-Vainio-Mattila.

88.

June 2012. Yanqing Zhang gave a seminar on “Fashionology of Mobile Technology” at
University of Udine, Pordenone, Italy.

89.

September 2012. Kristina Höök has been elected to the ACM SIGCHI Executive Council. She
attended her first meeting in San Diego in the end of January.

90.

October 2012. Barry Brown presented via video at the Huawei Device Summit, Hangzou in
China.

91.

October 2012. Kristina Höök gave a talk at VINNOVA’s annual conference in Waterfront
congress on the theme “Information society 3.0”.

92.

November 2012. Elena Márquez Segura participated as panellist at the Advances in Computer
Entertainment Conference (ACE) 2012 conference in Nepal.

93.

November 2012. Annika Waern and Maria Holm presented Mobile Life at the Game Innovation
lab at New York University Polytechnic, Brooklyn.

94.

November 2012. Annika Waern presented the game Codename Heroes at the Pioneer Valley
game studies colloquium, Western Massachusetts.

95.

November 2012. Annika Waern participated in a panel at the Practice conference in New York,
organised by New York University Game Center.

2013 Talks, presentations and demos

96.

March 2013. Oskar Juhlin presented the mFashion project at Politecnico di Milano-Dip Italy.

97.

March 2013. Oskar Juhlin was invited as panellist to MoVid 2013, Oslo, in conjunction with
MMsys13.

98.

Book launch: May 2013. A book launch was arranged for the centre’s book on happiness and
play, Plei-Plei, at the CHI conference at Institut Suédois in Paris. About 60 people attended the
event from academia and industry, as well as local contacts.

99.

May 2013. Petra Sundström spoke at Data Explosion arranged by Computer Sweden at Moderna
Museet in Stockholm.

100. June 2013. Kristina Höök gave a presentation at the Digital Horizons seminar at KTH, arranged
by the Economist.
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101. August 2013. Petra Sundström, research leader at Mobile Life and lab manager at SICS Swedish
ICT, presented at the annual conference Media Evolution. Petra Sundström talked about how the
design process needs to consider digital materials such as Bluetooth and sensors in the same way
designers have worked with traditional materials, such as paper, plastic or wood.
102. August 2013. Petra Sundström presented her research on Material Explorations and Mobile Life
at “The Conference”, an international conference organised annually by Media Evolution in
Malmö, Sweden.
103. August 2013. Exselent and Mobile Life, the two centres located at Stockholm University,
together with VINNOVA and the Swedish Research Council organised a Centre Day in
Stockholm. The event was held at Moderna Museet and attracted about 200 people. The
conference addressed people from academia as well as industry and focused on how to promote
innovation in Sweden.
104. September 2013. Stina Nylander was invited to present the work in Internet of Sports, and the
project Lead Users In Orienteering As Resources For Innovative Sports Products in particular,
at the Internet of Sports Day at SICS Software week. The talk (in Swedish) was videotaped and
is
available
from
https://www.sics.se/events/internet-of-sports-day-2013-program-anddownloads.
105. October 2013. Mattias Jacobsson and Petra Sundström visited the Stockholm Maker Space.
106. October 2013. Stina Nylander presented the project Lead Users In Orienteering As Resources
For Innovative Sports Products and demonstrated RunRight, as well as Johanna Mercurio
demoed Affective Health at Dataföreningen’s after work on “how to use technology to enhance
our capabilities”.
107. November 2013. Petra Sundström presented the centre at the Oredev conference, an annual
international conference organised by Jayway in Malmö, Sweden.
108. November 2013. Kristina Höök gave a talk at TeliaSonera’s M2M-conference. Her session
focused on “M2M Toolbox” and was organised by Richard Savage at Qualcomm.
109. November 2013. Kristina Höök gave a talk at an “Arena e-förvaltning”-event organised by
Karin Öhlander at PWC. The aim was to discuss possibilities and challenges for the future
government organisations.
110. November 2013. Oskar Juhlin gave a public lecture on the future of video at Södertörn
University.
111. November 2013. Oskar Juhlin presented research on “video interaction” at the higher seminar at
Södertörn University.
112. December 2013. Jarmo Laaksolahti presented the Inspirational Bits concept and the upcoming
Insbits portal at a workshop for the partners of the consumer-oriented IoT project.
113. December 2013. Kristina Höök gave a seminar at KTH at the 50th anniversary of NADA.
114. December 2013. Kristina Höök was invited to give a presentation at the conference
Sweden@Zambia in Lusaka, Zambia. The event was organised by the Swedish Embassy in
Zambia, SI (Svenska institutet) and the Tällberg foundation. It attracted about 220 Zambian
entrepreneurs within a variety of areas such as social entrepreneurship, the creative industry,
tourism, and organizing events. The three-day conference focused on women’s entrepreneurship
and included presentations, performances and workshops.
2014 Talks, presentations and demos

115. January 2014. Oskar Juhlin gave a presentation titled Inventing and investigating for
fashionable interaction at New Frontiers of HCI Research at SIG CHI in Helsinki, Finland.
116. January 2014. Kristina Höök gave a seminar at our sister-centre Wireless@KTH on Where is
your soma? Designing for Somaesthetics.
117. January 2014. Kristina Höök gave a seminar at CERTEC, University of Lund, on Designing for
Somaesthetics.
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118. February 2014. Petra Sundström presented Mobile Life’s perspective on IoT at the Mobilitet
2014 conference.
119. February 2014. Petra Sundström presented Mobile Life’s perspective on IoT as part of a design
course provided by Boris design at Hong Kong School of Design.
120. March 2014. Mattias Jacobsson presented an overview of Mobile Life and parts of his past
research as guest lecturer for a Behaviour and Social Science course at SU/DSV.
121. March 2014. Kristina Höök and Johanna Mercurio gave a seminar at Daytona on how to Design
for Somaesthetics.
122. March 2014. Stina Nylander presented the research from Internet of Sports at Vårdförbundet
(Swedish Association of Health Professionals) and took part in a discussion on Internet of
Things and its future implications for health, health care, and health care professionals.
123. March 2014. Petra Sundström gave a presentation on Internet of Things at the Swedish Urban
Network Associations Conference (Svenska Stadsnätsföreningens konferens) in Luleå.
124. April 2014. Mobile Life helped organise the 2014 SIDeR conference. The 10th Student
Interaction Design Research Conference was held at KTH, the Royal Institute of Technology in
Stockholm. Highlights were the industry panel with representatives from Google, Ziggy Creative
Colony, Screen Interaction, Ocean Observations and SVT and inspiring demo sessions both from
our research institutes and the interaction design students.
125. June 2014. Mattias Jacobsson held a presentation at Mobile Life for a class of teenage students
employed as summer interns by the Eskilstuna Municipality. The task of the students was to
support SME’s in Mäladralen with fresh and novel ideas for their ongoing development. Mattias
presented many of the projects from Mobile Life as a source of inspiration for the students to
bring back.
126. June 2014. Stina Nylander presented parts of Mobile Life’s sports research at MOCO – the
International workshop on Movement and Computing in Paris, France.
127. July 2014. Kristina Höök was invited to participate in three different panels during the
Almedalen week - a political gathering every summer in Visby, on the island Gotland. The first
panel concerned introducting ”Dataslöjd” (Maker-culture) into primary schools, and was
organised by AcadeMedia. The second panel concerned IT-politicies, asking leaders from the
different Swedish political youth parties to debate their positions, and was organised by Almega.
The third panel focused on how to make sure Sweden has the competence we need in 2018, and
again was organised by Almega.
128. August 2014. Kristina Höök gave an invited talk at the Digital Health days in Älvsjö,
http://www.digitalhealthdays.se/
129. August 2014. Kristina Höök was invited to give a talk about the Internet of Things at Tylösands
dagarna, The event is organised as a meeting place for politicians and industry executives to
discuss future challenges for Sweden.
130. August 2014. Kristina Höök gave a talk at Alpbach Forum, an annual event in Austria where
politicians, researchers and policy makers meet to discuss different topics. This year one of the
foci was on the cyborg – combinations of technologies and bodies.
131. September 2014. Kristina Höök gave a talk at the ICT TNG workshop for post-docs at KTH.
She mapped out the ideas around Internet of Things.
132. September 2014. Kristina Höök talked at Konsumentverket in Karlstad, again with a focus on
Internet of Things and how it will transform our society.
133. September 2014. Oskar Juhlin was invited to talk about the Digitizing Fashion project at the
Precious Fair held at Stockholms mässan.
134. September 2014. Kristina Höök gave an invited talk about Mobile Life research at Sony Mobile
in Lund.
135. September 2014. The inauguration of Mega Mind took place at Tekniska museet in Stockholm.
Part of this permanent exhibition with the aim to introduce young and children to technology is
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dedicated to research. The Mobile Life project affective diary and the Soma mat is presented as a
video in this exhibition.
136. October 2014. Oskar Juhlin and Anna Ståhl were invited to give presentations at the World
Usability Day organised by STIMDI at ÅF.
137. October 2014. Oskar Juhlin gave an invited talk at 3d Printing Fashion at the Textile Fashion
Center. http://event.3dp.se/event/3dp-fashion-2015/
138. October. Jarmo Laaksolahti gave an invited talk at the Nordic Science Centre Förbunds Annual
conference in Borås.
139. October 2014. Kristina Höök gave a talk at TeliaSonera’s Sales Business meeting. The meeting
is an annual gathering of all of TeliaSonera’s sales-persons in the broadband area.
140. October 2014. Airi Lampinen co-organized & chaired a session at the Internet Research 15
conference, titled “Old Against New, or A Coming Of Age? Rethinking Broadcasting” on
22.10.2014 in Daegu, South Korea. The session was organised in collaboration with R. Stuart
Geiger (UC Berkeley), Stacy Blasiola (University of Illinois at Chicago), Zizi Papacharissi
(University of Illinois at Chicago), and Nancy Baym (Microsoft Research New England) (For
more
information
about
the
event
see:
https://www.conftool.com/aoirir15/index.php?page=browseSessions&form_session=7)
141. October 2014. Kristina Höök gave a talk on IoT at the Stockholm Business Region Breakfast
seminar (with more than 500 participants).
142. October 2014. Airi Lampinen presented a conference paper titled “Access to Participation in the
Sharing Economy: The Case of Local Online Exchange in a Single Parents’ Network” at the
Internet Research 15 conference in Daegu, South Korea. The paper was co-authored with Kai
Huotari (Helsinki Institute for Information Technology HIIT) and Coye Cheshire (UC Berkeley).
143. October 2014. Mobile Life was active in organising the NordiCHI 2014 conference, held in
Helsinki, Finland. Oskar Juhlin acted as program chair, Airi Lampinen acted as student
Volunteer Co-Chair 2014 in collaboration with Eve Hoggan, Helsinki Institute for Information
Technology HIIT. Sophie Kurth-Landwehr acted as student volunteer, and Jinyi Wang acted as a
member of program committee. Jarmo Laaksolahti chaired the “Gestures and Body” session at
NordiCHI 2014.
144. October 2014. Jarmo Laaksolahti was invited to an Indo-Danish workshop in Copenhagen
where he presented Mobile Life.
145. November 2014. Oskar Juhlin demoed the “Watch for Figuracy” app at the Open day at the
Swedish Fashion Council organised for national and international press in November.
146. November 2014. Kristina Höök was an invited speaker at the IoT-conference held in
conjunction with Öredev Developer Conference in Malmö, http://www.iotconf.se/schedule-2/
147. November 2014. Airi Lampinen was a guest lecturer for the KTH course The Future of the
Digital Commons speaking on the topic “Social Interaction in the Sharing Economy ” and served
as an external jury member for student presentations.
148. November 2014. Stina Nylander, together with Jin Moen, presented the Mobile Life sports
research at Riksidrottsförbundet’s IT day.
149. November 2014. Airi Lampinen gave a talk at the “The social psychology of social networking
services” workshop at the Annual Social Psychology Days (Sosiaalipsykologian päivät) on the
topic of “Monetizing Network Hospitality”. The talk was based on research that was conducted
together with Tapio Ikkala, Univ. Helsinki.
150. November 2014. Airi Lampinen was invited to give a talk at the book launch of “Arkiajattelu,
tieto ja oikeudenmukaisuus” [Everyday thinking, knowledge and justice] at the Annual Social
Psychology Days (Sosiaalipsykologian päivät) on the topic of “Digitaalinen vuorovaikutus,
muutos ja luottamus” [Digital interaction, change, and trust] based on a chapter she co-authored
for the book together with Sakari Tamminen and Vilma Lehtinen, Univ. Helsinki. The book is
available at https://helda.helsinki.fi/handle/10138/144169 (open access).
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151. November 2014. Airi Lampinen gave a talk in the “The social psychology of social networking
services” workshop at the Annual Social Psychology Days (Sosiaalipsykologian päivät) on the
topic of “Monetizing Network Hospitality”. The talk was based on research that was conducted
together with Tapio Ikkala, Univ. Helsinki.
152. November 2014. Stina Nylander presented the Internet of Sports project at the InfinIT Week of
Wearables in Copenhagen.
153. December 2014. Jarmo Laaksolahti presented at an envisioning workshop for RATS Theater at
the Location eXperience Lab at DSV.
154. December 2014. Jakob Tholander presented the joint project “App-jakten” at Forskarhjälpen at
Livrustkammaren. The project is a collaboration with Nobel museum and will engage 1 500
young schoolchildren that will work and do research for Mobile Life and SICS.
2015 Talks, presentations and demos

155. January 2015. Nackademin visited with a group of 30 people lead by Eva Stattin. The
curriculum for the course is digital strategy.
156. February 2015. Masa Inakage and his students visited the centre in conjunction with their
meeting with the UX group at Ericsson research.
157. April 2015. Mobile Life exhibited at the KTH MID open house on KTH Campus.
158. August 2015. Kristina Höök was invited to give a talk about the Internet of Things at the
conference Tylösandsdagarna. The event is organised as a place for politicians and industry
executives to meet and discuss future challenges for Sweden.
159. August 2015. Kristina Höök gave a talk at Alpbach Forum, an annual event in Austria where
politicians, researchers and policy makers meet to discuss different topics. One of this year’s
topics was cyborgs – combinations of technologies and bodies.
160. September 2015. Kristina Höök gave a talk at the ICT TNG workshop for postdocs at KTH. She
mapped out the ideas around Internet of Things.
161. September 2015. Kristina Höök talked at Konsumentverket in Karlstad, again with a focus on
Internet of Things and how it will transform our society.
162. September 2015. Oskar Juhlin was invited to talk about the Digitizing Fashion project at the
Precious Fair held at Stockholmsmässan.
163. September 2015. The inauguration of Mega Mind took place at Tekniska Museet in Stockholm.
Part of this permanent exhibition, which aims to introduce young people and children to
technology, is dedicated to research. The Mobile Life projects Affective Diary and the Soma
Mat was presented in a video at this exhibition.
164. October2015. Oskar Juhlin and Anna Ståhl were invited to give presentations at the World
Usability Day organised by STIMDI at ÅF.
165. October 2015. Oskar Juhlin gave an invited talk on 3d Printing Fashion at the Textile Fashion
Center. http://event.3dp.se/event/3dp-fashion-2015/
166. November 2015. Oskar Juhlin demoed the “Watch for Figuracy” app at the Swedish Fashion
Council open house day, arranged for national and international press.
167. December 2015. Barry Brown was invited to give a talk at the Nordic finance and bank
company Nordea’s office in Oslo, Norway.
168. December 2015. The Mobile Life project on Somaesthetics was exhibited at Space 10 with the
Soma Mat and Breathing Light at an internal meeting for IKEA management. Space 10 is a cocreation space funded by Inter IKEA systems B.V. and is located in the meat-packing district of
Copenhagen.
2016 Talks, presentations and demos

169. January 2016. The Radio P2 event, Art’s Birthday celebration 2016, was organised at Södra
Teatern in Stockholm. The Soma project demoed the Soma Mat and the Breathing Light. Anders
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Lundström and Vygandas Simbelis demoed STRATIC in a live audio/visual performance, and
Ilias Bergström demoed the Sonic Mat.
170. March 2016. Ylva Fernaeus gave a seminar at Konstfack, University College of Arts, Crafts and
Design as part of the program “Rethinking Research Practices”.
171. March 2016. Vasiliki Tsaknaki gave a seminar on wearable technology, materials and design, at
Södertörn University.
172. April 2016. Oskar Juhlin was invited to give a talk about FashionTech at the TNT-days at
Epicenter in Stockholm.
173. April 2016. Oskar Juhlin gave a talk about his work with Fashion and HCI at the Distinguished
Research seminar at DSV Stockholm University.
174. May 2016. Oskar Juhlin was invited to give a talk at the New Journalism series at Bergen
University.
175. May 2016. Oskar Juhlin gave a popular science lecture on the digitisation of fashion in May at
Luleå Technical University.
176. May 2016. Oskar Juhlin was invited to give a talk at IVA about fashion tech.
177. May 2016. Oskar Juhlin was invited to present the project “Frontrow Forensics” at the Vinnova
conference “Nydigitalisering”.
178. May 2016. Ylva Fernaeus participated in panel discussion at the Dome of Visions at KTH,
organised as part of the new centre for Art, Technology, and Design, on May 23, where the
project was discussed as an example of research in this field.
179. November 2016. Oskar Juhlin acted as program chair for the 3rd International Symposium on
Animal Computer Interaction ACI 2016. The conference was held in Milton Keynes in
November.
2017 Talks, presentations and demos

180. April 2017. Oskar Juhlin and Emma Lindblad, PhD student, Center for fashion studies,
Stockholm University, organised a national research and industrial network event, together with
the Swedish Fashion Board. The event was held at Stockholm Fashion District.
181. June 2017. Oskar Juhlin is invited to present Fashion Tech at an event in Bogota, Colombia in
June. The event is organised by the Swedish Institute.
182. June 2017. Oskar Juhlin was a member of the advisory board to Stockholm Fashion tech talks,
organised in conjunction with the Symposium conference in Stockholm.

Appendix V - Press and media appearances
2007 Press and media appearances

1.

April. The newspaper NyTeknik writes about our Mobile 2020 competitions

2.

April. Annika Waern is named the most influential and important woman in the games industry
in Sweden

3.

May 2007. Annika Waern is mentioned on position 34 and Kristina Höök on position 50 at
Computer Sweden's list of the top 50 most influential IT-women in Sweden

4.

June 2007. The future mobile phone. PC fur Alles

5.

June 2007. Contributions to our Mobile 2020 competition on the future mobile phone. Dagens
Industri

6.

June 2007. Backseat playground appears in paper edition of Mobil

7.

June 2007. Kristina Höök was elected to the IT-council of the Swedish minister Åsa
Torstensson. She was interviewed in Computer Sweden, in the newspaper Evertiq and in
Telecom Idag

8.

July 2007. Kristina Höök talks about emotional communication and mobiles. Computer Sweden
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9.

The whole Mobile Life Centre is presented with really nice pictures in the newspaper Mobil

10.

August 2007. Oskar Juhlin discusses whether the Backseat Playground game can become too
realistic and scary in IDG.se

11.

August 2007. About the Mobile Life inauguration at Stockholm University

12.

August 2007. IDG.se also talks about the Mobile 2020 competition Mobil telekomidag.com

13.

August 2007. Dagens industri discusses the Mobile 2020 competition

14.

August. Another Norwegian newsletter named mobilen.no also reports on the Mobile 2020
competition

15.

August. Norwegian newsletter named Kommunikasjon reports on the Mobile 2020 competition

16.

August. At Kistaportalen lots of nice photosare shown from the inauguration as well as a really
good summary of what happened

17.

August Several demos from the inauguration of Mobile Life are shown in this newsflash from
TV4

18.

September. Winner in the Mobile 2020 competition. Elektroniktidningen

19.

September. Mobile Life is a dream team according to Metro Teknik

20.

September. Press release from Microsoft on Mobile Life Centre in Science Direct

21.

October.Mobile Life contributes to the SVT production Sanningen om Marika

22.

October. Backseat Playground. Metro Teknik

23.

October. Results from IperG on pervasive games Metro Teknik

2008 Press and media appearances

24.

January. ”Spelforskare gör gatan till sitt Labb” Svenska Dagbladet
http://www.svd.se/nyheter/vetenskap/artikel_812091.svd

25.

January. ”Europeisk spelforskning blir spel på Stockholms gator” Spelfeber
http://spel.feber.se/art/38386/europeisk_spelforskning_blir_s/

26.

January. "Datorspel som familjedrama" Computer Sweden
http://computersweden.idg.se/2.2683/1.141938

27.

January. Trends in Mobile Technology. Metro Teknik.

28.

February. Kristina Höök. Computer Sweden.

29.

February. Interference. NyTeknik.

30.

February. Article on IPERG and Interference. Svenska Dagbladet.

31.

February. "Stromausfall in Düsseldorf"@mveltjournal
http://www.umweltjournal.de/fp/archiv/AfA_technik/13769.php

32.

February. "Realität der Zukunft am Rhein."
http://www.media.nrw.de/media2/site/index.php?id=73&no_cache=1&tx_ttnews[tt_news]=54282&tx_tt

news[backPid]=45&cHash=5b3f4e183c
33.

February. Ny Teknik ”Datorspel med levande figurer"
http://www.nyteknik.se/nyheter/it_telekom/dataspel/article61985.ece

34.

February. Mattias Esbjörnsson is interviewed in the February issue of Monitor where he
comments on the future media landscape.

35.

April. Mattias Esbjörnsson interviewed in the TV4 news about the use of mobile phones while
driving.

36.

April. Interactive TV production The Truth About Marika won an Emmy. Mobile Life was
involved through the work by Annika Waern and Marie Denward.

37.

May. Sara Ljungblad in Helsingsborgs Dagblad about the Interactive Wallpaper
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2009 Press and media appearances

38.

April. Metro Teknik featured several of the demos from the Mobile Life Open House event in
their television programme (TV9) 2009: http://www.metro.se/2009/03/05/58296/tv-skaka-dignarmare-dina-vanner/

39.

April. The Swedish weekly magazine Nyteknik, featured a two-page article which thoroughly
presents the idea of mobile collaborative video mixing and Swarmcam,
http://www.nyteknik.se/nyheter/it_telekom/tv/article548546.ece

40.

April. Ericsson’s internal newspaper Kontakten featured some of the Mobile Life activities.
Ericsson’s Telecom report – The Future of Telecoms, featured some of Mobile Life’s results:
http://www.ericsson.com/ericsson/corpinfo/publications/telecomreport/archive/2009/future_of_t
elecoms/article1.shtml

41.

April. Swedish Radio (SR). Maria Håkansson talks about the Push!Music system and music
sharing on mobile phones in the weekly music documentary “Mitt i musiken” on channel
P2:http://www.sr.se/sida/artikel.aspx?programid=1012&artikel=2745547

42.

Oskar Juhlin was interviewed in SPRF, membership magazine for “Sveriges Pensionärers
Riksförbund” (4/2009) on the benefits of new mobile live video technologies for kin and
families.

43.

Annika Waern’s research was portrayed in Forskning & Framsteg. The articles was named “EU
funds new game genres” and portrayed work both from IperG (the EU-project Annika lead prior
to the Mobile Life centre) and Mobile Life.

44.

An article in SINC in Spain mentioned the Royal Society discussion and the work of professor
Höök, 26th of May 2009: http://www.plataformasinc.es/index.php/esl/Reportajes/InteligenciaArtificial-mi-robot-me-entiende

45.

Mobile
Life
was
portrayed
in
the
Ericsson
internal
newspaper:
http://www.ericsson.com/ericsson/corpinfo/publications/telecomreport/archive/2009/future_of_t
elecoms/article1.shtml

46.

Mobile Life was portrayed in the Silicon Networks newspaper
http://networks.silicon.com/mobile/0,39024665,39445481,00.htm.

47.

September. Kristina Höök appeared on the radio, VVR Vetandets värld. http://www.sr.se/cgibin/p1/program/laddaner.asp?ProgramID=412.

48.

September. Kristina Höök gave a talk at TEDx Stockholm. Her talk can be found on YouTube.

49.

September. Oskar Juhlin was invited to Swedish public service radio first in the program “Fråga
barnen”, where he should ask questions to the children in the panel “barnpanelen” (the children’s
panel).

50.

September. Kristina Höök was interviewed on Vetenskapsradion P1 after her Interact-keynote
presentation.

51.

September. Oskar was invited to Vetenskapsnyheterna SR P1 where he was asked to comment
on a new game from Microsoft and in particular on the play experience of a global warming
learning game.

52.

October. Oskar comments on the future of Internet on the mobile phone in the October issue of
the Journal Internetworld. http://internetworld.idg.se/2.1006/1.263329/nu-ar-natet-hetast-imobilen

53.

The magazin Leva appointed hundred Swedish women that inspire us. Kristina Höök was
appointed under the category Science Fiction.
http://www.mynewsdesk.com/se/view/pressrelease/omoejliggoeraren-david-lega-och-farsgrisenhanna-hellquist-tvaa-av-levas-100-inspiratoerer-345552.

54.

November. Sara Ljungblad appeared in Metro Teknik describing “Autonomous wall-paper” as a
playful photography application that illustrates changes in the use of cameraphones.
http://www.metro.se/2009/11/30/87614/hennes-tapet-ar-fylld-av-digitala-blo/
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in

20090626:

55.

December. Kristina Höök is still on the list of most powerful IT-women in Sweden according to
Computer Sweden. http://csjobb.idg.se/2.9741/1.279120/sveriges-maktigaste-it-kvinnor

56.

December. Maria Håkansson was interviewed by New Scientist about our long-term study of the
robotic toy dinosaur Pleo in the homes of families.
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg20427385.600-learning-to-love-to-hate-robots.html

2010 Press and media appearances

57.

Kristina Höök participated in P1, Swedish radio, in a panel on social media, 12th of January,
2010. The program was also transmitted via Bambuser.
http://sverigesradio.se/sida/artikel.aspx?programid=3391&artikel=3366367

58.

January. Oskar Juhlin commented on the topic “Därför är kvinnorna mest framåt på nätet” in the
Metro.

59.

Judith Bishop from MSR visited Sweden and came to see the Mobile Life Centre. March 2010.
Judith was interviewed by Computer Sweden together with Kristina Höök:
http://computersweden.idg.se/2.2683/1.299976/ensam-inte-stark

60.

Ylva Ferneaus was interviewed by Metro Teknik, 23rd of March, on the idea of ActDresses – by
dressing
up
robots
in
different
clothes
their
behaviour
is
changed.
http://www.metro.se/2010/03/26/14021/roboten-som-somnar-nar-den-far-pyjamas/

61.

Annika Waern was interviewed in Forskning & Framsteg, March 2010, on “augmented reality”.
http://www.fof.se/tidning/2010/3/forstarkt-verklighet

62.

Annika Waern was interviewed by Uppsala Nya Tidning when she turned 50 years old 22nd of
March. She spoke about her Mobile Life research on pervasive games.
http://www.unt.se/familjeliv/hon-ar-en-baddare-pa-dataspel-734944.aspx

63.

Riu Xue Xia was interviewed by Studentguiden on her experiences of studying and then doing
research in Sweden.

64.

Nicklas Lundblad wrote an essay on the death of the idea of mobility as a state separate from
normal use, in Computer Sweden, March 2010. He referred to Mobile Life and our research
agenda.http://computersweden.idg.se/2.2683/1.294897/mobil-ar-det-normala

65.

Annika Waern was interviewed in the Sunday-appendix of Dagens Nyheter 21st of March, 2010,
on Pervasive Games.

66.

Lars Erik on TV4’s “Ekonominyheterna” April 26th, 2010. Lars Erik Holmquist was
interviewed by TV4 “Ekonominyheterna” on the mobile “apps” – services and software for
mobile phones. Sweden is a leader in this development because of very good courses in
programming and interaction design, mobile phone and a high degree of maturity. In the future it
will be obvious that the mobile phone and the “apps” will become even more integrated with the
users’ social and professional life, and more and more “smart-stuff” will be controlled by the
mobile phone. See the interview.

67.

Kristina Höök, in Computer Sweden, May 2010. Kristina Höök once again on the list of the most
powerful IT-women in Sweden, May 24th 2010.Computer Sweden appoints the most powerful
women in the IT community each year.

68.

Oskar Juhlin on “Vetandets värld” in Swedish Radion P1, May 17th, 2010. Oskar comments on
the future of mobile applications in the P1 program called “Appar vinner mark i mobilen” in
Vetandets värld the 17th of May

69.

Oskar Juhlin was interview in the magazine Oracle, August 2010. Oskar Juhlin was interview in
the journal Oracle in connection with his book release, “Social Media on the Road!

70.

I’m your body in “Mitt i Kista”, September 14th, 2010. Jon Back, Ph. D. Student at Mobile Life
was interviewed by the local paper “Mitt i Kista” about the mobile game, I’m your body.

71.

Oskar Juhlin and Ramin Toussi appeared in Metro Teknik, September 22nd, 2010.
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72.

Oskar Juhlin presented the Mobile Life Centre at Bokmässan, September 24th, 2010. VINNOVA
invited Oskar Juhlin to “Forskartorget” at the annual Bokmässa in Göteborg and to talk about the
future mobile services.

73.

Ylva Ferneaus on Swedish Radio with Magnus Uggla, Friday, October 8th, 2010. Ylva Ferneaus
was invited to Radio Stockholm and the talk show with Magnus Uggla.

74.

Researchers in the Mobile Life Centre studies your whereabouts, Metro Teknik, October 27th,
2010. Mattias Rost and researchers at the Mobile Life Centre investigates why people use
Foursquare, Gowalla, and Google Latitude to tell their whereabouts.

75.

Kristina Höök in the jury for Mobilgalan 2010, in Mobile Business, October 2010. Kristina
Höök is part of the jury at this year’s Mobilgalan that took place in Kista Science Tower on
November 11th.

76.

Mobil reports from the fair Mobilgalan, November 2010. Mobile Life researchers were
demonstrating at the annual event Mobile Innovation Alley. The journal Mobil was there and
reported on one of the demos.

77.

Oskar Juhlin interviewed in P4 Radion Stockholm, December 10th, 2010. Radio Stockholm
broadcasted live from Kista Science City with Ulf Elfving as host. Oskar Juhlin was interview
during the program and talked about the future mobile services.

78.

Oskar Juhlin interview in magazine Oracle’s December report, 2010. Oracle magazine
published an analytical discussion with Oskar Juhlin on the future of car computing. Five Ideas:
Trends in Automobile Industry: How Technology will change the way we drive.

79.

Oskar Juhlin in the journal för CTO:s, December 2010. The technology has to put the people in
focus, and not just provide functionality but also experiences.

80.

Kristina Höök, one of the most powerful IT women, December 2010. Kristina Höök was once
again elected one of the most powerful women within IT by the journal Computer Sweden.

2011 Press and media appearances

81.

Oskar Juhlin in Dagens Nyheter, March 2011. Oskar comments on a report from Denmark,
“Increased internet surfing while on the toilet”.

82.

Annika Waern in Computer Sweden, March 2011. Annika discusses how companies use social
media and games in their marketing communication as a means to reach and interact with
customers.

83.

Kristina Höök in Computer Sweden, March 2011. Kristina Höök will continue her work as
advisor to the Swedish government and discuss the future Swedish ICT and telecom in the newly
funded IT delegation with the IT minister Anna-Karin Hatt. The delegation consists of 26
experts from industry, research and governance.

84.

Portrait of the Centre and Kristina Höök in Vinnova nytt, March 2011. VINNOVA nytt visited
the centre in the beginning of the year which resulted in a portrait of Kristina Höök.

85.

Oskar Juhlin at “Nyhetsmorgon” TV 4, April 2011. It was in the corner of 56:th and Lexington
in New York that the first phone call with a handheld device was made on April 3rd, 38 years
ago. The phone weighed 1 kg and the battery could be used for 20 minutes. In an interview at the
TV 4 “Nyhetsmorgon”, Oskar Juhlin comments on some of the high lights for mobile phones
during the 38 years that has past, and on future challenges for the mobile phone.

86.

IT i Vården, May 2011. Article about Affective Health in the Internet journal “It i vården”.

87.

Petra Sundström in “Ingenjörsamfundets”magazin, June 28, 2011. Show you emotions in the
you mobile phone. Aticle with Petra Sundström in Ingenjörsamfundets magazin.

88.

MFashion in VINNOVA NYTT, June 2011. Match your mobile phone with your dress! Article in
VINNOVA nytt about the Mobile Life project, mFashion.

89.

Mobile Life in VINNOVA NYTT, June 2011. About Mobile Life in VINNOVA nytt, p 8.

90.

Kristina Höök about feelings and the future mobile phone, September 28, 2011. The mobile
technology can be used in so many ways to help us work faster. The technology is our friend, we
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decide how over its development, explains Kristina Höök in the interview. The article says that it
is Kristina Höök’s combination of humanism and technical optimism that are mirrored in the six
design concept that she is trying to make useful. In the magazine Tele 2 Business
91.

Commercialisation of Affective Health, SSF September, 2011. Kristina Höök presented the
progress in the commercialisation process of the Affective Health system at SSF (Swedish
Foundation for Strategic Research). The prestudy has convinced her and the business developer,
Fredrik Wetterhall, that this will be a successful product on the market.

92.

Kristina Höök interviewed in the magazine Ny Teknik, November 2011, about mobile phones
and emotions.

93.

Kristina Höök interviewed in Dagens Nyheter, December 2011. How smart can a mobile phone
become? Kristina talks about emotion-based communication for mobile phones.

94.

December 2011. Article about the Mobile Life VINN Excellence Centre. In June, Oskar Juhlin
was invited by the Stifterverband für die Deutsche Wissenschaft to give a presentation about the
Swedish innovation system and in particular about the VINN Excellence Centre. The event was
followed by an article.

95.

December 2011. 10 million SEK for “emotional” research. Kristina Höök, Professor at the
Department of Computer and Systems Sciences and director of research at the research institute
SICS, is awarded 10 million SEK in grants from the Foundation for Strategic Research. The
funding is for research on emotions and the interaction between man and machine. Kristina
Höök will also receive a grant from the Research Council for this research.

96.

April 2011. Kristina Höök about feelings and the future mobile phone. Mobile technology can be
used in so many ways to help us work faster. Technology is our friend, we decide how over its
development, explains Kristina Höök in the interview. The article says that Kristina Höök's
combination of humanism and technical optimism are mirrored in the six design concept that she
is trying to put to practical use. Article in the magazine Tele 2 Business.

97.

June 2011. Petra Sundström is portrayed in “Ingenjörsamfundets magazine”. Show your
emotions your mobile phone.

2012 Press and media appearances

98.

January 2012. Top ratings for Mobile Life Centre. Stockholm University spreads the news about
VINNOVA’s positive review of Mobile Life on their website in November 2011.

99.

January 2012. Johanna Mercurio interviewed in Swedish Radio P4. Johanna is discussing
Affective Health and Technology. The interview is conducted in Swedish and can be found at 13
min. and 15 in the program. Johanna is also promoting the Internet of Things conference on the
9th of February.

100. January 2012. Affective computing. Kristina Höök in Interaction-Design.org.
101. February 2012. IDG lists 62 creative persons in the Swedish digital world. The list includes
Kristina Höök and Alexandra Weilenmann.
102. February 2012. “The Internet of Things day in Kista” DN. Kista new hub for Internet of Things.
Today, Thursday, is the starting point for a new centre dedicated to the Internet of Things, in
Kista. With the technique we can monitor our health, enjoy ourselves with role play and games
and work out more efficiently, says the researcher Kristina Höök.
103. February 2012. The Internet of Things day organised by SICS in Kista. Interview with Kristina
Höök in the magazine Computer Sweden regarding the Internet of Things and the possibility for
Sweden to be a leader in the area if it focuses on consumers.
104. March 2012. What will happen when the things talk to each other? Article in
“Hjälpmedelsinstitutet” webbased newspaper.
105. March 2012. Oskar Juhlin is interviewed on Studio Bronx on the next generation of mobile
video where he also showed some prototypes of what these could look like.
106. March 2012. The most powerful IT-women in Sweden. The annual list of the most powerful ITwomen in the world. Kristina Höök is in18th place.
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107. March 2012. Svenska Dagbladet wrote an article about the “Internet of Things Day”, organised
in collaboration with SICS and Mobile Life. “Internet of Things” is very much about writing
apps and programs not only to work on smart phones and computers, but in the real world"
(Adam Dunkels).
108. April 2012. Yanqing Zhang is working as one of the editors for the special journal issue of
Continuum on the theme of Ubiquitous Digitalization of Urban Life and Auditory Culture.
109. April 2012. Kristina Höök, professor in Human Computer Interaction at the school for Computer
Science and Communication at KTH, was interviewed by www.Webfinanser.se.
110. April 2012. In connection with Sweden being ranked as no 1 by the World Economic Forum on
the networked readiness index, the Swedish public service SVT 1 news broadcasted from Mobile
Life Centre and interviewed Kristina Höök about the ranking.
111. June 2012. Mobile Life released the news that IKEA, ABB and Movinto Fun joined as new
partners in the centre.
112. June 2012. Jakob Tholander, Associate Professor in Human-Computer Interaction at Stockholm
University, commented about games and that games are not shortcuts, teachers have to consider
games as a tool just like a textbook. Article in Dagens Nyheter.
113. August 2012. BuzzFeed interviewed Henriette Cramer, together with Motorola collaborators
Frank Bentley and Santosh Basapur about location-based services and their study collecting
hand drawn maps from people in Chicago (CHI'12 note) and Stockholm.
114. September 2012. Barry Brown was interviewed for an article in the New York Times on his GPS
device use.
115. September 2012. An article about Barry Brown’s work on GPS use in cars appeared in the New
York Times, and was syndicated into the Sydney Morning Herald and a range of other
newspapers. He also appeared on the Voice of America radio station to talk about his work.
116. September 2012. Annika Waern discusses Alternate Reality Games with the bestselling author
Anders De la Motte and Johanna Koljonen. The fifteen-minute program is part of a series of web
TV discussions investigating the pan-European series 'The Spiral', a transmedia production
consisting of a TV drama series and a game.
117. September 2012. Kristina Höök comments in an article by Sydsvenskan. “Mobilen är inte alltid
tillförlitlig nog” about the well being apps that are becoming popular on the market.
118. September 2012. Kristina Höök was interviewed in VINNOVA Nytt.
119. October 2012. “Words are not enough” says Petra Sundström, Dr, in Human Computer
Interaction at Stockholm University and research leader at the Mobile Life Centre. Petra
comments on the 30th anniversary of the smiley sign in the daily news paper, Dagens Nyheter.
120. January – February 2013. The journal Interaction published a special section on the project
EcoFriends.
121. February 2013. Ny Teknik and Forskning&Framsteg interviewed Anna Ståhl, Johanna Mercurio
and Kristina Höök about the Affective Health system.
122. February 2013. Johanna Mercurio was interview in Swedish radio P1 and talked about the
Affective Health system.
123. February 2013. Corina Sas paper on “Designing for Forgetting features” in the New Scientist.
124. March 2013. Petra Sundström in dialogue with the small IT-start up Protothon at their blog about
Internet of Things.
125. March 2013. Kristina Höök was interviewed by TV4 News about Mobile Life, why we an
important research centre and why the focus lies on the “good life”.
126. March 2013. The Pick up and Play system was covered on STV, and has been extensively
blogged about.
127. March 2013. Vygandas Simbelis is interviewed by KTH about the Metaphone project that paints
your emotions.
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128. March 2013. Yanqing Zhang has published an article about the Swedish fashion industry in one
of the first Chinese trend forecasting websites.
129. April 2013. Swedish Fashion: the Design Heritage to New Fashion System. Celia Yanqing
Zhang has been selected as a contributor for one of the biggest fashion trend websites in China:
Fashion trend digest. She has published an article in Chinese on the website.
130. April 2013. “This is where you want to work” “If I was 25 again I would have been attracted to
work at the Mobile Life Centre in Kista”. This is what Helene Ahlbom, journalist at Ny Teknik,
writes in her article about Mobile Life.
131. April 2013. Every year the magazine Computer Sweden lists the 50 most powerful women in IT
in Sweden. Kristina Höök was listed for the fifth year in a row. Kristina Höök is one of the
leading researchers within the Internet of Things domain as well as one of the founders of the
Mobile Life Centre. She was also appointed to be part of the government’s IT advisory board.
132. May 2013. Affective Health and Metaphone (Vegas Simbelis and Anders Lundström in
particular) were mentioned in a program named "programme called “Spanarna” on national
Swedish radio, P1.
133. May 2013. Mobile Life was again mentioned in the Swedish trend-spotting programme
“Spanarna” on P1. Per Naroskin refers to Oskar Juhlin and Elin Önnevall’s study: On the
Relation of Ordinary Gestures to TV Screens: General Lessons for the Design of Collaborative
Interactive Technique. Per Naroskin summarises it by saying, “the future belongs not only to the
big gestures, but to the beautiful gestures”.
134. June 2013. Kristina Höök appeared on Sveriges Radio P1 in the “Vetenskap & Miljö”
programme with the title: “Avslöjar du hälsouppgifter i sociala medier?”.
135. July 2013. Ingrid Jacobsson published an article in Råd & Rön titled “Datorn som känselspröt”
with a tagline claiming: “20 years ago, the web arose and spread around the world. In 2007 the
iPhone was launched for the first time. Now, computers are reading our emotions.”
136. July 2013. “Datorn som känselspröt”. An interview with Kristina Höök published in the journal,
Råd&Rön.
137. July 2013. Katie Humphrey published an article in the Star Tribune titled “GPS devices may not
be all that accurate”, citing work by Barry Brown.
138. August 2013. A press release was published to announce the “Centre Day 2013”. The event was
organised by the Mobile Life VINN Excellence Centre, Exselent Berzelii Centre, VINNOVA
and Vetenskapsrådet.
139. September 2013. The SAGE Handbook of Digital Technology Research, edited by Barry Brown,
Sara Price and Carey Jewitt was published.
140. September 2013. Journalists from the Dustin internal magazine interviewed Petra Sundström
about Internet of Things.
141. October 2013. Workshop, organised by Johanna Mercurio in collaboration with Friends of
Mobile Life. Participants came from Boris Design, Daytona and Karolinska Institutet.
142. October 2013. Workshop with a Feldenkrais instructor at Daytona.
143. November 2013. Donald McMillan and Kristina Höök were interviewed by the Swedish
newspaper DN (Dagens Nyheter). They comment on the future of mobile phones and current
research in the Internet of Things domain.
144. December 2013. “Snart kan bilen kommunicera med din telefon”. Kristina Höök comments on
Internet of Things in the Swedish newspaper DN (Dagens Nyheter).
145. December 2013. Kristina Höök comments on the Internet of Things on the Swedish Radio
channel P1.
146. March 2014. Kristina Höök and Darja Isaksson, Ziggy Creative Colony, published a debate
article in Sweden’s biggest morning paper DN (Dagens Nyheter), urging the Swedish
government to take action and make Sweden a test bed for the Internet of Things.
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147. March 2014. Kristina Höök on how to introduce maker culture into schools. In “Datorn i
Utbildningen” pages 2–14.
148. April 2014. Airi Lampinen was invited to take part in the Finnish DocVentures TV talk show as
a studio guest. Link to the program & episode: http://yle.fi/aihe/artikkeli/2014/09/23/viikonteema-totuus
149. May 2014. The Internet of Sports prototype, “Applikationen hjälper dig hålla rätt kurs”,
developed for the study with Orienteringsförbundet was featured in the magazin Skogssport.
http://www.orientering.se/Skogssport/Tidigarenummer/Skogssportnummer52013/
150. May 2014. Mobile Life in VINNOVA Nytt. The purpose of the VINN Excellence Centers is to
build internationally leading research organisations with academic excellence and that do
research that is relevant to the industry. The collaboration should spur knowledge transfer to the
public and the industry. In this article Mobile Life is presented as an example of such a
successful VINN Excellence Centre. Mikael Anneroth at Ericsson Research says in the interview
that: “It is very important to have these kinds of world leading research environments in
Sweden”.
151. October 2014. Vetenskapens värld, SVT broadcasted program Mobile Life Centre in conjunction
with their program on Big Data. Kristina Höök was interviewed in the studio and the Other Big
Data project’s prototype IllBook was presented as part of the program.
152. November 2014. Oskar Juhlin was interviewed by the Technology Review, German edition,
about the 1st Animal – Computer interaction conference in Madeira.
153. January 2015. Computer Sweden, Modern teknik flyttar in i IKEAS möbler.
https://computersweden.idg.se/2.2683/1.604869/modern-teknik-flyttar-in-i-ikeas-mobler
154. February 2015. Press release by KTH on Future IT gadgets; presenting Mobile Life’s projects.
155. http://www.mynewsdesk.com/se/kth/pressreleases/haer-aer-framtidens-it-prylar1117963?utm_campaign=send_list&utm_medium=email&utm_source=sendgrid
156. March 2015. Computer Sweden TV produced a program from Mobile Life presenting the many
on-going projects in the centre.
157. http://computersweden.idg.se/2.2683/1.616491/har-hjalper-framtidsforskarna-ikea-ochabb?queryText=mobile%20life
158. March 2015. As a follow up on the 2014 CHI workshop on Sports and HCI, Stina Nylander,
Jakob Tholander, Floyd Muller and Joe Marshall wrote an article for the special topic section in
ACM Interactions.
2015 Press and media appearances

159. March 2015. Stina Nylander is talking about the Internet of Sports project in the report from
Centre
for
research
on
Sports:
http://centrumforidrottsforskning.se/wpcontent/uploads/2015/05/Recept-for-rorelse.pdf
160. P4 Radio Stockholm broadcasted live with from the centre with Maria Holm on the research in
the centre and Johanna Mercurio doing a live demo of the soma mat.
161. Kristina Höök’s talk in Alpbach attracted some attention in German press:
162. http://diepresse.com/home/alpbach/4808264/Technik-sorgt-fur-neues-Korpergefuhl
163. http://science.orf.at/stories/1761792/
164. http://derstandard.at/2000021582944/Wir-sind-alle-Hybride-aus-Organismus-und-Technik
165. Space 10 publishes a Magazine to present projects that are at exhibit in the co-creation location
Kodebyn, Copenhagen, Denmark.
http://markedsforing.dk/sites/default/files/space10_fresh_living_lab_journal.pdf
166. The Consumer-oriented Internet of Things ended in September. The design fiction IKEA
catalogue that was the final outcome of the 6-month got a lot of attention in the press. Wired and
Business Insider to mention a few.
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167. The reality mining project’s study on Apple watch became a viral success. The list of press is too
long to be listed here and is instead enclosed as appendix 1. See below.
168. April. Oskar Juhlin is mentioned as a “Cool person” in the list of “Cool people” published by
Telenor magazine. http://smartertogether.telenorconnexion.com/2015/04/combining-fashionand-technology-in-sweden/
169. May. Digitizing Fashion-Software for wearable devices was featured in the ACM Interactions
May-June 2015 issue. http://interactions.acm.org/archive/toc/july-august-2015
170. June. Motherboard blogged about Enjoying Machines: “One of the biggest surprises about
modern technology is not how productive it makes us, or how it has revolutionized the
workplace, but how enjoyable it is,” wrote Oskar Juhlin and Barry Brown in their 2015 book
Enjoying Machines. Fantasy and pleasure is the great strength of fashion: it makes us feel like
we can take on alternate personas at will. In the end, we don’t need performance-enhancing
technology or stuff that’s going to make us superhuman. We just want something we can enjoy.
http://motherboard.vice.com/read/wheres-the-wearable-tech-thats-fashionable-enough-to-wear
171. July. Somaesthetic design is the cover story in Interactions ACM in the July-August 2015 issue.
http://interactions.acm.org/archive/toc/july-august-2015
August. Kristina Höök’s talk about Internet of Things in Alpbach attracted attention in German press:
172. http://diepresse.com/home/alpbach/4808264/Technik-sorgt-fur-neues-Korpergefuhl
173. http://science.orf.at/stories/1761792/
174. http://derstandard.at/2000021582944/Wir-sind-alle-Hybride-aus-Organismus-und-Technik
175. October. P4 Radio Stockholm broadcasted live with from the centre with Maria Holm talking
about the research at the centre and Johanna Mercurio giving a live demo of the Soma Mat.
176. November. The Consumer-Oriented Internet of Things project ended in September. The design
fiction IKEA catalogue that was the final outcome of the sixth-months project received a great
deal of attention in the press including Wired and Business Insider, just to mention a few.
177. November. The study of how owners use their Apple watches was covered by Fortune and
Business Insider, and was published and talked about on over 50 tech blogs! And in TIMES
magazine!
178. December. Space 10 published a magazine to present projects that are on exhibit in the cocreation space at Kodebyn, Copenhagen, Denmark. The Soma project is included in the
magazine. http://markedsforing.dk/sites/default/files/space10_fresh_living_lab_journal.pdf
2016 Press and media appearances

179. March. The design fiction IKEA catalogue is in the Swedish technology magazine Ny Teknik:
http://www.nyteknik.se/tekniknyheter/article3964658.ece#comments.
180. March. The magazine Veckans Affärer announced its annual list of the most powerful female
digitisers in Sweden. Sara Mazur, head of Ericsson was at the top of the list and Kristina Höök
came in ninth place. http://www.va.se/nyheter/2016/03/07/maktigaste-digitalisterna-2016/
181. March. The Swedish minister Mikael Damberg announced that the VINNOVA program will
fund projects to support the digitalisation of Swedish industry. Oskar Juhlin’s project Frontrow
Forensics was one of the eight projects that were granted for funding. Posted in the business
journal Dagens Industri web version: DiGital. http://digital.di.se/artikel/statliga-miljoner-ska-geindustrin-en-digital-skjuts
182. Maria Holm in Ny Teknik about the end of the centre funding and new opportunities.
http://www.nyteknik.se/innovation/slut-pa-vinnova-stod-for-mobile-life-6579684
183. Kristina
Höök
about
the
new
SSF-funded
project
Implicit
https://www.voister.se/artikel/2016/07/kth-ska-ta-fram-framtidens-granssnitt/

Interaction.

Kristina Höök participated in panels during the annual political meeting and discussion event at
Almedalen, Gotland in July. The event attracts a lot of press and publicity and a number of articles
were published in Dagens Industri.
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184. http://www.di.se/artiklar/2016/7/7/professorn-vill-oka-var-kreativa-it-formaga/
185. http://www.di.se/artiklar/2016/7/4/tjanster-via-bilen-nyckeln-for-volvo-cars/
186. http://www.di.se/artiklar/2016/7/5/sa-digitaliserar-du-bolaget-bast/
187. http://www.di.se/play/almedalen-live/digitaliseringen-som-kraft-for-att-utveckla-sverige-partners-for-framtidens-sa/
188. http://www.di.se/play/almedalen-live/att-overbrygga-den-digitala-avgrunden--fran-strategier-tillverklig-digital-dif/
189. The Soma project and Implicit interaction is presented by KTH in the magazine Voister:
https://www.voister.se/artikel/2016/07/kth-ska-ta-fram-framtidens-granssnitt/
190. October 14th. Anna Ståhl was interviewed by Vetenskapsrådet to collect thoughts from Swedish
researchers for a documentery around AI and the future society from different perspectives.
191. October 14th. Maria Holm was interviewed by Vetenskapsrådet on the topic of the future of IoT
and the smart home. The interviews will be part of the research library that Vetenskapsrådet is
building.
192. October 20th. Maria Holm was interviewed about the future home and IoT in the podcast “Koll
på läget” made for the real estate firm Svensk fastighetsförmedling and their real estate dealers.
2017 Press and media appearances

193. January. Universitetsnytt, the University newsletter wrote an article about the centre ending and
the
future
of
the
research
projects.
http://www.su.se/medarbetare/r%C3%A5dst%C3%B6d/information-kommunikation/kanaler/personaltidning/universitetsnytt-1-20171.321217
194. April. Airi Lampinen was on Swedish radio talking about social media use in relation to the
terrorist
attack
by
Åhléns.
(in
Finnish)
http://sverigesradio.se/sida/gruppsida.aspx?programid=4876&grupp=22348&artikel=6673318
195. April. Airi Lampinen was interviewed by Helsingin Sanomat (the main newspaper in Finland)
for a longer piece they did on how Facebook has changed our lives and us over the past decade.
196. June. Anna Ståhl was invited to talk about the future of mobile phones on the morning show in
the Swedish radio channel P4 Dalarna.
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